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President Johnson
In State of Union Address

Key Points
In Message
WASHINGTON (AP) - Here
are the key points made by
President Johnson in his State
of the Union message Monday
night :
— Proposed: a substantial
excise-tax cut; increased expenditures for education and
antipovcrty programs: hospital
care for the aged under Social
Security; overhaul of immigration laws, the Electoral College
and governmental machinery;
programs to end pollution of air
and waterways and to control
and prevent crime and delinquency ; and "an all-out campaign against waste and inefficiency."
— Expressed hope that: the
Soviet Union's new leaders can
visit the United States; he will
be able to visit Europe and Latin America, possibly this year;
and peaceful trade can be increased between the United
States and the Communist nations.

LBJ Suggests
Russia,U.S.
Exchange Visits

WASHINGTON (AP) - In a
dramatic move to open a new
era of friendly relations with the
Soviet Union, President Johnson
has issued an informal invitation to the new Soviet leaders to
visit the United States.
He is prepared to consider
favorably an invitation to make
a trip to the Soviet Union.
"I am sure the American people would welcome a chance to
listen to the Soviet leaders on
our television," Johnson declared in his State of the Union
message Monday night , "as I
would like the Soviet people to
hear our leaders.
"I hope the new Soviet leaders can visit America so they
can learn about this country at
first hand."
The Soviet Embassy was informed of J ohnson's statement
to the Congress and by radio
and television to the country a
few hours in advance of its delivery.
This diplomatic nicety reinforced the seriousness of the
President's interest in opening
negotiations with the Russians
about a visit here or an exchange of visits. Depending on
their reaction the trips could be
arranged for some time this
year.
The President also disclosed
that he hopes to visit Western
Europe and Latin America this
year. White House officials said
he is ready to accept an invitation from President Charles de
Gaulle to visit Franco — despite
differences on Atlantic Alliance
(olicy between France and the
Jnited States. It is expected
that arrangements will be
worked out for Johnson to visit
also a number of other European countries, including Britain, Wesl Germany and Italy.
The President.did not specitfy
any occasion for a visit to Latin
America. Officials said he presumably means to go to South
America, and it is understood
that there has been some talk
among Western Hemisphere
governments of having an interAmerican summit conference in
Brazil in (he spring.
Johnson set his invitation to
the Russians in the context of a
policy of dealing in different
ways wilh different Communist
countries.
He Mid in the foreign policy
section of his State of the Union
message that during the last
four years — the years of tho
Kennedy and Johnson administrations — no new nation has
become Communist nnd "the
unity of the Communist empire
has begun to crumble. " The last
was nn evident ref eren ce to the
Soviet Union 's continuing dispute with Communist China.
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Johnson Asks Aid to Education,
Excise Tax Cut, War on Poverty

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson turned his attention today to the preparation of
special messages to Congress
asking for a big new education
program, a substantial cut io
excise taxes, expanded efforts
to fight poverty and disease and
new civil rights legislation.
All these items — plus a surprise bid for an American visit
by the new leaders of the Soviet
Union — were dealt with in
broad terms Monday night in

Legislators
Open Session
In St. Paul

ST. PAUL (AP) - The Minnesota Legislature met at noon
today to open a session that will
probably carry into late May —
and possibly longer in view of
the many knotty problems at
hand.
Gov. Karl Rolvaag, delayed in
taking his position by the
lengthy recount of two years
ago, will deliver his first "state
of the state " message to the
lawmakers at noon Wednesday.
The speech of some 40 pages
reportedly will outline Rolvaag's
program in general terms, with
the budget message to come
later.

Johnson's State of the Union
message to Congress and the
nation.
Now comes work on detailed
follow-up messages, the first of
which, this Thursday, will spell
out Johnson's call for "a massive attack on crippling and killing diseases."
Normally, presidents wait
until after Inauguration Day to
start dispatching special messages. White House associates
said Johnson wants the legislators to get ah early start on his
many-sided programs.
The State of the Union message urged this as the time to
give increased attention to problems at home. But it dealt, too,
with a suggestion that leaders of
the Soviet Union visit the United
States. And Johnson slipped in
announcements that he wants to
travel to Europe and Latin
America this year.
Johnson's 4.000 - word message, read personally at an unusual evening session oi Congress , was broadcast by radio
and television networks.
In the crowded House chamber, at least, it was well re-

ceived. The President was interrupted 57 times by applause,
much of it from the Democratic
side of the aisle. There was one
burst of approving laughter and
one shout of "Atta boy!"
Few problems, foreign or domestic, were omitted from the
chief executive's 47-minute address, which prompted Senate
Republican Leader Everett M.
Dirksen to call it "a glowing
blueprint for paradise."

loans to needy college students.
—A substantial excise-tax cut
which House officials said could
approach $2 billion.

—Either a new law or a constitutional amendment, a point
yet to be decided, to "eliminate
every remaining obstacle to the
right and opportunity to vote."
Johnson ' said the aim here
would be to help Negro Americans.
—Medical insurance for the
aged under Social Security and
higher Social Security benefits.
—Changes in the Taft-Hartley
Labor Relations Act, which
aides said would include a proposal to repeal the controversial
section 14-B that authorizes
states to enact laws barring
compulsory unionism, so-called
right to work laws.
—A change in congressional
rules to permit speedy enactment of a temporary income tax
cut to help fight any recession
that might develop. But Johnson
said he confidently predicted
continued prosperity.

Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield termed Johnson's goals attainable. House
Speaker John W. McCormack
labeled it "truly a great message" and the new House Republican leader, Rep. Gerald R.
Ford, said there could be little
argument over the goals — just
over how to achieve them.
On the home front, Johnson
mixed new proposals with retreads. For example, lie wants:
—$1.5 billion this year for a
new aid-to-education program
that would help low • income
school districts, provide books
for students at both public and Federal power to combat
parochial schools, and extend air and water pollution, new
scholarships and guaranteed moves to beautify the couhtry-

PLANNING VIET NAM OFFENSIVE
. . . U. S. Army Col. Jaspar Wilson talks on
phone to an adviser in the field as Gen. Cao
Van Vien, center, commander of the III South
Viet Nam Corps Area, stands beside him today at plotting table at command post in

Provincetown Baria. The Viet Nam officers
and U. S. advisers were planning a major offensive against Viet Cong units in area
around Binh Gia where fighting has raged
for the last week. (AP Photofax via radio
from Saigon)

Counteroffensive at
Binh Gia Under Way

SA,IGON , South Viet Nam
(AP) — The South Vietnamese
government deployed more soldiers around Binh Gia today,
and a counteroffensive against
the Viet Cong appeared to be
under way.
Sporadic sniper fire was reported during the night and a
road convoy was hit with small-

Reefs Planned to
Shell Hope Show
HOLLYWOOD (AP ) - Actress Jill St. John, back from
her first Bob Hope Christmas
tour, said today that one show
in South Viet Nam came within
a half-hour of bombardment.
"Two mortars, planted by the
Viet Cong, were aimed at the
stage. Demolition experts found
them only .10 minutes before
showtime. Try singing on key
after an introduction like that,"
said the red-haired beauty.
The Hope troupe, under tight
security, spent two days in the
troubled area. They missed by
minutes the Christmas Eve
bombing of Saigon officers'
quarters with more than 100
casualties, including, two Americans killed.

Johnson even made what
White House - officials acknowledged was an indirect reference
to birth control, saying he would
"seek new ways to use our
knowledge to help deal with the
explosion in world population
and the growing scarcity in
world resources."
But the biggest surprise
doubtless was- his suggestion
that members of the new Soviet
hierarchy visit the United
States.
Declaring that Americans and
Russians must "come to know
each other better" if they are to
live in peace, Johnson said:
"I hope the new Soviet leaders can visit America so they
can learn about this country at
first hand."
To emphasize that this was no
idle remark, administration
sources quickly disclosed that, a
few hours before Johnson spoke,
the Soviet Embassy was approached informally on the
idea. It was learned Johnson
would be ready to give favorable consideration to an invitation to visit the Soviet Union.
The House and Senate Democratic leaders, who bear responsibility for seeing the program
through, liked it.
"Attainable goals . . . which
all Americans can understand
and appreciate," said Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield of Montana. "I predict the
achievements . . . will be monumental," said Rep. Carl Albert I
of Oklahoma, the House Democratic leader.

The governor it expected to
ask for more money in practically all divisions of the state government when he gets down to
spelling out his budget request.
But nothing like the 30 per cent
increase in spending which state
agencies asked in compiling requests of $848 million for the
next two-year period.
Secretary of State Joseph Donovan will preside over the House
session today until a speaker is
named. It will be Donovan 's
sixth session, coming one day
after his 10th anniversary in office.
Rep. Lloyd Dnxbury Jr., 42.
Caledonia , will be elected
speaker, the position he held last
session. Liberals will nominate
Rep. Joseph Prifrel, St. Paul.
Lt. Gov. A.M. Keith will preside over the Senate, his second
session in that post.
Both branches are dominated
by Conservatives over the minority Liberal faction . In the Senate, it's 44-23 and in the House,
77-56.
Rep. C.A. Johnson, Mankato,
the lone independent, will vote
with conservatives on organizing matters. One seat is in
doubt. John P. Wingard of
Brooklyn Center, a Conservative
defeated in the November election by Linn Slattergren , is contesting the election in court.
However, the House ig final
judge of its own members. Both
men may be asked to stand
aside until a House committee is
named to investigate the election.
In addition to Rolvaag's opening message nnd a budget presentation , he is expected to send
other messages later dealing
with such top ics as mental
health, natural resources and
civil rights.

side and the cities, expanded
conservation measures, new
moves to fight crime and foster
culture.
—A study of ways to cut the
cost of farm aid programs and
to "direct more of our effort to
the small farmer who needs
help most."
—An immigration law "based
on the work a man can do and
not where he was born or how
he spells his name."
—A doubling this year of the
$784-million fund to finance antipoverty programs and the start
of "a massive attack on crippling and killing diseases."

arms fire, but casualties were gon, 100 students passed the
light. The area 40 miles east of first night of a 48-hour antigovernment fast , but widespread
Saigon was quiet today.
public support for the protest
Gen. William C. Westmore- did not materialize.
land, commander of U.S. forces Student leaders in Hue have
in Viet Nam, was expected to remised that if the government
direct the U.S. side of the devel- Eas not granted their demands
oping effort to counter the Viet by Wednesday, they will adopt
Cong offensive at Binh Gia.
"stronger measures. " The imU.S. reconnaissance bombers plication was that the students
crossed the battle areas repeat- are planning riots.
edly Monday taking aerial photographs, possibly in preparation for a drive against Commu- These Try ing Times
nist forces arou,id the embattled
No question about it , says
Roman Catholic refugee village.
Charlie Wadsworth — these
Viet Cong unit* made new
trying times are the good
attacks Sunday night and Mon- old days we'll be longing for
day shattering a three-day lull a few years from now . . .
in fighting around Binh Gia. Six An auto manufacturer conAmericans have been killed in fides that the 'G6 models will
the fighting around Binh Gia ,
be much longer and wider:
and two others are missing and "Frankly, our goal is the
believed captured. Government two-garage cnr" . . . Note
casualties are believed to be in on the wall of a high school
the neighborhood of 5O0. .
locker room : "We don't
Saigon, scene of student riots want to see good losers
and demonstrations Monday, here. We want to see grawas calm today, although the cious winners" . . . The
main Buddhist secondary school home of the typical newlyof 5,000 students was on strike weds is furnished, we 'rp
and more trouble was expected. told, in Early Anything.
There were Indications that
Buddhist students and other agitation groups would try to
mount a coordinated campaign
opposing the civilian government of Premier Tran Van
Huong.
In Hue, 400 miles north of Sai-

Key committee chairmen
were brimming with optimism.
"I think we're of a mind to give
him anything he wants," said
Rep. William L. Dawson, D-Ill.,
whose Government Operations
Committee will handle housing
and urban problems.
As for the $1.5-billion proposal
to improve education, a ranking
Republican on the House Education and Labor Committee,
Rep. Peter Frelinghuysen of
New Jersey, said: "I would assume he would get just about
what he wants."
Most Republicans took the
line, however, that the message
was a series of something-for
everybody promises which cannot be financed without deficits.

Johnson's hand was strength
ened, only a few hours after the
new Congress convened Monday, by a 224-201 House vote
changing a rule which has prevented many a Democratic
measure from getting to a vote.
The decision was a blow at
the House Rules Committee and
its chairman, conservative Rep.
Howard W. Smith, D-Va., who
sometimes sits on measures
favored by liberals. Henceforth
the Rules Committee may hold
a bill only 21 days; then the
speaker may decide whether it
is to be brought to the floor for
a vote.
Rep. Charles A . Halleck of

Indiana was overthrown as
House Republican leader by
Rep. Gerald R. Ford of Michihandsome
51-year-old
gan,
former football player.

Ford, every bit as conservative as the veteran Halleck, who
is 64, was backed by younger
GOP members who said they
wanted a "fresh, forceful image" for their party.
Eighty-year old Rep. Joseph
W. Martin Jr. of Massachusetts,
whom Halleck unseated in an
almost identical revolt in 1959,
voted for Ford.
Over on the Senate side, Sen.
Russell B. Long of Louisiana,
son of the late Sen. Huey Long,
won the key post of Democratic
whip, although he has voted
against several Kennedy-Johnson bills.
The post became vacant with
Hubert H. Humphrey's election
as vice president.

A HANDSHAKE . . . Hubert Humphrey, who gave up
his post as senator from Minnesota when he was elected
vice president, and Sen. Eugene McCarthy, D-Minn., pose
in a handshake at the Capitol. (AP Photofax) •

Bulk of Program
May Be Enacted

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
lopsidedly Democratic 89th Congress embarked with high optimism today on the legislative
Journey that President Johnson
called "the beginning of the
road to the Great Society."
Shortly before a cheering joint
session received Johnson's State
of the Union message — deliv-

ered in person Monday night
and carried by radio and television networks — Congress broke
down some of its own historic
legislative barriers that might
have blocked the way.
So the President who won in
November an unprecedented 43million-vote popular total faced
old House and Senate colleagues
with brighter - than - ever prospects that they will enact the
great bulk of his program.
The legislators burst into applause 57 times before, during
and after Johnson 's 47-minute
address. Democrats called it
"inspiring" and "attainable."
The outnumbered Republican*
were stingy with applause;
some of them called hia proposals costly and Utopian.
Rich in prose but barren of
details, the presidential message presented a scries of
preambles, not detailed programs.
His specific new proposals for
a nation that is "free, restless,
growing and full of hope," Johnson said, will be spelled out in
special messages over the next
six weeks.

WEATHER

oJ$P^r
(For more laughs see Earl
Wilson on Page 4)

Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C,
condemned it as a "frightening
package of generalities and
omissions" and an attempt to
achieve "a mythological Socialist Utopia."

DISRUPTED SESSION . . . A man in a Negro minstrel's
make-up is. hustled off tho floor of the House of Representatives by a Qapitol policeman, left . The man, identified a.s a
member of the American N azi Party , interrupted swearing-in
ceremonies when he rushed out on the floor shouting "Fse the
Mississippi delegation—wants to be seated. " (AP Photofax)

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Occasional cloudiness tonight
and Wednesday. Colder tonight, little change Wwlnesday.
Low tonight 5 above to S below, high Wednesday 12-20.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for tha
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum, 42; minimum, 21;
noon, 25; precipitation, none.
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THINK atout this . . . if you hear something worthwhile that's
good; if you see something worthwhile, that's better; if
$jni; do ? something worthwhile, that's the best. These are the
D
tfays peopi* >e»rtj.
. . -Any teacher of experience can tell you that one learns by
hMring, mere by seeing, and the most by doing. That's why
schooling consists of the teacher first telling about a given
subject, then demonstrating, and finally, assigning work for
fche .'Student to do, thus utilising the whole process of learning.
To stop at the hearing or seeing level , is to come short on
Sleepy Eye Man
knowledge. And, for the lack
Dead in Collision
of knowledge, many have failed
' NEW ULMl Minn. (AP)-A to see their dreams fulfilled.
rural Sleepy Eye . man vas Take the youngster who is
killed Monday in the near-head- learning a musical instrument,
on collision of two cars IS miles for example. His or her enthusiasm was bubbling over as
•outhwest of New Ulm.
The death of Leo Braulick Jr., this one envisioned the joy of
26, raise* Minnesota's 1965 high- playing with great ability —
way toll to 10, one less than a through the process of seeing,
hearing, and doing she began to
year ago today.
Listed in good condition at a learn. Human nature now
Sleepy Eye hospital were the starts to separate the doers
other driver, Curtis Mathiowetz , from the dreamers.
i2; rural Sleepy Eye, and his
mother, Mrs. Alfred Mathiowetz. IT'S IN THE doing stage that
Officers said the crash occurred many find they are just too
at the top of a hill on gravel lazy, or that their interest is
not sufficient to go on in a
JSrown County 10.
meaningful manner. Practice is
¦¦
hard work, so many give up in
the doing stage , and thus, the
Commission Elects
learning process stops. Now I
Paul Rasmussen
-.. have cited the case of one
learning an instrument only as
ST. PAUL (AP) - Paul Has- an example. Whether we are
mussen was elected chairman of aware of it or not, this same
Oie ^Minnesota Railroad and process works to the end of
Warehouse Commission Monday, achievement or failure in every•utcftedlng Ronald L. Anderson. day activity.
Commissioner Hjalmar Peter- We still learn by hearing,
ken was elected vice chairman. more by seeing, and the most
Anderson was named principal by doing. Perhaps an over-simJoint board member, represent- plification of the process is exWf the coraBtiMlonon a variety pressed in the old saying, "Monpf }Mj«rds.
key see, monkey do. " We are
I Jtt^iliewly elected officers 'will learning. Whether that which
we learn is good or bad, de»«Vt for' one year.
¦
'
pends on what we hear and see,
and to what end we labor at
AUTHOR AT COTTER
the name of one Cotter High doing. The point I would like to
School contributor to an anthol- make, is that by little effort,
tegy of esaaya was incorrectly one can be sure that that which
he hears and sees, lends itself
llated. Sunday. The atvdent to
doing a good thing. Somehow,
writer's name is Jerome Gallas. good
things take more doing,
;. *e>*rtli»(TifW
more effort , but grant more
achievement when accomplished.
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In construction or cosmology, farming or finance , tha futurs
belongs to the fit. The future belongs to those vigorous enough
to live it and shape 11. A.re your schools providing for physical
fitness as part of a sound education? You parents c?n h«lp
sea that they do. Write.- The President's Council on Physical
Fitness , Washington , D. C. for information.
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Firm Wants
Part of Lot
At Airport

Three Primary Contests

A dtywlde primary election
was made mandatory as a
last-day rush of filings Monday
produced three-waycontests for
the position! of alderman-atlarge, 3rd and 4th Ward aldermen.
Aid. Clarence Trihell paid his
suggestions were filing fee at 1:30 p.m. to bring
proposed Monday night by the about the: first triangular race.
City Council alter aldermen Already listed as candidates for
heard a request for purchase of
a lot in tbe -airport industrial
park.
W. E. Morse, Winona Industrial Development Association
executive director, outlined the
r e q u e s t of
?
Conway Uni#«•• .
?V»ITy
versal Studios,
an art glass

Judae

the 3rd Ward council teat were
Don Klagge and M. F. Sweeney.
In the 4f if Ward, Joseph (Val)
Karsina, 883 E. Mark St., a
former alderman, filed for the
position being vacated by Aid.
Daniel Bambenek. Previously,
Jerry Borzyskowski had declared for the position. A third
candidate, Stanley Stolpa, 727
E. King St., filed shortly before the 5 p.m. deadline to make

At-Larae

a 4th Ward primary necessary. en W. Torgerson filed far r»
Assuring the city as a whole election Monday to join ttti seof a primary was the filing of lect group of unopposedcandiBarry Jfelsoo, 677 E. Mark St., dates. Others art: Miytr R.
for alderman-at-large. Two K. Ellings , Treasurer Alfred
candidates, Aid. Jim Mohan Berndt, Municipal Judge John
and David Kouba, already had D. McGill sod and Ward Aid.
Henry Parfcs.
announced for the post.
First ward candidates are H. The primary election will be
P. Joswick and David L. John- Feb. 1. Voting machineswill be
used for the first tim« fa this
ston.
Special Municipal Judge Lor- election.

4th Ward

3rd Ward

f i r m w i t h Council
qua rters at I V*P""CII

SOURCE OF THE FLAMES . . . Firemen
Clem Huff , right, and Richard Miller, foreground, begin the clean-up job in the aftermath of a fire in the storeroom of the Winona

Athletic Club. The charred paper they are
clearing away was the apparent fuel for the
flames. (Daily News photo )

Smoke Damage High
In Athletic Club Fire

Fi%^n a stockroom produced
a lot of damaging smoke but
did not have a chance to spread
this morning at the Winona
Athletic Club, Sth Street and
Mankato Avenue.
A steward, Philip Pomeroy,
and four customers at the club
bar, smelled smoke about 9:30
a.m. Calling custodian Ed Kramer, they discovered flames
in a small stockroom, about 35
feet from the bar on the west
side of the building.
CLUB MANAGER William
Bell said he planned to reopen
the club's bar and lounge by
late afternoon but added that
"definitely " there will le no
bowling tonight.
He said at noon that a mechanic from the Brunswick
bowling equipment company in
Minneapolis was coming to
Winona this afternoon to inspect damage to the bowling
lanes in the basement.
Bell said that firemen had
covered tlie club s six lanes
and, as far as he knows, water
reached only the gutters. However , he did not know how long
bowling might be suspended at
the club after tonight.
"We 'll know better by tomorrow, " he said.
Kramer told how they closed
the stockroom door on the
flames , thus effectively preventing their spread until the
fire department arrived. However, heavy smoke from the
blaze pervaded the entire twostory brick structuTSrapparent-

ly carried by the ventilating But damage to the bowling
system.
lanes awaits the more thorough
examination to be given this
FIREMEN WERE hampered afternoon by the equipment
by the thick smoke. As they company's representative.
fed their hose lines up the main
entrance on Sth Street, the fire- Smoke damage means that
fighters found they had to pro- most of the glassware in the
ceed on their hands and knees. bar, plus all opened bottle
Firemen who went upstairs goods, must be written off. Canto get rid of smoke concentra- dy, peanuts and the like are a
tions there came stumbling back loss, as well.
down the stairs, eyes streaming, NO ESSENTIAL records were
nearly choked. "You can't see lost in the blaze, Bell said.
nothin' up there," one exclaim- There was smoke damage in
ed. '
the office next to the storeFinally, with the aid of gas room, but the flames never enmasks and oxygen tanks, fire- tered that area.
men were able to break out "It's going to amount to a
windows in the upper story to few dollars, no doubt about
let smoke escape. Flames nev- that ," Bell said; but he added
er reached the second floor.
that it would be nothing like
Ventilators on the east side the loss suffered Oct. 23, 1954,
of the building spewed smoke when fire destroyed most cf
from both stories out onto Man- the building's central portion.
kato Avenue, making the clear Damage in that fire was $50,winter day look like a foggy 00O, as the club's ballroom
one.
floor had to be partially reTHINGS WERE under control placed. It was 1954's biggest
by 10 o 'clock ; and firemen were fire in Winona. The present
putting out the last smoldering Athletic Club building was compapers • in the storeroom by pleted in 193(Lat an estimated
noon. By this time, too, other cost of J56,00tt
firemen were cleaning up the
mess and airing out the build- TWO-AND-A-HALF cases of
matches piled against a wall
ing.
Bell was unable to make even opposite the cabinet where the
a preliminary estimate of dam- fire is thought to have started
age. He knows that the store- did not burn.
room was badly burned. Some It is believed that the fire
old records in the room were started in a cabinet, whose front
destroyed, and a buffing mach- panel is burned out, where old
ine worth about $350 was records, paper coin wrappers
smashed when some shelves and other flammable articles
were stored.
collapsed on it.
Six inches of water in a low
area of the basement will not
affect the bowling lanes, Bell
said. The canvas covers on the
alleys allowed hose water to
run right off. However, a 30foot by .5-foot area of the basement was under water.
Some off-duty firemen were
called in to help fight the
blaze.
A fire Oct. 23, 1954, that did
$50,000 damage, nearly burning
out the building's interior, began in the early hours of a
Saturday morning after everyone had left . It had at least
an hour-and-a-half head start
before it was discovered at

•

*

Fire 10 Years Ago
Discove red at Night

There is one vital difference
between the two fires that
struck the Winona Athletic
Club during (he past ten yeai^f
The time of dny they occurred.

Driver Fined
$100 for Not
Having License

Roger J. Orlikowski , 27, 855
K. 5th St. , was trying tliis morning to arrange payment of a
$100 fine in lieu of spending
(X) days in the county jail.
Orlikowski pleaded guilty today in municipal court to driving after revocation of his driver's license at Mankato Aveuo and Sarnla Street today at
1:07 a.m.
Judge John D. McGIII , in addition to giving Orlikowski the
stiff sentence , ordered him to
surrender his license plates nnd
vehicle registration to the court.
Tho judge added a warning
that he would not hesitate to
give Orlikowsk i a straight jail
sentence If tbe defendant comes
before him on a serious traffic
offense in the future.

4:13 a.m.

The fire in the club's storeroom today started about the
time the bar opened for business, and was discovered almost immediately,
Flames destroyed part of the
club's second-floor ballroom in
the 1954 fi re and completely
burned out the first-floor cloakroom. Smoke damage was
heavy and water damage to the
club's six basement bowling
lanes forced their closing for
a week.
In today 's fire, flames were
confined to the small storeroom at the building 's east wall .
Smoke again filled the building, but water damage is not
expected to be as severe.
The club's bowling lanes
are to be closed tonight, but
may be reopened as early as
Wednesday night. The club's
bar and lounge area will be
open tonight. No serious loss
of records, equipment or merchandise appears to have occurred.
Defective wiring was the
cause of the 1054 blaze.

503 Center St.
and 528 Huff St.
Morfce said the firm Would
like to buy the south part of Lot
No. 3. Because construction is
prohibited on the north half by
Federal Aviation Agency regulations, and because the firm
does not need so much parking
area (an FAA-fepnitted use)
it does not wish to bvryJthe entire lot, Morse said.
Aldermen objected that this
would set a precedent. The
north parts of Lot 3 and four
others west of it, are all similarly restricted. These portions
lie next to the airport's southern boundary and would be useless and unsalable if southern
portions only were sold, they
said.
Aid. William Holden said it
did not appear to be good policy to split lots up in undersize pieces. Aid. Neil Sawyer
suggested splitting the lot with
a north-south line, allowing
enough room to build on the
south part, with the north part
reserved for parking. The surplus part could be annexed to
a neighboring lot.
Morse said he would take the
alternate suggestions to the
firm for consideration.

Wieser Heads
Houston Board

Loren W. Torgerson

Edstrom Sfwlto

Loren "W. Torgerson, 48, special municipal judge since 1946,
is a member of the law firm of
Goldberg & Torgerson.
He was born in Vulcan, Alberta, Canada, attended high
school in Hawley, Minn., and
graduated from Duluth Junior
College. He -was awarded a law
degree at the St. Paul College
of Law. Enlisting in 1942 as a
Marine . Corps private, he was
discharged in 1946 with the rank
of captain. He served in the
Pacific theater of operations.
He entered private practice
here after the war. In 1963 he
was appointed court commissioner for Winona County by
Judge Leo F. Murphy. He also
was named examiner of titles
for the county and legal adviser
to the register of deeds. He is
the government appeal agent
for the local Selective Service
board.
Torgerson is a member of
state, district and county bar
associations , Arlington Club,
American Legion, Winona Athletic Club, Elks Club and Winona Country Club, of which he
is a past president.
He is married and lives at
709 Washington St .

Wabasha Board
Asks Bonds for
Wieser
Orr
CALEDONIA, Minn. ( Special) Highway 61
— Joe Wieser, La Crescent, was

elected chairman of the Houston County Board of Commissioners at the opening of the
two-day annual session at the
courthouse here this morning.
He succeeds George Bissen,
Caledonia, who ' was defeated
for election Nov. 3 by the only
new member of the board, Virgil Johnson, Sheldon.
Bern Orr, Houston, was elect- ~
¦¦ 1~
¦¦ wmrnmssom¦—¦_—imm¦
_
¦_
¦¦
ed vice chairman succeeding
Hart
Schad
Wieser.
John Goetzinger,
Brownsville, and Sigurd Even- WABASHA, Minn. — The
son, Spring Grove, are the oth- Wabasha County Board of Comer members. Evenson and Wie- missioners at the first session
ser were re-elected, the latter of their annual meeting this
without opposition.
morning passed a resolution
The board listened to a talk presented by a Hiawatha Valley
this morning by County Agent delegation asking the state LegRussell Krech on the duties of islature to bond for improvethe extension committee.
ment of Highway 61 through
Bids were opened on printing. Wabasha County instead of
The Caledonia Argus was completing the project piecenamed the offi cial newspaper meal as funds become availand awarded the delinquent tax
list. The Houston Signal will able.
print the financial statement in Ray Young, editor of the Wabook form. The Spring Grove basha Herald , was spokesman
Herald will print the financial for the some 25 present.
statement in its newspaper and L. M. Hart, Mazeppa, was
was awarded the job printing elected chairman succeeding
Ralph Warthesen, Plainview.
contract.
Bids were to be opened this Conrad Schad, Lake City, was
afternoon on fuel oil needs of chosen vice chairman succeeding Hart.
the county.

Youth Projects
Set in 2 Counties

A series of work-training projects for disadvantaged youths
will begin soon in Winona and
Houston counties, according to
Ray H. Brown, manager of the
Minnesota State Employment
Service office here.
The projects will be conducted under tho provisions of the
Economic Opportunity Act of
1964. The work , which will be
supervised by the Minnesota Department of Conservation , will
include development and conservation of state parks, natural resources and forests, Brown
said.

BROWN EMPHASIZED that
these projects are designed to
provide work experience for
unemployment out - of - school
youths between the ages of 16
and 22 . Maximum consideration
will be given those from low income families, school , dropouts,
public assistance recipients and
minority group members.

may be obtained at 163 Walnut
St.
Applicants will be carefully
screened , Brown said, with vocational counseling and other
supportive services beings offered as needed. Continued guidance will be provided during
the duration of the project ,
with the prime objectives being development of good work
habits and discovery of abilities and interests which , when
properly developed, will improve the trainee's employabllity.
Specific projects and starting
dates will be announced ns they
develop, but interested youths
should call their employment
service office as soon as possible for registration.
Community groups and organizations working with youth
are urged to call the employment service for additional information as to how they may
INFORMATION help in this community project.

Aside from employment the
projects will provide training
in desirable work habits and
other necessary services to
ready the trainees for subsequent training or employment,
he said.
Project employment will be
for a specified period, usually
18 weeks, Brown said. Trainees
will be paid at the rate of $1.22
an hour for a 32-hour work
week. The Department of Conservation will attempt to provide transportation to and from
the work she from a central
point in the area.
All applications for these projects will be processed by the
State Employment Service. Interested youths should contact
their nearest employment service office ot once for additional information and registration
forms.
LOCALLY.

Barry Nelson

Clarence L. Tribell

Stanley J. Stolpa

Barry Nelson Jr., 26, candidate for alderman-at-large, Is a
Winona native who has been active politically in city and
county DFL circles.
He is a graduate of Winona
Senior High School and Winona
State College. He taught three
years in public schools in Baltimore, Md., and was on the
Washington - Kosciusko Junior
High School faculty for the 196364 school year. At present he is
enrolled at the WSC graduate
school working on a master's
degree in political science and
government.
Nelson was campaign coordinator last fall for the Winona
County DFL and chairman of
the volunteers for Johnson in the
county. He is a member of St.
Martin's Lutheran Church. He
Jives at 677 E. Mark St., wi* his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Nelson.

Clarence L. Tribell, 356 E.
King St., filed for a second consecutive term as 3rd Ward alderman Monday.
Tribell, a Winona native, was
apprenticed as a machinist in
the Chicago & North Western
Railway shops here and worked
in this capacity until his retirement in 1959. He served
five months in the Army in
World War I and was transferred to the Rock Island Arsenal for priority work. Prior to
his election in 1961, he had
served a term on the City Council from 1941 to 1945.
He lives with his wife, the
former Amelia Sievers, also a
native of the ctiy. Tribell refuses to divulge his age.
He is a member of St. Martin's Lutheran Church and Leon
J. Wetzel Post, American Legion.
Tribell issued the following
statement:
"I have never had any objection to anyone's attending
the regular or special meetings
of the council, for the purpose
of expressing bis views.
"I have opposed voting machines for Winona because Ji
believe they are not necessary
in a city this size.
"I believe in progress but not
in spending money unwisely. I
have always fought to keep taxes down and for legislation benefiting older people living on
small incomes. I also oppose
spending any more money on
Wincrest Addition.
"My ambition has been to
serve a majority of the people
and not any particular group."

Stanley J. Stolpa, 727 E. King
St., candidate for 4th iWard
alderman , is bookkeeper for
Winona Milk Co.
A native of Winona, he is
48, a graduate of Cotter High
School and was with St. Clair's
before joining Winona Milk.
A son teaches in Minneapolis
and a daughter attends Cotter
High School.
He is a member of St. Stanislaus Church, Athletic Club,
Rotary Club, American Legion,
of which he has been a vice
commander, 40 & 8, Veterans Of
Foreign Wars and Knights of
Columbus, of which he now . is
district deputy.
He is a World War II veteran.

HE ISSUED tbe Mowing

statement;

"I think it is time to take the
initiative in bringing our city
up to date with modern trends.
I think this can be achieved if
we bring some of the important
issues before the voters and let
them decide. Some of the issues
I intend to present are:
"All meetings of City Council,
boards and commissions should
be conducted openly in city facilities, so that any citizen might
attend and be heard. This is a
basic principle in a democracy.
"I feel that the city oi Winona has the face of the idth
Century. Urban renewal will
give us a chance to remedy this
situation. The urban renewal
laws are fair and, if properly the future so that they can be
and fairly administered, will provided for in advance.
"Some study and planning
provide satisfactory results.
now is being done by boards and
"I WOULD stress nse of the commissions but the people are
Master Plan, by keeping it cur- not generally participating. This
rent and applying it. I believe city belongs to all of the resiwe should use a planning study dents and it would be my hope
of the present boards and com- that we could get them all to
missions to establish needs for participate."

Only Five Filings
For School Board

The five members of the Winona Board of Education whose
terms are expiring this year
each is unopposed for re-election.
When board clerk and business manager Paul W. Sanders
closed his office at the S p.m.
spring election filing deadline

509 Certified ior
Surplus Food
In Buffalo Co.

2 Fountain Citians
Leaving Hospital

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. Two men, injured only slightly
when their car ran into a utility pole here early Sunday.morning, were scheduled to leays
Community Memorial Hospital,
Winona , this afternoon.
Clarwin Engel, about 35, Harvey, 111., was driving, with Lee
Scholmeier , 37, as his passenger.
They were driving downriver in
the boatyard area when the accident happened.
Scholmeier received lacerations and Engel , a cut over one
eye and bruises. He was visiting
at the home of his father , Arthur Engel , Fountain City.
Scholmeier is the son of the
Frank Scholmeiers, Fountain
Citv.

In tribute to
Miss Leona Yahnke
this store will be closed
Wednesday morning,
between .the hours of
9:00 and 11:00.
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Winona Co. DFL
Sets Victory Dance
The Winona County DFL will
hold a victory dance at the
Winona Athletic Club Jan. 6,
IiCster Dienger, chairman, announced today.
Tickets are available from
DFL members.

Joseph Karsina, the 4th Ward
candidate, lives at 883 E. Mark
St . A graduate of Cotter . High
School, Wis a former member
of Local 799, Teamsters Union,
a former member of Building
and Construction Trades Council , a member of the Athletic
Club, the Left Handers Club,
of which he is secretary, and
St. Stanislaus Catholio Church.
The Karsinas have four children; Philip and Mrs. Clair Jenniges, Winona; Mrs. John Scherer, White Bear Lake, Minn., and
James , State University of
Iowa .
Karsina was 4th Ward alder*
man from 1951-59. He ia employed by Hot Fish Shop. He
is 65.

Monday, the only candidates to
have entered their names were
the five incumbents.
They are : Ray E. Gorsuch,
1st Ward; Dr. C. R. Kollofski ,
2nd Ward ; Frank J. Allen Jr.,
3rd Ward; Franklin A. Tillman,
4th Ward, and David F. Wynne,
director at large.
That means, of course, that
there won't be a school primary
in February and the board is
virtually assured of its same
membership when it convenes
for annual reorganization in
April.
Holdover directors are Board
President Lawrence Santelman ,
1st Ward ; Dr. L. L. Kord.i, 2nd
Ward; Dr. C. W. Rogers , 3rd
Ward, and Daniel Sadowski , 4th

ALMA , Wis . (Special)— About
500 Buffalo County individuals
had been certified for surplus
commodities by the end of the
year, according to Jerome Ben- Ward.
son, director of the Buffalo
County welfare department.
Benson estimates about 700
will bo receiving commodities,
distributed jointly by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and
the state Welfare Department,
when distribution begins the
latter part of January.
Stephen Erickson, 28, Eau
Claire, lias been hired as new
caseworker for the Buffalo
County welfare department . A
1961 graduate of the state university, Eau Claire , he will
work out of Mondovi , reviewing
caseloads in that area. He is
unmarried and presently residing at Reidt's Motel , Alma . He
served with the U.S. armed
forces . This is his first position
as a caseworker.

Joseph Karsina
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They 'll Do It Every Time
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Buddy Tam ing
Drama Critics

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Comedian Buddy Hackett seems to be
whuppin ' New York 's "cruel" drama critics.
"LocAtut all the standees we got tonight!" Buddy exclaimed
goggly-eyed and squeaky-voiced the other night at the Martin
Beck where Joe Kipness' musical comedy, "I had a Ball , " was
threatening to set a house record.
For the loyal fans, Buddy does a 15-minute after-show
monologue, mostly about his
wife and a non-house-broken
dog which teaches its worst
bad habits to their kids.
"If you can stand any more
of me," he said . . . after the
curtain went down.
"I took my wife to the bullfights in Spain," he said. "I
don't think she did the correct
thing. She got sick on the people in front of us.
"She wears a peignoir to bed.
ST. PAUL (AP) - Lt. Gov. I said, 'Why do you wear that?'
A.M. Keith today criticized what She says, 'It's seductive.' I said.
he termed "status quo" legisla- 'Get one for me'"
When fans trooped to his dresture* which he said are neglecting expanding needs, especially sing room, he kidded the fact
he's putting the show over.
in education.
"Can you sign two pictures
"It is ironic that those who
for me?" a boy asked . . .
most strongly fight the federal
"Yeah, I only got about 10,000
government's involvement in lo- left ," Buddy said . . . "Why
csl areas such as education are don't you come to New Brunsthe Same ones who keep state wick?" another asked . . . "I
government from meeting its re- can't go to small towns any
sponsibilities, thereby making more, " Buddy said. "The smallest town I can go to is Chiessential the federal involve- cago."
ment they oppose," said Keith.
A DRESSER, ushering peo"These are the people who ple in, kept announcing, "No
have controlled many state leg- smoking please, no smoking. "
islatures during the past centuBuddy 's serious about that.
ry, and in my judgment their
"The least little smoke,"
position has always been untenable. If they continue to domi- Buddy explained," starts me
nate the legislatures and if they coughin' and affects my verce. "
fail to change their attitudes on
Barbara Nichols , who gave
state responsibilities, it will be away all her sexy low-sliced
their short-sightedness and in- dresses to relates , wants them
transigence that will bring on back — she's decided to go sexy
the continued decline of state again . . . Salvador Dali sat
government and the inevitable all evening in his overcoat at
rise of federal involvement."
Trude Heller 's . . . Ann-MarKeith made his remarks in a gret gave herself a full-length
speech prepared for a Hennepin blue fox coat . . . Dance creatCountyv Citizens League leader- or "Killer Joe '1 Piro just inship breakfast.
vented Touch Dancing. (You
can touch your partner now!)
. . . There 's been a rush on
Jason Robards ' show, "Alfie. "
Joe Levine'll try to keep it
running (due to close ) . . . The
Inga Swenson show, "Baker
Street," got strong reviews in
Boston. Producer Alex Cohen'll
spend 50Gs for an electric carousel sign on the Broadway
Theater for its Feb. 13 opening
LONDON (AP — Private here '. . . Whitey Ford'll relax
^
funeral services are
planned for at the posh Rolling Hills Golf
T. S. Eliot, one of the 20th cen- Lodge and Country Club, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
tury 's greatest poets.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: One
Eliot, 76, a native of the United States and a British subject <jf those office Christmas parties
since 1927, deid at his home in got so out of hand ( reports
London Monday night. The Jerry Butler) that the boss
cause of death was not an- kissed his own wife.
WISH I'D SAID THAT : Denounced.
A voice of the "Lost Genera- scription , via Lisa Kirk , of an
tion" between the world wars, ugly girl : "All a bikini does
Eliot revolutionized poetry and for her is show her tattoos."
REMEMBERED Q U O T E
also was a noted critic and successful playwright. He won the "Some girls think the strongest
Nobel Prize for literature in foundation for love is a large
stone. " — Bob Goddard .
1948.
EARL'S PEARLS : The CathoEliot'i best-known poem was lic Digest offers its nomination
"The Waste Land," published in for America's national flower:
1922. Other major poems includ- The concrete cloverleaf.
ed "The Love Song of J . Albert
Actor Aldo Ray dieted off CO
Prufrock " (1917), i^ta Hollow lbs . before doing a Bob HopeMen" (1925 ) , "Ask Wednesday " Chrysler TV'er . "I didn 't mind
( 1930) and "The Cocktail Par- giving up
eating
between
ty, " in 1950 .
meals, " he says, "What was
The son of a St, Louis brick tough was not eating AT meals. "
manufacturer , Eliot was educa- . . . That's earl , brother.
ted at Harvard and the Sorbonne in Paris.
In 1915 , a year after his arrival in England, he married VIvienne Haight , a dancer and
daughter of a British painter.
She died in 11147 . Thi-y had no
children.
NEW YORK ( A P ) - Singer
Eliot suffered a heart attack Billy Kckstine failed to show up
aboard the liner Queen Mary in Monday night for two performJune 1956. The following Janu- ances at the Royal Box supper
ary, when he was 68, he mar- club in the Hotel Americana for
ried his :i0-year-old secretary. the start of a $!i,500-n-week enValerie Fletcher . She survives gagement.
Milton Deutch . the singer 's
him.
manager , said Kckstine had not
been seen by associates since 6
p.m . Sunday when he finished a
rehearsal.
Deutch went to a police station to file a missing-person report , but no report was filed.
Kckstine 's wife , the former

Keith Flays
Legislators
On Education

TS. Eliot,
Famed Poet
Dead at 76

Billy Eckstine
Fails to A ppear
For Two Shows
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SERVI NG IN THE ARMED FORCES

Club Operator Cited

M. SGT. LEIGH B. BELL
was recently commended for
supervising "the most efficiently operated service club in the
USACOM in Europe." He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Bell ,
1066 Gale St.
Sgt. Bell is in charge of the
"Rainbow Club , " Darmstadt ,
Germany. The club furnishes
meals and entertainment for
about 750 members, and their
families.
The sergeant will complete 20
years of army service this
month and will retire. His family lives at 474 W. Bellevlew St.
He was a recruiter here until
last year.
A.3.C. KENNETH J. AUNE ,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl A.
Aunt, 317 E. 2nd St., has
graduated from the training
course for Air Force data processing machine operators at
Sheppard AFB, Tex. Aune, a
graduate of Winona Senior High
School, is being reassigned to
Bergstrom AFB, Tex., for duty.
He entered the Air Force in August.
*
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—Daniel R. Richardson, son of
Mrs. Robert Peterson, 219 S.
Prairie, has enlisted in the Air
Force for four years. He is now
undergoing basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. He is a
graduate of Lincoln H i g h
School.

4 Minnesotans
Vote for Ford
WASHINGTON (AP) - Minnesota 's four Republican congressmen voted for Rep. Gerald Ford of Michigan in his 7367 victory over Rep. Charles
Halleck of Indiana for the role
of House minority leader Monday.
Rep. Albert Quie of the First
District said in a statement later the move "was a positive step toward a better reputation of the minority party, not
^
designed as a negative rejection
of Congressman Halleck. "
Quie, who worked actively for
Fol d's election, said the GOP
was seeking to improve it.s national image from one of reluctant acquiescence or bitter opposition to administration plans, to
one of constructive leadership,
ln the Senate , Minnesota Sens.
Kugene McCarthy ancl Walter
Mondale said they voted for Sen.
M ike Monroney of Oklahoma on
the first ballot for assistant majority leader .
(hi thr MCCOIU I ballot , wiirn
Sen. Russell Long of Louisiana
was elected leader , Mondale
said he voted for Sen. John O.
Pastore of Rhode Island. McCarthy did not disclose how he
voted on either of the two.
Carolle Drake , said her husband
is a teetotaler.
"I'm on pins anil needles. Billy has never done anything like
this before , " she .said.

NOTICE

We Will Be Closed
Effective

Wednesday, January 6
Until

Monday, February 8
Jackson's Riverview
Trempealtou , Wit.

Richard Schumacher, son of
Mr. and Mrs, Harold Schumacher, rural Lake "City, has been
promoted to airman first class.
Airman Schumacher enlisted in
the Air Force Ih October 1962.
After basic training, he was assigned to Keesler AFB, Miss.,
for technical training in com*
munications. He attended an
advanced school, then was sent
to Turkey as a data analyst for
two months. He is now a clerk
at Otis AFB, Mass.
Home for the holidays from
the Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colo. , was Cadet 4th
Class David H. Hansen, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hansen,
Lake City. He is a 1964 graduate of Lincoln High School.
S. Sgt. Thtmas W. McDonnell ,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
McDonnell , Lake City, is now
on duty^ with a unit of the U.S.
Pacific Air Forces in Viet Nam.
Sgt. McDonnell , who is making
the service his career, is an
aeromedical technician. H i s
wife and family are residents
of Durand. Wis.

of the reserve officer training
program at St. Olaf College ,
Northfield, Minn.

INDEPENDENCE, W i s . A.3.C. Adrian M. Susa, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Susa, Independence Rt. 2, has graduated
from the training course for. U.S
Air Force jet aircraf t mechanics St AmarillO AFB, Tex. Airman Susa, a graduate of Independence High School, is being
reassigned to Reese AFB, Tex.,
for duty. He entered the Air
Force in August.
•
CANTON. Mlhn. - U.S. Army
Capt. Charles E. Underbakke,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Knute L.
Underbakke, Canton, has completed the combat operations
course at the Air Force AirGround Operations SchooL Hurlburt Field, Fla. Capt. Underbakke is an air operations officer in a tank battalion at Ft.
Snelling. The course was conducted to better acquaint selected officers with current concepts and developments in joint
air and ground operations. The
captain is a graduate of Canton
STRUM , Wis. (Special) High School.
Capt. Rolf E. Nymo, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Erling Nymo, Strum,
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) is now on a temporary duty
tour at Naha AFB in Okinawa New address: Capt. Roland S.
Capt. Nymo, an F4c Phantom Erickson, Hq. Vll Corps. Arty.,
jet pilot , is a graduate of Cen- APO New York 091<fr. He is the
tral High School here. He was son of Mr. and Mrs . Orlen
commissioned upon completion Erickson Sr.

1 World Today

LBJ Message
Full of Work

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Presi News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP ) - President Johnson's State of the Union message — with perhaps 50
proposals for 1965 and beyond —
opened what may be one of the
most fascinating years in the
history of American politics.
Through the message which
he delivered Monday night to
Congress and the nation ran two
revealing insights into the times
and the man.
There is no sense of crisis in
the world at this moment, at
home or abroad, and, thanks to
this , there was none in what he
said. This enabled him to appear calm and far-seeing, an
appearance he treasures .
Hill, because ot It , he was able
lo employ to the fullest hi.s philosophy of polities and the presidency, which is the avoidance of
unnecessary conflict , even with
opponents.
Much be said in hi.s talk
sounded almost casual , which
was no accident but i.s part of
his technique. It was almost entirely non-irritatinc.
And what was controversial —
like announcing he would push
for medical care for tbe aged
and aid to students in both public and private schools — got no
more space than anything else
and then he skipped on to another item.
A typical State of the Union
message is generally only an
outline of things to come. Johnson took advantage of this , too.
He made hit talk unspeciflc and
said he would spell out some of
his main programs in the next
six weeks.
Thus he delayed , until perhaps there wan no alternative ,
setting any woods afire. But
that there will be fire later
seems sure enough. The medical care program alone I K a hot
number.

JUMBO

HAMBURGER
50c
Steak Shop

And there is the likelihood he
will send Congress a new civil
rights bill although he gave no
more than a line and a half to
this, saying barriers to Negro
voting must be eliminated.
Some of the programs he
mentioned may take years in
the doing, not so much because
they are inflammatory but because they will need study and
there is a limit on what Congress can do in any one year.
Again, and nowhere more obviously than in the field of foreign affairs , Johnson Monday
night illustrated his avoidance
of even slightly abrasive language if it fills no immediate
need. This was on the subject of
communism.
He didn 't treat it as a devil
but simply said it was in Asia
that
communism wears a
"more aggressive face. " Even
the Red Chinese, with whom
this country can't get along and
at whom this was aimed , can 't
complain.
They not only pride themselves on their aggressiveness
but make it one ol the justifications for their split with the Soviet Union, accusing the Soviets
of not being aggressive enough.
Johnion tort Advantage of
this split by a double Invitation
to the Soviet leaders : to appear
on American television and
come on over here for a visit.
Since Johnson lei the Soviet
Embassy here know he was
going to moke this proposal before he made it publicly, it's
possible behind-the-scenes talks
are going on now for the Soviet
leaders to come here and Johnson to go to the Soviet Union.
Fidel Castro is the easiest ,
and one of the most popular ,
targets for American politicians
who don 't have the responsibility of dealing with him. But
!
Johnson does.
And here again, at If deliberately not setting up any roadblocks lo the possibility of some
understanding with Cuba later,
Johnson didn't even mention the
Cuban 's name in talking about
strengthening relations with
Latin Americans.
In this whole talk there was
Iirobably not one word put/in , or
eft out, by accident.
Last year, when Johnson delivered his first State et the Union meteage. Just less thua seven weeks after President John
F. Kennedy's death, it was reported that Johnson used 24
writers for six weeks (o put lt
together for htm.
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DEAR ABBY:

Experts Doubt
;f
Indonesia Will 'Nut Hunting
¦
^
Openly Attack A Little Squirrely
mmmm¦ i .- . ^mmmmmmmmmmmmtin^«¦•

WASHINGTON (AP) - Any
massive "confrontation" by Indonesia against the Malaysian
federation probably would fail
badly, experts here believe.
This, they say, is because the
Indonesians — although they
have large forces — lack the
resources and know-how to support tuch a major attack .
The estimate is that the
present guerrilla-type infiltration by Indonesians will continue, with perhaps an increase in
the tempo and number of harassing penetrations.
Malaysia has scant military
strength herself , but her shield
is Britain,, aided by Australia
and New Zealand.

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My husband hu been going nut hunting
every year for the jut «tght ywi. He stays *"•» *•*£
He looks lorward to these trips and can hardly wait to get
started. Last tons he lost his diamond ring, and about four
months later he got a letter from a married woman ta*formlng him that she hid "found" ihe ring he lost ¦*hlh>
• « _ '' ¦
THEY were nut hunting.
. .. J
#
Now, Abby, I know this woman end she doesn't hive
'
very good name. I uWd my husband how come «_ «•* <
along and he said her husband waa there, top, wWch I
doubt. He did bring some nuta home, so I know he went But
hunting. He comes and goes as lie pleases witt no conaWttHUNTER'S WOTJ
Uon for me. What ihouH 1 do?

The British, alarmed by the
menacing actions and attitudes
of Indonesian President Sukarno, have moved to itrengthen
their land, sea and possibly air
forces in the Malaysian area.
The 16-month-old Malaysian
federation — which Sukarno has
promised to crush — has about
18,000-20,000 men in its regular
wees.
For the most part , these
Malaysian troops are infantry.
They are rated well trained in
jungle warfare.
Bolstering the regulars are
about twice as many men in the
forces.
These
paramilitary
chiefly are police whose mission
is preserving internal security.

DEAR ABBY; I became engaged to a
girl in June. The engagement ring I gave
her belonged to my deceasd mother. It
was a small, but gem quality diamond. I

The Malaysian navy is a collection of patrol craft , motor
gunboats, minesweepers and
other small vessels. The federation has virtually no combat air
force.
The British and other Commonwealth forces available for
Malaysia's defense number
about 40,000 men. With reinforcements coming from Britain, the total is rising.
A British carrier is in the
area and another is reported
due to join the British Far East
fleet, which uses Singapore for
a main base.
All told, Britain maintains
some 80 naval ships in Southeast Asian waters. These include fast destroyer types
wjhich would be death to any
invading amphibious fleet ol the
sort Indonesia could mount.
. British air power in the
Malaysian area includes at least
four squadrons of medium and
light bombers and jet fighters
capable of dealing with Indonesia's Russian-built MIGs and
aging bombers.
The United States has preferred to leave to the British the
responsibility for guarding Malaysia. However, if the need
should arise, the mighty U.S.
7th Fleet is within calling distance.
With Soviet help. Indonesia's
armed forces have been built up
to an extent far outdistancing
any other Southeast Asian power.
By conservative estimate.
Indonesia has about 250,000 men
under arms. For the most part,
her army is organized at battalion level. It is deployed throughout the main Indonesian islands.
Her air force has an assortment of 100 or so MIGs , including a small number of the more
modern MIG21s. Her bombers
are mainly jet-powered IL28s,
obsolescent medium bombers of
the kind the Soviet Union sent
into Cuba in 1962 and was forced
to remove.
The Indonesian navy is the
Eride of the nation . It is led by a
eavy cruiser given by the Soviet Union and features some 20
or more submarines.

New Caledonia
Trickling Plant
Ready in 1965

CALEDONIA , Minn. - Cale
donia 's new disposal plant—a
five-unit plant with the only
two-stage trickling filter in the
area—is scheduled for completion this year.
Caledonia got a new pumphouse last year. It's a twostory building with pumps in
tho basement.
Caledonia Implement Co. is
building a new 50- by 120-foot
storage building and CO- by 130foot shop, office and parts display .
A 76- by 67-foot concrete block
building will house a garage for
Ford Sales and Service. It is
being constructed by Ted Hanzenberger.
Classes ore being moved into the new elementary school
addition, completing the $975,OflO school building project started here two years ago.
Brady 's Elevator is building a
new fertilizer blending plant on
the west side of the village.
A new youth center lias been
opened by the Mike Scanlan
family.
An addition 24 by 32 feet has
bean built to the Ben Franklin
store. Of concrete blocks , it
includes a full basement for
storage.
Nineteen building permits
Were issued here last year.

DEAR WIFE: Your husband's report on "nut hunting sounds a little
squirrely to me. You had better find
out li your Filbert is philandering, and
crack down on him — or shall out.
P.S. If he is telling tha truth, he's certainly gone nutty on his hobby,i
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ABBY ' ¦'•
learend that she had been unfaithful to
me several times during our engagement, I broke oft with
ber. My lawyer tells me that because it was I who broke the
engagement, she is entitled to keep the ring. I want , that
ring for sentimental reasons .-Abby. How can I geUMMCk?
DEAR SENTIMENTAL: Ask her for it and tell her
why you think she owes you its return. If that doesn't
work , offer to buy it backh and if THAT doesn't work ,
thank God for saving you from a wretched marriage.
DEAR ABBY: My aunt asked me, "What do you want
for a wedding present?"! said, "How much do you want
to spend?" My mother heard me and she almost killed me.
question, do you? I
I don't see anything wrong with
memy
something, and I could
know my^aunt is going to buy
use anything from a dish towel to a television set. My
mother said I should have said, "Oh, nothing, really . All
I want are your good wishes. " Now isn 't that ridiculous?
(My aunt happens to be the richest one in our family!)
TOO HONEST
DEAR TOO: No one can be "too honest" - but you
could have been more tactful. You might have replied,
"I will leave the choice of a gift to you, " or you could
have TOLD her what you wanted.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SIGN ME TROUBLED" : Thank
your father for his well-intentioned offer to help you get
into a "good" college, and ask him please to forget it.
Many a mediocre student has strangled on the string! his
Daddy pulled to get him into a college for which he was not
qualified.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "COMPLETELY DISTURBED":
You are now 23, have been married six years, have two
children, "hate" your husband, have been going from one
affair to another in search of "love," and you say if you
only had the courage you'd take your own life. Your letter
should be printed on the jacket of every high school freshman's English book as a warning to teen-agers who think
they are "in love," and rush into marriage . Your tragic story
points out the high price of taking on the responsibilities of
marriage while still too emotionally immature to handle
them .
Troubled? Write to ABBY , Box 69700, Los Angeles. Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Sen. Sinclair
Picked for
Senate Post

Cloud and R. J. Higgins of
Duluth, both Conservatives, and
Francis LaBrosse and Arna
Wanvick , both Duluth Liberals.

•

ENDS TONITE

•

7;15-* :15 • SSt-Kt-tS*
ST. PAUL (AP)-The State
Senate president pro tern during
"EMIL AND THE
the 1965 legislative session will
DETECTIVES"
be Sen . Donald Sinclair , Stephen
farmer.
—~~~————————-—————
Sinclair , who has represented
the 67th district since 1947, was Tht scrtfln m) T^ J{
chosen at a caucus of the Senate enchantment
L. v^^-jf
Conservative majority Monday.
The Liberal candidate is Sen. ai its hit tuna ¦¥¦A'
^^^L
Raphael Salmore of Stillwater.
Sinclair's selection over Sal__
more is assured, because Con__ti_ H^_ ltt___\l N_a
servatives outnumber Liberals
44-23.
mm
The president pro tern presides over the Senate in the
absence of the lieutenant governor and is in line to succeed
to the governorship after the
lieutenant governor.
Also eligible for the post on
the basis of seniority were Sens.
John Zwnch of Walnut Qrove
and C. C. Mitchell of Princeton.
Zwach chose not to be a candidate because he is majority
leader. Sinclair was chosen over
Mitchell.

^Tl ^"^Kl ' ^1

^CWEte ^AUMll
STARTS WED.
7:15-»:IS
?5» • Ut . 83»

liftm

The caucim also approved the
steering committee choice to be
chairman of the Senate Transportation Committee to succeed
the late Sen. Gordon Butler ol *
Duluth.
Announcement
was
withheld, however , until today 's
session.
Also withheld were committee
assignments for four new senators chosen to fill vacancies.
They are Keith Hughes ?of St.

Matintei At 1:1$
25c • 50t • 65t
NIL 7:00 -}:20
25t - 4S( . t$t
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STARTS THURS.

Car Gymkhana Set

Carnival Events
Jo Begin Jan. 15

Dances, stage shows, sporting
events — and, of course, a
street parade — are in store for
Winonans during this year's
Winter Carnival, Chairman Milton Knutson has announced.
Events will begin Jan. 15 with
a luncheon for visiting area
mayors at Hotal Winona. A boxing program will be presented
that evening at the Cotter, High
School physical education building, formerly the Catholic Recreational Center.
The next day, queen contestants will attend a noon luncheon at Hotel Winona , then
will take part in the street parade.
The new Miss Snowflake will
be selected that evening during a pageant in the Winona
Senior High School auditorium.
A pancake breakfast, a curling tournament, a square dance
festival and a children's fishing
contest will be held Jan. 'J;.
Events during the next week

will include the Daily News
treasure hunt , the children's
scavenger hunt and the judging
of entries in. the family snow
modeling contest.
A dance for teen-agers will
be held Jan. 22, and a ski tournament, children's and youths'
skating contest and old time
dance are scheduled for Jan.
23.
Events Jan. 24 will include a
sports car gymkhana on the
ice of Lake Winona and a stage
show in the high school auditorium.

Just Arrived At

YOUR FUEL?

___M____ -

Newlyweds Start
With 15 Children

MARSHALL, Tex. (AP ) — In the best way to form a close
the eyes of the law, the 15 chil- family tie."
dren of Mr. and Mrs. W.S. Ri- Riley is operations manager
the Thiokol Chemical Corp.
ley all belong to the same fam- for
near this East Texas city.
ily now.
His and Mrs. Riley's children
It took a king-sized adoption are William Jr., 20; Lyn and
ceremony because nine of the Lea, 19; Nancy, 17; Betty, 15;
children are the mother's by a Mark, 14; Laura, 13; Mary, 12;
Bill, 11; Carol, 9; Cathy and
previous marriage and six were Anna,
8; Jimmy, 7; Tommy, 3,
born to Riley's first wife.
and Jeannie, 10 months.
Except for the legal proceedFonr bedrooms in the original
ings, the two families merged Riley
home weren't enough, so
Oct. 3 when Riley, 43, and the he built
annex for the older
former Jane Morris, 38, were children, anlinked
to the main
married. Riley's first wife died house by a breezeway
and carlast year. Mrs. Morris became a port. It contains three
bedwidow several years ago.
rooms, a bath, kitchen and sitDaring a festive holiday peri- ting room.
od , each adopted the other's There are two washing machildren Dec. 23 at a court ses- chines and two dryers in the
sion conducted by Dist. Judge laundry room. A bigger problem
than getting their garments
Sam B. Hall Sr.
"Actually there were many clean is that of returning each
reasons for adoption of each i to the proper owner.
other's children ," said Mrs. Ril- i To eliminate some of the coney. "We all felt this would be i fusion over three "Bills" in the

family, they 're tabbed Big Bill,
Billy and Little Billy.
The Rlleys eat their meals in
shifts. The younger children
dine first.
For Christmas dinner there
were 25 to clean up on two turkeys. They served it at the
Knights of Columbus hall because that was "the only place
we could all sit down at one
time."
Among tbe guests were two
fellow students brought home
from the Air Force Academy by
William Jr.

2 New Officers
Take Oath in
Buffalo County

4

ALMA, Wis. ( Special) — Two
new Buffalo County officers
were sworn into office by Judge
Gary B. Schlosstein Monday
morning.
Myron Hoch was sworn in as
new sheriff succeeding Mrs.
Cleo Davis and Roger Hartman
as district attorney succeeding
Pat Motley. Both wete elected
Nov. 3, Hoch defeating two other candidates.
Sworn in for another term
PrisonersiGet
were Mrs. Vernie Hetrick, register of deeds; Richard Fahrer,
New Faces
treasurer ; Vendor Steinke, clerk
of circuit court; Gale Hoch,
LONDON (AP) - Tough-look- county clerk, and Dr . E. A.
ing prisoners in British jails are Meili, coroner , all re-elected
being given new faces to help Nov. 3.
them make new starts in life.
A spokesman for the Home An early pioneer in paperback
Office said that 214 prisoners books was a Venetian, Aldus
have undergone plastic surgery Manutius, who issued a pocket
since 1960.
series of classics in 1501. Soft
The spokesman said he didn't cover books flourished in the
know if the beautification had 19th Century. The Tauchnitz
turned any ex-prisoners away Editions of Leipzig issued more
than 5,000 English and Amerifrom crime.
can titles for German readers.
The operations are free.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Minneapolis is having a tough time
recruiting new employes in
some categories because the
veterans' preference law makes
it so much easier for the vets to
get promotions, a spokesman
says.
John Proctor, personnel director, referred to the problem in
a year-end study .
He pointed out, for instance,
that 190 or 52 per cent of the
364 preference veterans in the
Fire Department have been promoted, but only 20, or 10
per cent, of the 194 remaining
employes.
In the Police Department , it's
159 or 36 per cent of the 436
veterans getting promotions, and
only 6, or 2 per cent, of the
other 289 employes.
Attempts have been made in
the state legislature to get the
veterans ' preference law tossed
out, but without success.
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j acquard patterns One size
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Togs 'n Toys

All tht Heat You Should From

Veterans Have
Inside Track
On Promotions

9, last October. Left to right: Dad Riley, Mom Riley, hoWing
Jeannie, 10 months; William J., 20; Lyn and Lea, 19; Nancy, 17; Betty , 15;8;Mark, 14; Laura, 13; Mary, 12; Bill, 11;
Carol, 8; Cath
Anne, 8; Jimmy, 7, and Tommy S. (AP
^
Photofax)

Shipment

ARE YOU GETTING

i

ONE BIG HAPPY FAMILY ... The W. S. Riley family,
all 17 of them, pose in front of their Marshall, Tex., home
following a double adoption which made them "one big happy
family." The adoption proceedings started when Widower
Eiley, father of 6, married Widow Jane Morris, mother of

momentous decisions. Frogre*
sive bishops wera daarlj ia tht
majority, bat the cfartrvativ*
faction fought determinedly
throughoutthe session.
The session produced three
decrees — on the Church, en
VATICAN CITY (AP) - The unity and on the Catholic Orieo*
fourth and final session of the tal churches.
Vatican Ecumenical Council
will start next Sept . 14, the Vatican press office announced today.
The date was set by Pope
Paul VI.
The council , first to be held by
the Roman Catholic Church in
92 years, was convened by Pope
John XXIII on Oct. 11, 1962. It
has met annually each fail for
two months since then.
The third session of the council, which was attended by more
New
than 2,000 bishops and ended
last Nov. 21, took the most

Final Session
Of Ecumenica l
Council Sept. 14
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NUNN-BUSH & EDGERTON

Twt-44te * Fori-anfl you're ta for some ¦orprbes. LtMflng
acoustical consultants conducted testa in which 1965 Ports (GalMik
500 Sedan, XL and LTD Hardtop*) with 28^-cm. to. V-8 engines
rode «m»«ttr than a Rolls-Royce. Tb«e tests were certified by the
1.1 , S. Auto Club.

¦
Hot, bat hushed, 189-cn. In. V-8 is standard equipment in XL
Smooth, thrifty »ll-new BU Sim in other
»nd LTD models. ¦
by any car in
models—the most powerful standard Six offered
V-S opttoM to 425 hp.
Ford's class. ¦

When you feel a 1965 Ford in action—with the strongest Ford body
ever . . . a revolutionary new frame that "(tinea out" vibration . ..
MCW ultrtsoft coll spring suspension—wou'ra boawd to bt hatpressed. Bat (he ride is only one of Ford's s u r p r i s e*. . .

»ome competing cars. Result: you pass faster, shift jmoothcr,
Fully synchronized menual transmissions you can
save on gas. ¦
New Ford LTD
CVen shift down to first without clashing gears. ¦
4-door hardtop* have 10 courtesy lights , 5 ash tray*. U pholstery
«™ ,ed «" k«P i,s *** ? *»"? Scolchgard * stain repellent. «
'-«<**« you'd «!*« only in the higheit pr.oed can.

¦
New swept-hack instrument panel adds fivt inches extra knee
trunk
room. ¦Trawmisslon tunnel b lower for extent room, ¦
has more space than ever-holds four 2-suitcra standing upright.
¦
Handy new "reversible" Ignition key—works either side up.

c imnsmJsuloashare three speeds, not two as in
m A(1 p<)Ml automat |
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ALL WOOL WORSTED, WASH ft WEAR COTTON

...and now
left talk about some
other Fori surprises...

wool worsteds.

SHOES
ENTIRE STOCK — WHITE I COIORED

50

*2 to 9
%
H Vl
95

$ 95

Dress Shirts w 2

$ 95

SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE

Sport Shirts

$ 95
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Extra evening hours for your convenience — Open Tuesday. Wednesday, ThursIN WINONA SEE OWL MOTOR COMPANY
''IN OTHER AREAS SEE YOUR LOCAL FORD DEALER

day 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Interstate Highway
Expenditures Explained
SOME MINNESOTA nswepapers have
been critical of the fact that Minnesota is
below average among the states in miles
of interstate highway completed because
the early stages of the program have been
concentrated on work in the Twin Cities
metropolitan area, rather than on rural
portions.
The Austin Herald has received a letter from the State Department of Highways defending its position. We quote as
follows:
"First of all, it was agreed, not only in
the department, but with the concurrence
of the Bureau of Public Roads, that the urban sections should be brought along ahead
of the rural sections as a matter of good
economy and also to get the most difficult
engineering tasks done first. This is because of several factors. One, despite arguments to the contrary, there are few
states if any that have more difficult problems because of the topography, geography and commercial distribution of the
Twin Cities. Nine railroads going through
them are one thing, but the Minnesota and
Mississippi river courses also place bridge
problems that are not only difficult but expensive.
"IP ALL OUR FUNDS ware appropriated ln one big amount or even given to us
on a basis of more than quarterly apportionment, it might alter the picture. Were
the rural portions built first we would
still have a trafficT distribution in the Twin
Cities which they could not absorb without
all those expensive and slow-to build
bridges and crosstown routes.
"At no time has the matter of comfort
or convenience been the determining factor of this choice. It has been strictly in
conformance with what is good engineering
practice. Minnesota has a short construction season, too, we must remember.
"We are aura that you must be aware
that when the main rural mileage starts
abuilding, it will be rapid. Meanwhile the
Twin Cities have not been comfortable with
the work being done here. It has involved
inconvenience for all. Had we built the rural portions first, the criticisms would
have been reversed. In other words, someone has to be first.

THE SENATE passed a "medicare" bill this
year which failed of passage in the House. It
called for hospital care starting at the age of
65 to be financed by an addition to the social
security taxes of all citizens. This, of course,
is only the beginning, as the costs would some
day have to be borne by further appropriation!
ot Congress or by increases in payroll taxes.
The bill passed by the Senate would cover
everybody aged 65 or older, irrespective of income or whether they are retired from their
jobs. Eligible persons who require hospital care
would have a choice of three plans. They could
apply for payment of all costs for 45 days in
the hospital. If they stayed up to 90 days, they
would pay $10 a day for the first nine days,
with a minimum of $20. As a third alternative,
they would be able to stay in 180 days in the
hospital, paying the first two and one-half days
of average costs.
The hospital benefits would include services
such as nursing, drugs and supplies, fees for
X-rays and anaesthetics, but bills for a private doctor or the cost of a private nurse
would not be covered.
FOR THOSE not sick enough to go to a hospital or a nursing home, payment would be
made for the vist of visiting nurses, up to 240
home visits a year, and for certain medical
supplies. Specifically excluded are physicians'
and dentists' bills, medicines and drugs, and
supplies and appliances used outside a hospital.
It is estimated that the outlay for the program of health care as provided in the Senate
bill would amount to about $1.7 billion a year
at the start. This cost, of course, is over and
above the existing social security payments of
around $16 billion a year for old-age and disability benefits.
All sort of compromises are being offered
in the event that the house does not approve
a plan of this type, but it seems likely that a
government-fianced program of some kind will
be adopted.
The main difficulty that will have to be faced some day ia the impact of these plans on
the medical facilities of the country as a whole.
There are lots ot people who will seek hospital
care or medical attention when they are not
really sick enough to require it. But, because
the government is paying the bill, they will at
least want to get some benefits. This will take
the time of doctors who should be attending
the more seriously ill.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

A. L. Kitt has been re-elected chairman of
the Arthur C. "Thurley Homes, Frank Cunningham, vice chairman, and W. J. Thurow, secretary.
The St. Mary 's concert chorus and dance
band will present a concert at Albert Lea,
Minn. Brother Paul is director.

Time for Action On
Great River Road

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940
Dr. C. P. Robbins is the new county physician succeeding Dr. R. H. Wilson , who held the
post since 1932, Dr . Robbins was county physician for a time after his return to Winona following World War service .
Cast members of the Winona Little Theater
group's production, "The \inegar Tree," are
Charles Choate , Carlton Neville, Miss Ruth
Hagen, William Miller, Mrs. James McConnon ,
Mrs. Richard Deeren and Donald Werner.
James McConnon is director .

THERE ARE ONLY 34 miles of 18-foot
concrete pavement left in the whole Minnesota trunk highway system — and those
34 miles are on Highway 61! Not only ia
this pavement the narrowest and most dangerous in the state but it's also one of the
most important highways for the state.
Highway 61 ia the route of the Great
River Road , the Mississippi Parkway, the
Hiawatha Valley, the new Hiawatha-Pioneer Trail, and has been termed the "second most scenic route in the nation." The
map will show you that this is the direct
route between the Twin Cities and Chicago.
It'a the entrance to Minnesota for the thousands of tourists who approach our state
from the east. Northern Minnesota resorts
should be screaming for improvement of
Highway 61. Instead a Milwaukee newspaper recently called this narrow pavement
"Suicide Road" and Wisconsin is putting
forth every effort to improve its highways
to keep tourists and travelers in their state
for as long as possible if not to divert thern
completely to their own resort areas.

THE COUNTIES of Goodhu. and Winona have already passed resolutions asking
state legislature to authorize this bond issue. — The Waba.sha County Herald.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

Flour took a jump today of 20 cents a barrel and patent is now selling for $7.20 and
straight flour at $7.
Miss Alice Edstrom of St. Paul was elected
to the principalship of the Sugar Loaf school
succeeding Alvin Braley .

Seventy-Five Years Ago ... 1890

L. D. Frost was elected president of Co. C
at the annual meeting at the Armory.
The Delaware , Lackawanna & Western has
completed arrangements for a through line
from New York and Boston to Winona and the
Southwest via the Winona and Southwestern
Railway.

One Hund red Years Ago . . . 1865
The oyster trade appears to be lively and
prices have a downward tendency. Salisbury is
selling them at $1 per can.
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By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — International etiquette among foreigners generously aided by the United States has sunk to a
point almost beneath sight. It is necessary to remind these
characters that one really need not hit bis grandmother
with a spade to establish that he is beyond doubt absolutely
independent and positively awash with self-respect and all
that.
Indeed, among the New Year's resolutions made by tha
United States government is a resolution to this effect : Perhaps we shall not be unduly
sensitive to those aid recipients who merely curse
us in three languages. But
we really are going to be
provoked — and hereafter
we are going to show it to
(Editor's Not *: Letthe extent of actually withters must be temperate,
drawing assistance if nothof reasonable length and
ing else will work — at those
signed by the writer.
regimes which go beyond
Bono f i d e namet^ of all
abusing us to condoning acts
letter-writers lift! be
of arson against our embaspublished. No reUgiou$,
lies and of personal acts of
medical or personal cor.
violence against our people.
troversies art acceptThere is a fed-up feeling
able.)
here at a whole series of actions of a grotesque unthink
Most Persons Over
and newspeak. President
6S Need Medicare
Gamal Abdel Nasser of tbe
To the Editor:
United Arab Republic finds
With his letter of Jan. S
his patience with us so exto this column Dr. H. R.
hausted that publicly he
Schmidt of Rushford, Minn.,
calls upon us to go to hell—
joined the American Medical
—though he uses an EgypAssn's brigade of reactiontian variant of that expresary against the social secursion — and to take our mility approach to health care
lions and millions of aid
for the elderly. It is a perwith us.
fect example of how a proCOL. NASSER has had a
fessional may, by simply
dreadfully hard time from
making an assertion without
us. For years we have
any foundation of fact , conbeen forcing crude Amerivince himself of that which
can dollars upon him—many
he is already determined to
of which he has been spendbelieve.
ing for arms in the Soviet
Dr. Schmidt states that
Union—although we have at
such a democratic plan for
least been sensitive enough
medical care under social
never to demand that he alsecurity would be socialism
ter his habitually anti-Westand would rob . the reciern policy line.
pients of their self-respect.
One also can well underAnd that socialism is about
stand how right he is to be
to descend upon ta whether
displeased with us for other
we know it or not, is apreasons. After all, we go
parently the ideological basaround in the United Nais on which he and the AMA
tions daring to suggest that
wished
to carry on its fight
he ought to quit sending in
against health care.
arms to Chinese CommunistWhat Herr Schmidt and
backed rebels who are trythe AMA failed to point
ing to destroy the free govout was, that hardly any
ernment of the Congo.
of the apparatus of true soAgain , look at the intolercialism exists.
able American aggressions
Today there are nearly
against which Malaysia has
20 million people in this naso courageously reacted.
tion over 65. Most of these
Here is an appalling situaoldsters are poor people
tion in which old Uncle Sam
living on meager incomes of
has the crust to ask for inless than $1,000 a year. Certerest on his loans. Such
tainly such a person caneffrontery cannot go unnot afford proper medical
punished; the "People's Acattention.
tion Front" demands that
American Peace Corps volMany of the insurance pounteers be expelled from
licies offered to older peothe country to avenge Malple provide only small beneaysia 's honor.
fits under limited conditions
at a high cost, and many
THEN THERE Is Pakiselderly persons with chronic
tan. A high official of the
conditions find that they
Pakistan government pubcannot buy hospitalization
licly charges the United
insurance at all, because
States with financing the
they are considered bad
campaign of Miss Fatima
risks.
Jinnah, the opponent of
That is why such MediPresident Mohammed Ayub
care financed through soKhan. Not long ago this
cial security is the best sosort of violently offensive
lution to the problem. It
rhetoric would have been
is not only a sound system
thought rude beyond any
but necessary.
conceivable
international
It would seem unnecesusage. But this sort of
sary to mention these obthing has now regrettably
vious facts , except that they
become the more or less
are ignored by those who
common coin of converse
pursue the socialism phobia.
with the United States from
A. B. Guenther
among the weak and angry
713 Harriet St.
powers of the world.
One can to a degree unas to what we should do
derstand if not condone it
with our aid , Colonel Nasin the case of Pakistan. For
ser. As of right now we are
as a former faithful Westpleased to adopt your adern ally she had been put
vice and bring our money
on a relatively thin diet
home." The lesson might
while neutralist Indi a, the
be salutary all around. For
home of the most dreary
we have almost talked even
self-righteousness , had done
ourselves into believing the
infuriatingly well at the
absurd slogan that there
American aid pump.
should be "no strings" of
Still, too much is too
any kind , not even the
much, even when it comes
strings of decent and minifrom those with some color
mum American self-interest ,
of grievance.
to our aid program.
FOR THE plain fact li
that the United States has
long erred not in being too
FREE
demanding of aid reci pients
but rather in not being
Dinner for 2
nearly demanding "enough,
There is simply no good
. . . at Th« Oafci
Mor
reason whatever to go on
Goldtn Prog
financing a Nasser, for illus. . . if you run out of FUEL
OIL whil* on our
tration , so that he can keep
our friends , the pro-West
KEEP-FULL SERVICE
Israelis, hopping miserably
about waiting for the next
knife thrust and so that he
can foment murderous trouPhone 3314
ble for the West in Africa.
RMUs-OlipitChsd Iqulpmtnt
One wishes, indeed, that
President Johnson would
take the occasion to say
START YOUR DAY
|
j
something to tliis effect: "We
have rend your statement
'
with
!
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Snow to Cut Inaugural
Crowd Is Capital Plea

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - T h e
long-range weather forecast
for inauguration day still
remains bitterly cold and
clear. The piles of snow
which plagued President
Kennedy and caused the
Army to work all night
clearing Pennsylvania Avenue apparently will not
plague President Johnson.
But some of those preparing for LBJ's inauguration wish it would.
Lyndon issued that hospitable T e x a s invitation,
^'Y'all come! Hear!" to so
many people that the nation's capital is going to be
deluged as never before. It
will probably look like the
inauguration of Andrew
Jackson when it seemed as
if almost every deserving
Democrat in the nation
tramped down the muddy
ruts oi Pennsylvania Avenue.
When Kennedy was inaugurated, 3,000 "distinguished' ' women attended
the reception at the National
Art Gallery. They came despite the snow. This year ,
without snow, inauguration
hosteses are figuring on at
least 5,000, and don't see
how they can possibly handle them .'
Will t h e weatherman
please bring back the snow?
U.S, diplomats who have
conferred with Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko recently have found him a
new man. He 's now apparently part of the Kremlin
team and no longer messenger boy.
HOW MUCH Nlklta Khrushchev kept Gromykc under
his thumb was illustrated by
a conversation which Under
Secretary of State Averell
Harriman and U.S. diplomats had with Khrushchev
while negotiating the test
ban treaty. As a result of
the more friendly atmosphere engendered by the
test ban treaty, Harriman
told Khrushchev:
"I hope that Gromyko will
now be more flexible."
"He'll do what we tell
him," replied Khrushchev.
"If he doesn't , we'll fire
him."
Gromyko , sitting a few
feet sway, flushed crimson
even under his sallow complexion.
Some people have accused
Negroes of not working to
help other Negroes. But the
Christmas for Mississippi
project was a case in which
Negroes sent turkeys to Mississippi not only for Negroes
but for Indians nnd poor
whites.
THE WIZARD OF ID

Sammy Davis, Jr., catching a midnight plane out of
New York after his performance of Golden Boy,
staged the Chicago benefit
to raise much of the money.
"My mother was Puerto
Rican — a Catholic," said
Sammy. "My father was a
Negro Baptist. And now I'm
Jewish.
"That means I can't live
any place."

EXPLAINING THE dietary problems of the Jewish
faith, Sammy said the Jews
are not permitted to eat
pork.
"I had a Time Magazine
r e p o r t e r following me
around reporting on my
life," said Sammy, "and one
day in Detroit they served
me some chittlings and pig
jowl — what we call 'soul
food.' The Time reporter
wasn't around so I just helped myself to some of that
soul food.
"Pretty soon he came
back and looked over my
shoulder.
"'You just happened in,'
I told him, 'on the day I
was colored.'"
Ex-Congressman Walter
Judd, R-Minn., was talking
to Dev O'Neill, the Democratic National Committee
photographer , about the battle between Charlie Halleck
and Gerald Ford.
"Speaking as a doctor,"
said Judd, who was once a
m e d i c a l missionary, "I

don't think this fight will
kill the Republican party.
It will survive. However ,
when a doctor performs an
autopsy, he doesn't invite in
the public . He d o e s it
alone."

PAT GORMAN of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters
proposes to elevate the late
John F. Kennedy to sainthood . . . Ex-Sen. Ernest
McFarland of Arizona, former Democratic leader of
the Senate, led every candidate in the recent election
in Arizona . He was running
for Supreme Court judge.
Goldwater got 40.4 percent
of the vote ; McFarland 59.6
percent . . . It is sometimes
charged that the State Department doesn't tell the
truth. But when reports
were published that two
American firms were selling $13 million in synthetic
fiber plants to East Germany, the State Department
confirmed the sale ; Standard Oil of Ohio and tha
Litwin Engineering Co. of
Wichita, Kan., denied it.
Real fact is that these two
firms have consummated
the deal and been given
State Department OK . . .
Most people don't realize
that West Berlin does it's
biggest business with East
Berlin . Despite the wall ,
many millions of dollars of
trade pass back and forth
by railroad between the two
regimes.

DOERER'S

"Oh, dear! Am I going to have to listen to THAT the
rest of mv life?"

By Parker and Hart
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It's nthcj grim to walk through » toy
department and see all those war toys.
About the only antidote i.s to watch little
girls in the doll section.

"Something to j
Live By"
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Whether therefore ye cat, or drink , or whatsoever ye do. do all to the glory of God. 1 Corinthians 10.31.
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Fed-Up Feeling
On Foreign Aid

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - The biggest of all human
problems that will come before Congress for
action in the new year is usually referred to
as ''medicare. *' But this is a misnomer, because it implies that the government is getting ready to furnish free medical care — to
pay most, if not all, of the bills that are incurred for doctor*, nurses, drugs and medicines, as well as all hospital expenses. Nothing so comprehensive, however, is in the works.
Many aspects ot the problem have not yet
penetrated the minds of the voters. Indeed,
some of tht solutions being proposed may turn
out some day to bring a "cure" which is worse
than the disease.
The development of a system that will take
care of the sick of all ages is a challenge
throughout the world. The question that always
arises ls how much the government shall pay
and how much tbe citizen shall contribute to
health-insurance plans. Even more important
is what the sick person will really get for his
or her money.

"In our five-state area there really is no
metropolitan area to compare with the
Twin Cities. Not even Milwaukee is a fair
comparison. In looking at this area, too,
we must consider what Minnesota has done
in keeping its Trunk Highway System up
to standard and this includes the building
of divided highways as fast as we can within time and revenue limits. We take a
back seat to no state in this respect. In
fact, no state in our area attempts to claim
priority in this field. Minnesota ranks fifth
in the nation in total road mileage. We
vainly wish that our revenue stood as high
and that the construction season were as
extended as in some other states."

Rebuilding of the highway under Ihe
present program will take another 17
years. However, the state of Minnesota
has the authority to issue up to $150 million in highway bonds — has only about
$38 million outstanding right now. By using the bonding power of the state , Highway 61 could be rebuilt NOW and the cost
of the interest would be less than the increased cost of highway construction in the
years ahead. And the new highway would
benefit our area, the Twin Cities and the
entire northern resort area of the state.

'WHO, ME? THIS IS SO SUDDEN !'

Medicare Puzzle
Up to Congress

"YOU MENTION that th a expenditure
record on Interstate highway shows we are
not 'behind,' which in itself should be an
indication that we are doing the work,
albeit you may not agree it is in the right
places. Again we would say that the national authorities agree with our policy. After
all, the federal funds make up 90 percent
of the gross expenditure.

What can we do about it?

---
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Two Juveniles City to Stop Winter
Admit Thefts Street Excavations

SAINT TERESA SPEAKER:

Conflicting &>/es
Confusing Women

Today's college women are
confused by what they see as
a choice of apparently conflicting roles, a psychiatrist formerly with the Mayo Clinic said
Monday night.
This estimate came from Dr.
Francis J . Braceland, now pay.
chlatrist-in-chlef at the Institute
of Living in Hartford , Conn. He
gave the keynote s p e e c h —
"Women's Changing Role" —
for a four-day conference on
the emotional problems ot college women, now in progress at
the College of Saint Teresa.

in being a wife and mother
only. Because of this, he said,
it is "not coiy feasible, but desirable" for a woman to return
to wort.
"If we do not know how to
handle leisure, we are prey to
malignantboredom " Dr. Braceland asserted.
A woman who has accepted
her femininity dan achieve tbe
Soal of self-realization and can
ave a carew without losing the
role of wile and mother, he said.
DR. BRACELAND said he
was worried about what he called a "kind of fatalism" evident
among college women today.
It manifests itself, he explained, in an attitude of "waiting
for someone to come along."
It involves doing nothing to
form one's own destiny.
The cause of such a feeling,
he said, is a lack of confidence
in one's ability to exist independently.
The greatest hope for maintaining emotional equilibrium,
Dr. Braceland declared, rests
within the individual.
The problem of dealing with
emotional problems and uncertainties, tbe psychiatrist said,
will be discussed by 12 panelists during the conference sessions.

"THE CULTURE'S moved
quickly since World War II, and
it has given woman many
ideals," Dr. Braceland said.
Throughout history, he said;
woman's lot has changed. She
has been considered a chattel,
then an object of exaggerated
chivalry and, still later, a necessity for economic survival.
Today, he asserted, she has
largely achieved that for which
the feminists were striving in
the last century. She can enter
college and, later, a profession.
can get virtually any job ana
can Be economically independent. She can vote and run for —
and be elected to — office.
"How much of this does she
want?" Dr. Braceland asked.
A woman has always had a
role in marriage and motherhood, the psychiatrist went on, HE DESCRIBED four attiand there is still great social tudes that he said he hoped
pressure for her to fill this role students, faculty members and
observers would keep in mind
today.
when they attend the seminars
OFTEN. HE said, a woman and lectures during the confeels that she must make a ference.
choice between marriage and a
• It is necessary to rememcareer. She need not, however,
forego marriage for other roles, ber, he said, that emotional
he declared. A woman frequent- disorders are not immoral.
ly achieves other roles only Everyone has periods of depresthrough this primary role as sion, be went on, citing several
wife and mother, be maintained. saints as persons who had such
On the other hand, Dr. Brace- experiences.
land pointed out, a woman who Everyone is depressed at
is educated for a career is bor- some time or other, he said in
ed with the empty time she has elaboration, except "the most

•

•

hardy and the most moronic."
• An individual should not
panic if he finds signs of emotional unrest in himself. If he
recognizes that everyone has
such experiences; he said, he
would seek help more quickly
and would be more compassionate of others with similar feelings.
• A person must be at peace
with himself before he will be
at peace with others. If we
cannot accept ourselves, we
will not be able to accept others.
. "How do you expect an unhappy person to bring happiness
to a school, a career or a marriage?" he asked.
• Neither Judaism nor Christianity held fopth the promise
of perfect happiness here "bn
this earth," Dr. Braceland said.
Neither can psychiatry
he
added.

DR. BRACELAND defined
•motional maturity as the revision of desires to conform to
reality. It includes, he said,
such things as recognition of
the needs of others, control of
impulse, repression of immediate wants for long-term or group
goals and a desire to see all
aspects of a conflict before making a judgment.
The process of growing toward such maturity begins in
infancy, Dr. Braceland declared. An infant learns he is loved
and understood by the physical
contact he has with his mother.
This contact, the phychiatrist
went on, is his first means of
communication.
Throughout childhood, Dr.
Braceland asserted, emotional
growth accompanies physical
and intellectual growth , but, too
often, little attention is paid to
it.
Nonetheless, he said, Insufficient emotional growth accounts
for a lot of troubles in adulthood.

• •
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Many Leqislators
Attend Church Service

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Many
members of the legislature attended special session - opening
services today at Christ Lutheran Church, next to the Capitol
grounds.
The 9:30 a.m. scheduling resulted in postponement until
Wednesday of Liberal caucuses
In both houses.

—______

FUEL OIL

fag fa uniting Council
I ^* **"*"
permits.

The street
commissioner issues permits to
contractors who must excavate
for utility installations such as
gas, water, electricity or sewers.
Brom said all excavators
should be required to finish
projects before Nov. 15. While
terms of permits require full
replacement of any broken pavement, these replacements are
often unsatisfactory when made
in cold weather, Brom said. This

...
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own characteristic behavior pattern, caused by a vacillation between tbe dependence of childhood and the self-sufficiency of
adulthood.
There is a proclivity for regression — adoption of behavior
patterns of an earlier age — in
all of us,' Dr. Braceland declared. When such regression occurs, emotional maturity is not
achieved.

THE SPEAKER emphasized
the need for communication and
for development of interpersonal
relationships. The two are
bound together, he said.
We communicate not only by
speech and writing, he explained, but also by tone of voice,
gesture, facial expressions and
emphasis. This can change our
attempts to communicate — and
these attempts are further affected by distortions on the part
of the receiver.
Nonetheless, he maintained,
human contact is a necessity.
"We have to have people," he
said, "we might as well learn
to get along with them.
"Although people seem to be
the cause of our troubles, we
could be infinitely worse without
them ," he added.
Communication and relations
among individuals are vital for
mental health, Dr. Braceland
asserted.
"Just as communication between patient and therapist
helps to restore mental health,"
THE SPEAKER maintained he said, "communication in
that each age has behavior other settings helps to mainproper for it. For example, he tain It. "
said, the child 2Vt or 3 years OTHER LECTURES on toold will be contrary, balky,jjn- days schedule included a 10:30
reasonable, aggressive and un- a.m. discussion of "Faculty and
petuous. This is normal , healthy Student Relations," given for
behavior for him — but not for faculty members in the auditan adult, he asserted.
orium by Dr. Dana L. Farns"When we indulge in this kind worth, a professor at Harvard
of conduct," he said, "we're University. Student seminars
being three and two-and-a-half- were held simultaneously.
ey in our behavior."
Dr. John Nurnburger, chairAdolescence — "a fascinating man of the phychiatry departand difficult time" — has its ment at Indiana University,
spoke on "Student Values—How
Attained and Transmitted" at 2
p.m., and Dr. John W. Higgins,
psychiatrist from Cornell University, spoke on "Counseling
the Student" to the faculty at
3:15 p.m.
Dr. Braceland will discuss
up to
"The Community, M e n t a l
Health and You" in a public
lecture at 8:15 p.m. today in
the college auditorium. Sponsoring group will be the Winona
County Mental Health Association.
The program of lectures and
seminars will continue through
21
Months
•
Thursday morning.

WEST ERN
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Normal Growth Pattern
To Maturity Described
The patterns of growth toward
emotional maturity were described by Dr. Francis J. Braceland at the College of Saint Teresa this morning.
He spoke to a general assembly in the college auditorium —
the first event in the opening
day of the college's conference
on emotional problems of college women.

Sheriff George Fort today
reported the apprehension of
two county juveniles who committed at least three thefts in
the past six weeks.
He said that the two, who
have been turned over to juvenile auhorities, admitted taking
tools and an electric lantern
from a truck parked in Lewiston last month.
The pair also acknowledged
pilfering a tool box from a
school bus parked in Wyattville
a short time later and tbe theft
of two transistor radios, a number of spark plugs, a can of
brake fluid and an undetermined amount of .22-caliber ammunition from the Co-op service
station in Lewiston.
The thieves were caught when
stooped by Lewiston policeman
William Anderson for questioning. Anderson noticed one of
the missing radios under the
front seat of the youth's car.
Sheriff Fort took the two 17year-olds into custody Jan. 1
and turned them over to juvenile court authorities.

tions for last, the commissioner drawn te meet Ibe slftiaUoo.
said. Braa said he thought a An aitiftided oranacewfll be
council resolution outlining a necessary, later linealliallow
policy would ba strong enough. disclosedThis willprobably be
Some aldermen disagreed and submitted at a forthcoming
Street damage from winter- applies especially to cuts made said an ordinance should be meeting.
time excavations, long a sore In bituminous-surfaced streets,
¦pot with the city street depart- he added. In other cases, conment, may be curbed, the City tractors cannot finish work in
Council indicated Monday night. time to avoid the freexe-up and
An ordinance barring issuance excavations are left open all
of permits for extensive digging winter, he said.
and rupture of surfaces after Brom said he bed met with
November was proposed by Aid. major utility companies and
Henry Parks, street committee they would honor the city's reBLUE BLAZE NO. 2
chairman.
quest to avoid unseasonable
THE PROPOSAL foUowed an work.
appearance by Street Commis- MAJOR OFFENDERS are
sioner Arthur p
out-of-town contractors, Brom
Brom who asksaid. Other cities will not permit
. 1JJ.Sc Par Ool.
/*: *..
ed for full
Wty
such late work so contractors
council backschedule their Winona opera-
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MISS MARLENE B. PETERSON'S engagement
to Richard W. Sather , son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Sather, Houston, Minn., is announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Peterson, Houston. No
date has been chosen for the wedding. Miss Peterson is a licensed practical nurse at Community
Memorial Hospital and her fiance is a senior at
Winona State College.

MISS PATRICIA MAE
THOMPSON'S engagement
to Gary Tobert Anderson,
Rout 3, Houston, Minn., is
announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thompson, Route 1, La Crescent,
Minn. No wedding date has
been set. Miss Thompson is
a graduate of Sunnyside
High School, Tucson, Ariz.,
and is employed as a telephone operator at the La
Crosse Telephone Company.
Her fiance is a graduate of
Houston High School and is
employed at the John Deere
Plant, Waterloo, Iowa.

Ettrick Church
Groups Announce
Future Meetings
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Forthcoming activities of several church groups are announced.
MARTHA CIRCLE of Living
Hope Lutheran Church Women will meet at 8 p.m. today
at the home of Mrs. N. C. Twesme. Miriam Circle will meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. in Fellowship Hall ; Rebekah Circle at 2
p.m. Thursday, with Mrs. Guy
Amoth; and Rachel Circle at
8 p.m. Thursday at the home
of Mrs. Harvey Olson.
Hardies Creek LCW will
meet Jan. 14, at 2:30 p.m. Tbe
Bible study will be presented
by Mrs. H. P. Walker and devotions will be led by Mrs.
Dewey Baardseth. Hostesses
will be Mmes. Vilas Suttie, Allen Biddy and Ansel Holier.
Hardies Creek Luther Leaguers will be guests of the South
Beaver Creek Luther League
Sunday at 8 p.m. A program
and social hour will be presented by the South Beaver Creek
officers.

Mr. and MM . Terry O'Brien

Carol Jean Post
Becomes Bride
Of Terry O'Brien

(Cimtra Art photo)

Medical Aid to
Aged, Club Topic

"Medical Aid to the Aged"
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special) was the topic of a talk given by
— Miss Carol Jean Post, daugh- Franklin Tillman before memter of Dr. and Mrs. Harvey bers of the Chautauqua Club
Post, Rushford, became the Monday afternoon. The club wobride of Terry Hugh O'Brien, men met at the home of Mrs.
Minneapolis, son of Douglas A. E. Meinert.
O'Brien and the late Mrs. Mr. Tillman, who is unit suO'Brien , Fort Worth , Tex., Dec. pervisor for the Winona Welfare
27 at R u s h f o r d Lutheran Department, traced the history
of medical assistance to the
Church .
aged from 1930 to the present
THE REV. M. Eugene Foeh- time. He outlined the qualificaringer officiated and Miss Carol tions which are required to be
Jean Betz was organist. Miss eligible for this assistance.
i*
Jean Pfeifer sang.
¦
Miss Nancy Post was her sis- ST. MATTHEWS AID
ter s maid of honor and another St. Matthew 's L u t h e r a n
sister, Miss Susan Post , was Church Ladies Aid will meet in
bridesmaid.
The bride's gown was of peau the church basement at 2:30
de soie, fashioned with a bell- p.m. Thursday. Hostesses will
shaped skirt and a scoop neck- be the Mmes. Christine Doebline , trimmed with lace ap- bert and Herta .Schlueter.
Eliques. A pearl pillbox held ROSARY SOCIETY
er veil and she carried a cas- DODGE , Wis. (Special)
cade bouquet of white roses. Gr-up
2, with Mrs. Marcel JasHer attendants wore red peau
de soie gowns with matching zewski as chairman , will enterbow headdresses. They carried tain at the meeting of the Rosbouquets of red carnations and ary Society in the Sacred Heart
parish hall . Pine Creek , Wis.
white roses.
Wednesday at fi p.m.
DOUGLAS O'Brien Jr.. Wayzata , Minn., was his brother 's Macalester College , St . P aul.
best man . Glen O'Brien , Den- The groom i.s a graduate of
ver , Colo., was groomsman. Hopkins (Minn . ) High School
Ushers were Robert Stimson , and Macalester College. He is
St. Paul , and Orlynn Caldbech , now attending graduate school
Stewartville , Minn .
at the University of Minnesota.
Following the wedding, sup- The couple is at home in Minper was served In the church neapolis .
parlor .
Prenuptial parties were given
The bride is a graduate of for the bri de by the Misses
Rushford High School and Karen Nowlnn and Pfeifer.
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Announcements & Invitations
From $8.00 Per 100

H? • Wedding Nap kins
' • All-Occasion Napkins
•Imprinted Coasters

•Thank Yon Notes
• Imprinted Matches
•Playing Cards

24-Hour Service — Free Bride's Book
• MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY
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NORWEGIAN GOODIES . . . Members
of the Senior Fellowship of Bethlehem Lutheran Church, Lanesboro, Minn., enjoy real,
old-fashioned Christmas foods at a party at
the home of the assistant pastor, the Rev.
J. H. Preus and Mrs. Preus. From left are

Old-Fashioned Christmas Party
Given for Lanesboro Fellowship

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
— The first old-fashioned Norwegian Christmas party for the
Senior Fellowship group of
Bethlehem Lutheran Church and
area guests was held Wednesday at the home of the Rev.
and Mrs. J. H. Preus, with
about 50 persons attending. The
Rev. Preus is assistant pastor
of Bethlehem and Union Prairie
Lutheran Churches, of which the
Rev. Leon Holtan is pastor.
REV. HOLTAN gave a talk
on "Memories." which he said
are savored to weep and rejoice over. He also read excerpts from the book "These
Things I Remember" by Frost.

ARCADIA. Wis. (Special) —
Holy Name Society of St. Stanislaus Catholic Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in
the church recreational rooms .
Following the meeting a card
tournament will be held.
Holy name members will receive Communion in a body at
the 8:30 a.m. Mass, Sunday.
¦
KINGS AND QUEENS
The Kings at.d Queens group
of Winona Senior Citizens -will
meet at 2 p.m. Friday at Lake
Park Lodge.
ST. MAKTIN'S CIRCLE M
Circle M nf St. Martin 's Lutheran Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. James Wetzel , 552
E. 7th SI ., at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
ALCW MKKTING
WHITEHALL , Wis . (Special )
- Ttie annual meeting of the
American Lutheran
Church
Women of Our Saviour 's Lutheran Churcl i , Whitehall , will be
held in tfic church parlor s
Thursday at 2 p.m. •
Ll'CINDA SOCIETY
DAKOTA . Minn. (Special") Liieinrla Missionary Society
will meet at ]::io p.m. Thurs day at the home of Mrs . Oscar
Bauer . All interested women
are invited to attend , Mrs.
Bauer said.
¦
Since 1061, 110,000 Americans
have applied for service in the
Peace Corps. More than 10,000
have served ; 5,000 continue to
volunteer curb month; Peace
Corps men nnd women have
been Ken t to 4fl countries; 24
other nations me on the waiting
list ; and the backlog of requests
for voluntcurK from foreign governments surpasses 50,000.
'

A decorated Norway pine
Christmas tree centered the living room and the guests marched around it singing Norwegian
Christmas songs, directed by
Rev. Preus, with Mrs. Preus
playing the piano accompaniment.
Mrs. Henry Elstad, 92 and the
eldest member present, joined
in all the activities.
Tables were laid with authentic Norwegian tablecloths embroidered by Mrs. Preus, whose
father, T. Torjussen, was a Norwegian sea captain of the ship,
Cicero. At each place stood an
old-fashioned type push - out
Christmas card of the Nativity
scene.

LUNCH CONSISTED of tneb
Scandinavian delicacies
as
rommegrot (cream pudding )
made by Mrs. S. I. Soma, a
senior
member;
krumkake
(crumb cake) and lefse, both
made by Mrs. Bertha Northhouse, a senior guest ; sot suppe
(sweet soup ) , made by Mrs.
Marty Sorom, a member of
Rebecca Circle, who served the
lunch.
The singing of a prayer of
thanks closed the festivities.
The Senior Fellowship was
organized over a year ago and
meets once a month, with one
of the church circles planning
the program.

MISS MARY ANNETTE HALVERSON'S engagement to John Engelien, son of Mr. and Mrt. Carl
Engelien, Ettrick, Wis., is announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Halverson, Shakopee, Minn. No date has been set for the wedding.
Miss Halverson is attending Winona School of Prac
tical Nursing and her fiance is a senior at Luther
College, Decorah, Iowa.
spokesman," but it was not until
recently that an expert was
called in to look at them,
"It was then discovered that
the paintings were by Tiepolo,
and not direct on to the ceiling,
as we had always thought, but
LONDON (AP ) - The United on canvas and framed."
¦
Arab Republic's embassy in
London's bow bells were silent
London has discovered a fortune for nearly 20 years after a
in paintings by the 18th century bombing in World War il. With
Venetian artist Giovanni Tiepolo the restoration of the bells folon its drawing room ceiling.
lowed by reconsercration of the
British experts value the Church of St. Mary-le-Bow in
paintings at $400,000 to $700,000. the business heart of London in
"The paintings have long been June 1964, Cockneys feel the
admired," sad an embassy war is finally over.

Fortune in
Paintings on
London Ceiling
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FRENCH CREEK LCW will
meet as follows: Naomi circle
at the home of Mrs. Norval Anderson , Monday, at 8 p.m.;
Ruth circle, with Mrs. Dean
Helstad, Jan. 13, at 8 p.m;
Jan. 14, afternoon circles will
meet at 1:30 p.m.; Elizabeth
MISS CHERYL ANN SIEcircle with Mrs. Anna Johnson,
Esther circle with Mrs. Ed WERT8 engagement to LarHovre, Hannah circle with ry A. Johnson, son of Mrs.
Mrs. John Helstad. and Martha
circle with Mrs. Kenneth Eng- Nona Jphnson, Z u m b r o
Falls, Minn., and Vincent
hagen.
Circles of Living Hope LCW Johnson, Lake City, Minn.,
have announced January meetby her
ings. Jan . 12 Naomi circle will has been announced
meet at the Fellowship Hall at parents, Mr. and Mrs.
2 p.m.: Elizabeth circle, with Norman Siewert, L a k e
Mrs. Sever Folkedahl at 8 City. A February wedding
p.m.; Ruth circle at the fellowship hall at 8 p.m. and Sar- is . planned. Both young
ah circle at the home of Mrs. persons are graduates of
Christopher Erickson at 8 p.m. Lincoln High School. Miss
The Rev. and Mrs. Mark M. JSiewert is employed at ReyRonning are attending the ALC nolds Wholesale Company,
convocation for pastors and
Rochester, and her fiance
their wives at Luther Theolois
serving in the Navy , stagical Seminary, St. Paul , Montioned
in Rhode Island.
day through Thursday.

Holy Name Society
Will Meet Sunday

Mrs. Helmer Kolstad, Miss Betsy Bums, Mrs.
A. I. Swenson, Mrs. S. I. Stone (who made
the rommegrot) and Miss Ella Elstad, who
accompanied her mother to the party. (Vienna
Drake photo '1
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MR. AND MRS. ROBERT
SMISREY, Eau Claire, announce the engagement of
their daughter . Miss Janet
Kae Kent, St. Paul , to Robert J. Bauer , St. Paul , son
of Mr. and Mrs. La Verne
Bauer, Mondovi . Wis. A
summer wedding is planned.
¦
CHURCH CIRCLE
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) Eunice Circle of the Trempealeau Valley Lutheran Church
has changed its regular meeting date for January to the 14th
at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Oscar Stendahl at Blair. Wis.
Mrs. Tilman Johnson will give
the Bible Study.
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THE ENGAGEMENT o f .
Miss Sharon Kay Whitlock,
Brainerd, Minn., formerly of
Lewiston, Minn., and Winona , is announced by her
parents, Mr. a n d Mrs.
RD
James Whitlock. She will
STORE HOURS: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday thru Friday, A
wed Raymond Stilwell, son
9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays.
of Mrs. Lila Stilwell, Bemidji, Minn., and the late
William Stilwell. A summer wedding is planned.
Miss Whitlock is a graduate
of Brainerd High School and
is a senior at Oak Hills
Bible Institute. Her fiance , a
graduate of Richland Center High School and Oak i
Hills Bible Institute , is a j
214 Mankato Avenue
|
carpenter.
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Plus X Hormone lotion *J°° (rfg. S6.0Of
Plat JO Hormone. Cmm *2*° (reg. SS.OOf
KOS TAX
Don 't let your face tell time. Plus 30 Cream .
al nig h t . . . Plus 30 loti on .v; an ideal make-up base
ill da y. Here 's a lull month ' s s upp ly ol youth giving estrogens. You 'll Iind they absorb quickly,
to help nourish and lubricate dry skin.
the way skin cells are revita lized helps bring
i fresher , more youthful appearance. Bonne Pell
Plus 30 Cream and lotion have been the choice of
discriminating women lor over 20 years.
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Now, makers of the famous Ten-O-S/'x *
stop his petty larceny of your lotion! Treat

your Favorite Fa ce to the bris k, fresh air feeling
50 man Y men have found in Ten-O-Six Lot
ion. The
wa .
" hea ls up nicks and scrapes , ca res all
about his skin , because it' s medicated.
The mellow lime fragrance is all male:
clean , crisp, subtle. Like it? You 'll
»$/*l^i/}
wear Bonne Dell adde d it for youl
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16 Lead Honor Roll
M Winona State

MR. AND MRS. NEIL LLOYD WESTBERG (Wllma
Jean Gresa) were married Dec. lt at St. John'* Lutheran
Chirfch, Ditfand, Wis., by the Rev. Loyal Brose. iix bride
is the daughter of Mrs. Caroline Gross, Durand, and the
late fred Gross. Mr. Westberg's parents are Mr. ^nd Mrs.
Lloyd Westberg, Pepin, Wis. Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Westberg,
Pepin, were best man and matron of honor. A reception was
held in the church basement, The bride attended Durand
School and the groom, Pepin School. He is a D. C. 3 in tbe
Navy, stationed at Norfolk, Va. Until her husband completes
his Naval duty, the bride will make her home at Pepin.
(Wehrenberg Studios)

New OES Officers, Preside
At Alma New Year 's Meeting
ALMA, wis. — The new corps
of officers of Alma Chapter
146, Order of Eastern Star, accepted the challenge ot 1668 et
their meeting Friday night. In
addition to the regular business
session, they put on a New
Year 's party.
THE MEETING was called to
order by Mrs. Wallace Haeussinger. worthy matron, who
gave tne meaning ot "Welcome"
and by the worthy patron, Wallace Haeussinger.
Mrs. Howard Achenbach, who
was the installing marshal tot
the 1965 officers, was instilled
as chaplain. Mrs. Arvin thompson, who could not attend the
installation meeting, was installed as associate matron by
Mrs. Glerih Turton, marshal*
and the worthy matron.
A letter trom Grand Chapter
was read, regarding projects
for th* year ahd official visits.
The secretary, Mra. Louise Rad-

Trempealeau Co.
Officials lake
Oaths of Office

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Trempealeau County officials
were sworn into office Monday
morning by Judge A. L. Twesme for their 1965-66 terms.
With the exception of Sheriff
Eugene Bijold, all were re-elected Nov. 3. Bijold won the election over Democratic candidate
Ernest Void, Osseo.
Other officials sworn in: Mrs.
Johnson, county clerk ; Mrs.
Grace Jorgenson, register of
deeds; Bennett 0. Anderson,
treasurer ; Donald S. Johnson,
district attorney, and Basil 0.
Erickson, clerk of courts.
County Coroner James E.
Garaghan was unable to take
the oath of office. Monday. He
broke two ribs in a fall at his
home Dec. 23.
Also sworn in was Everett
Guse, veterans service officer,
who was appointed by the
county board in November.
CHAMBER AT WHITEHALL
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special)
— The Chamber of Commerce
will meet at City Cafe Wednesday at 6 p.m. Officers will be
elected.
RIDGEWAY PATIENTS
RIDGEWAY, Minn. (Special )
— Stanley McNamer and Wanda Reudy, area residents, are
patients at La Crosse, the former at Lutheran Hospital , the
latter at St. Francis.
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Question!

"As our ho.sle.sj served
drinks, she noticed that her
dog had pulled my fur coat
from the bed and had a battle royal with it. The dog won.
Must en 'all-risk' Fur Policy
be added to a Homeowner
Policy to cover accidental
damage '.'"

ke, read greetings accompanied
by a gift to the chapter, from
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Purdy in
Florida,
Mra. Haeussinger announced
Feb. 5 and March S as visiting
dates of Mrs. Elisabeth Searles,
Hertel, Wis., district deputy for
schools ot instruction.
THE EVENING was enlivened by audience participation
games and singing and gay
hate, b$dloons and noise makers as favors.
Guests were present from
Madison, Trempealeau, Chippewa Falls, Wis., and Winona.
The volunteer lunch commit*
tee. who served refreshments
in keeping with the New Year's
theme, included Miss Sharon
Fiedler, Mrs. Bernice Brose,
Mrs. Allen Fiedler and Mrs.
Haeussinger. Candles, pixies,
Old Father Time and the New
Year's baby were table decorations.

Fox Bounties Ended
In Trempealeau Co.
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special)
— Trempealeau County residents were reminded by Mrs.
Louise V. Johnson, county clerk,
that as of Jan. J , the county
will not pay fox bounties. The
County Board of Supervisors
voted unanimously in November
that the $1,000 appropriated in
the budget for bounties be used
entirely for crows, gophers and
moles.

21,966 Counted
Af City Rinks;
Figure Class Set

Attendance at five city skating rinks since their opening
Dec. 5 is estimated at 21,966,
the park-recreation department
reported today.
Attendance was counted at
three supervised rinks and estimated at two others.
The attendance: Lake Winona, 11,060; East Recreation
Center, 3,952; Athletic Park ,
5,814; Thurley 690 (estimated),
and Glen View 450 (estimated).
Hockey players were estimated at 2,038, with Lake Winona
Rink reporting 508; East Recreation Center, 518; Athletic
Park. 812, and Thurley, 200.
Rainy warm weather closed
all rinks from Dec. 10-14.
Youth figure skating classes
will be offered at Lake Winona
starting Jan. 12. Only skaters
Will be accepted.
Hubert Bambenek will be in
charge and classes will be held
on even number days of this
month, except when they fall
oil Saturday or Sunday. Children
may register with Bambenek at
the Lake Park Lodge warming
house. Classes will be from
3 ;30-5 p.m.
A total of 12 lessons will be
given at no charge.

Mao Re-elected

TOKYO (AP) - Communist
China's top leader , Mao Tzetung, was re-elected today as
honorary chairman of the fourth
National Committee of the
Chinese People 's Political Consultative Conference, the New
China News Agency reported/
Premier Chou En-lai was reelected chairman of the same
committee of the conference,
which closed its session in Peking after meeting 18 days.

S

Mrs. Mary Aakre, 380 Pelzer;' Peter Abts, Fountain City,
Wis.; David Anderson, .Summit,
S. D.; Everett Austin, Mabel;
Patricia Barrett , Rochester;
Violet Baures , Fountain City,
Wis.; Robert Beatty, 58 W.
Howard; Peggy Berg, 672 Main;
Dennis Boardman, La Crosse,
Wis.; Sharon Boschulte , 1670
W. Broadway ; Mrs. Marilyn
Bublitx, 1008 W. 2nd; Donald
Buehler, Kasson; R e b e c c a
Busch, Pleasant Valley ;
Mrs. Marilyn Campbell, Chatfield; Susan Carhart, Galesville; Thomas Caron, Northfield; Mrs. Nadine Carr, Wabasha; Mrs. Dorothy Christenson, Rochester ; Sandra Corey,
Houston; James Craig, Rochester ;
Ruth Dahling, Goodhue; Sharon Drwall, St. Paul;
Alysann Eglinton, Houston;
Jean Fiedler, Fountain City,
Wis.; William Frase, Minneapolis; Susan Frisch , Minneapolis;
Diane Fuchs, Hastings;
June Garrison, 653 Olmstead;
Janice Glende, 808 W. Wabasha ;
Alvin Grossbach, Mazeppa;
Kathryn Hanke, 113 W. King;
James Harrington , Rochester;
Thomas Heimer, Lake City ;
Lee Henning, Rochester : Grace
Henry, 201 W. Howard; John
Hess, Tomah, Wis.; Ridiard
Hoist, Lake City; James Howe,
558 W. Sanborn;
Mrs. Janet Johnson, Rochester; John Kelly, Westmont,
N.J.; Ruth Klenke, Racine;
Sharyl Kozak, Rudd, lowa ;
Lois Laabs, 406 E. King;
Catherine Lindsay, Spring Valley; Susan Loeffler, LeCenter;
John Loesch, 360 Pelzer ; Mrs.
Julie Loomis, 170 E. 4th;
Donald Manx, 5220 6th. Goodview; Mrs. Beverly Markegard,
Houston; Jerry Mensink, Preston; Robert Miles, Minnetonka;
Jonelle Millam, 1215 W. Broadway; Stuart Miller , 411 W. 4th;
Mary Moechnig, Lake City ;
Sharon Morey, West Burns Valley ; Judy Mueller, Lewiston ;
Spencer Munkel, Spring Grove ;
Mrs. Katherine Nederveld,
Rochester; Janet Nelson, Nerstrafid:

Mrs. Joyce Ohr, Rochester;
Judy Olson, St. Charles ; Kaye
Olson, St. Charles ; Mrs. Sharon Onsgard, Houston ; Cynthia
Orrill, St. Paul;
Marvin Papenfuss, Dakota;
John Petronek , White Bear
Lake; Patricia Piculell, Minneapolis; Mavis Pinke, Hastings;
Charles Prigge, Lewiston ;
Wayne Rheingans, LjRoy;
R e g i n a Robinson, Blooming
Prairie; D o u g l a s Rosenow ,
Fountain City, Wis. ; James
Runkle, Canton; Patricia Runningen, Houston ;
Sandra Schley, Foley; Carmene Sens, Rollingstone; Dianne Severson, Kenyon ; Linda
Shanahan , Lanesboro; Philip
Shaw, 55 W. Broadway; Frederic Sillman, 1021 W. Wabasha;
James Skorlinski, 107 W. Mark ;
Joan Smith, 294 Orrln St. ; Mrs.
Judith Smrkovski, 757M; W.
Broadway; James Starkman,
Pittsford, N.Y. ; Ronald Stolley,
Clinton, Iowa; Mrs. Helen
Stone , 257 Wilson ; Michael Suchomel, 522 E. 5th;
William Teegardcn, 174 W.
Mill; Thomas Thelsrnann, Wabasha; Pamela Thomas, Homer, Alaska; Donald Turner,
Chatfield; Nancy Turner, Chatfield:
Karen Van Aukon, 751 W.
Burns Valley ; Nadine Vanderau, Lewiston; Mrs. Ardis Vonfischer , 567 Sunset Dr.;
Nancy Waldo, Winona Rt. 3;
Michael Wargo , Philadelphia,
Pa. ; Sylvia Wedul, 418 Grand;
Wordcan Welper, Mabel ; Joan
Wierzbn , St. Paul ; Michael
Williams , Edina; Mrs. Edwina
Wolfe, 1843 W. Sth ;
Thomas Zitnak , Austin.
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field; Darrell Annis, 127 E. Newcomb, Dakota; Judith NySanborn; David Anahua, Minne- gaard, La Crosse;
apolis; Richard Armstrong, 1023 James O'Brien, Wabasha;
Ollmore Ave. ; Charles Arnoldt, J o h n O'Hanlon, Rochester;
Placentia, California;
Kathryn Ohrmann, Claremont;
Dean Bailey, Little Falls; Howard Okland, 564 W. Sth; WaJudith Bailey, Las Vegas, Nov.; aita Olness, Whalan; Virginia
Betty Bertel, St. Charles; Mar- O'Neill, St. Paul; Jacqueline Opjorie Bebermeyer, Stillwater; sahl. 4210 7th; Elaine O'Rourke,
Charles Becker, Caledonia; Ju- Austin; David Osweiler, La
dith Bell, Galesville, Wis.; Crosse;
Sharon Benson, Houston; Mary Mary Paape, St. Paul; Dianne
Bertl, Rochester; Darlene Be- Palmquist, Houston; Mrs. Mary
sek, 216 Liberty; Karen Biol, Papenfuss, 327 Walmlt; Judith
Harmony ; Patricia Bisel, But- Paulson, 459 E. 2nd; Peter Pelofterfield; William Boehlke, Plain- ske, Minneiska; Frederick Perview; Dwight Boyum, Peter- kins, 623 W. Sanborn; Jeanne
son; Robert Briggs, Byron; Peshon, Minneiska; Darlene
James Brunberg, 1818 W. 4th; Peters, Plainview ; E u g e n e
Albert Brunner, Rushford; Nan- Pflaum, Farmington; Gene Philcy Bundy, Rochester;
lipson, Whitehall, Wis.; Gerald
Larry
William Canfieid, Rochester; Pietrzak, K a s s o n ;
Thomas Casey, Hayfield; Dan- Plank, St. Charles; Edward
iel Cavanaugh, Plainview; Dav- Plasse, Minneapolis; Eugene
id Cheney, Lake Elmo; David Plein, 200 E. King; Joan PoChouinard, 4145 Mb, Goodview; dany, Minneapolis; R a c h e l
William Christenson, Kellogg; Price, Richfield ; Janet PruDiane Christianson, Austin; Jer- doehl, 115 W. Mill; Mary Przyome Church, Galesville, Wis.; bylski, 4035 Sth, Goodview;
Jean Cieminskl, 213 Pelzer; An- Karen Qualset, 534 Westdale;
thony Conway, Chatfield; Wil- Dana Reps, Lewiston; Mary
liam Conway, Chatfield; Gor- Renter, Arcadia, Wis. ; Robert
don Cook, Minneapolis; John Ries, 815& W. Wabasha; MiCurtin, Blooming Prairie;
chael R i v e r s , Rollingstone;
Ronald Dadetta, Rochester, Theodore Roberton, Rushford;
N. Y.; Joanne Daniel, St. Darlene Rodenberg, Melrose,
Charles; Dallas Diercks, Good- Wis.; James Rolbiecki, Gilmore
hue; Charles Dockham, Austin; Valley. Rd.; Leonard Rollins,
Thomas Donovan, Lewiston ; Weaver ; John Ross, Red Wing;
Rodger Doty, Clarion, IoWO; Elaine Rotty, Hastings; Heather
Candaee Drury, 651% Main ; Roxburgh, Honolulu, Hawaii ;
John Dugan, Midland Park, Susan Rudeen, Lake Elmo;
N.J. ;
Mary Sacia, Melrose, Wis.;
Charles Earp, Spring Grove ; Richard Sadler, Wilmington,
Robert Eastin. Medford Lakes, Del.; Dolores Samuels, FariN.J.; Diane Ebert, 063 E. 5th ; bault; Barbara SchmausS, Lake
Doris Ebert, Winona Rt. 2; Ter- City ; Nancy Schmauss, Lake
rence Eegerlchs , Goodhue; Bet- City ; Joseph Shafer, Red Wing;
ty Engel, Owatonna; Paul En- Kathryn Shira, Winona Rt. 3;
gen , Canton; Gary Erickson, Harry Sieben, Hastings; Mrs.
Spring Valley ; Charles Evans, Eleanor Siegel, 614 E. BelleHouston; James Evenson, 21i view ; Gloria Sifferath , Homer;
W. Sarnla;
Linda Sirek, St. Paul; Mark
Robert Farley , Madrid, Iowa; Skustad, Grand Meadow ; James
Raymond Fawcett , 381 Druey Soil, Lamberton; Mrs. Anna
Court; Ann Penney, Rushtord; Solum, Spring Grove ; William
Donna Ferdinandson, 484 John- Sourbeck, Faribault; Dale Stanson; Ralph Flfleld, Valparaiso, ek, 661 E. Howard; David StanInd.; Philip Flint, St. Charles; ek, 661 E. Howard: Robert StanTheodore Fredrickson, North- islawski, 207 E. 10th; Dolores
field; Richard Froyen, Clarion, Starling, Cleveland, Ohio; DonIowa ;
ald Steinle. St. Paul ; Judith
Loren Gallagher, Minnesota Stenbeck, Harmony; John SteCity ; Gary Gimble, Eitzen: Jon phen, Red Wing; Mrs. Ruth
Gislason, Lamberton; Mary Stettler, Alma, Wis.; Mary
Glubka, 318 Chestnut; Barbara Stocker, Eyota; Susan StuCve,
Gravos, Red Wing; Donald 620 E. Howard ; Jerome Styba,
Groth, Houston ; Sharon Groth, 516 Dacota ; David Sulack, MinWinona Rt. 2;
neapolis; Benhard Swensled,
Gerald Ha 'g e r , Wabasha ; Stockton:
Rosemary Hamilton, St. Paul ;
Jane Handyside, Minneapolis; Robert Thaldorf, Gilmore ValMark Hanke, Minnseota City; ley ; Herbert Thiele, 714% W.
Margaret Hankes, Hastings; Wabasha: Marilyn Thorn, FarmMarilyn Hansen, 1257 W, 5th; ington; Gary Thomas, Lime
Verdon Hasleiet, Peterson; Cort- Springs, lowa; Joan Thompson,
len Hauge, 914 44th Ave., Good- Stillwater; Dale Thrond, Norftview; Kathleen Heiller, Browns- ivood, Iowa ; Kathryn Turner,
ville; Hubert Helland, 1670 Canton;
Kraemer Dr.; Jane Hilke, 1678 Donald Valentine, Minnesota
W. 6th; Gerald Hoffer, St. Paul; City; Zane Van Auken, West
Burns Valley ; Joan Vanderau,
Terry Holston, Minneapolis;
Lewiston ;
Mary Ren, St. Paul;
Nels Jacobson. Rushford: Mi- Michael Wagner. Caledonia;
chael Jefferis, Chatfield; Gary Elizabeth Walters, Bloomington ;
Jensen, Clear Lake, Iowa; Bon- George Waterman, Coming,
nie Johnson. Whalan; Brenda N.Y. ; Phyllis Waugh, StewartJohnson, Melrose, Wis.; Gerald ville; Carol Weaver, Springfield,
Johnson, Lanesboro; James Va. ; Gloria Welch, Stewartville ;
Johnson, 18!> Harvester Ave. ; Mary Wendt, 378 E. Howard;
Janet Johnson, Owatonna; Carol Wenger, Alma, Wis. ;
Kathryn Johnson, Plainview ; James Wtlber, Rochester ; Karen Wilder, Spring Valley; Ann
Laurel Johnson, Red Wing ;
Robert Keller, Claremont; Willert, 667 E. eth ; Jon WilJoan Kidd, Wykoff ; Perry King, liams, Rochester ; Robert WillOwatonna; Mrs. Geraldine Kirk- marth, Rochester; Roy Wilsey,
eby, Lewiston; Michael Kirsche, Houston ; Mary Wing , 859 E. 7th ;
Collingswood, N.J.; Kenneth Alfred Wolfram, Minnesota City ;
Kjosa, St. Charles ; Henry Kleis, Kathryn Wollin. 1429 Gilmore
Hastings; Margaret Koehler, 473 Ave.; Daniel Woxland, RushE. Sth ; LeRoy Kohlmeyer, Cale- ford;
donia ; Mary Kramer, Preston; Hermione Zientek, St. Paul.
Joyce Kuster. Elkader, Iowa ;
Mary Landino, Eau Claire;
Bergie Lang, 407 Kansas ; Duane
Larson, Spring Grove; Donald
Laufenburger, 1500 W. Howard;
Duane Lee, Melrose. Wis.;
Gloria Letourneftu , Willernle;
WASHINGTON (AP) - Chief
Mrs. Nola Leuthner, 67R Wino- Justice Earl Warren, in Californa; Robert Lieberman, \%lA E. nia during the Supreme Court's
Howard; Franklyn Lightfoot , holiday recess, missed PresiRockford . 111.; Carol Ludtke, dent Johnson's State of the UnFrazee; Stephen Lund. Har- ion address.
mony ; Susan Lund, 1(15 Harves- Justices Hugo L . Black and
ter; John Lyons, 558 W. How- Byron R. White also were ak
ard :
sent from the court delegation
Judith Mahlke , 1227 W. Sth; of six that attended. Black and
Diane Martenson, Red Wing ; White, like Warren, were out of
James Martin, Minneapolis; the city.
James McCarthy , Minneapolis;
Stanley F. Reid, retired jusMrs. Carolyn McChesney, Ro- tice
, accompanied the associate
chester; Vernon McCIung, Monjustices
.
tevideo; Mrs. Paula McDonald,
Pepin, Wis.; John McElmury,
602 E. Howard; Robert McLean, Blowout Blamed
158 W. Wabasha; Beverly Meyer, Lewiston ; John Mihm , Hen- In Death of 14
dricks ; David Milne. Mabel ;
Dennis Murphy, Marshall ; Du- QUITO, Ecuador (AP) - A
ane Murray, 1221 W. 4th; Thom- tire blowout was blamed today
as Murray, 1221 W. 4th; Irvin for a truck accident in which 14
migrant farmhands were killed
Myron, St. Charles;
Gerald Nagahashi , St. Paul ; and 40 others injured 30 miles
Ruth Nesbitt, Bloomington; Dale south of Quito.

Three Justices
Miss LBJ Talk

N0TI0E OF ANNUAL MEETING
To the Members of

Mrs. Valerie Adams, 522 E.
Mark; Joan Ahearn, 423 Center; Carolyn Anderson, Lanesboro; Patricia Anderson, Spring
Valley ; Sharon Anderson, Rich-

DR . MAX L. DEBOLT

Clark iClark,Ino.
A

3.50-3.99

DR . C R. KOLLOFSKI

per na aniw*r l» yeur iniuranu
•jueitlen. ttti frit l* call ut.

117 Center St.
Phen* tH*)

Sixteen Wihona State College
students compiled a perfect
4.00 average during the fall
quarter, Dr. M. R. Raymond,
academic dean, announced.
They are :
Francille DeGrood, 111 E.
King St., Winona; Mrs. Judith
Dubbs, Houston; Robert Ginn,
Austin; John Holbrook, Caledonia; Sharon Johnston, Plainview; Mrs. Dorothy McLaughlin, 1740 Kraemer Dr,; Marlene Moechnlg, Lake City; Mrs.
Bonnie Mutschler, Pine Island ;
Donald Pinke, Hastings;
Jeanne Reck , Wabasha; Edward R e d a l e n , Lanesboro;
Lloyd Smrkovskl , Ostrander;
Diane Swenson , 54% E. 2nd St.,
Winona; Mrs. Eileen Tucker,
Lewiston; Mrs. Margaret Siebenaler Vevang, Lewiston, and
Msry Weichert, Caledonia;
OTHERS on the honor roU
(in alphabetic order):

—

Fidelity Savings & Loan Association
of Winona, Minnesota
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the annual meeting of the
Fidelity Savings and Loan Association of Winona will be
held nt the office of tho Association , 172 Main St., Winona,
Minnesota , on Tuesday, January lfl, 1965, at 7:30 P.M., .
(or the purpose of electing Directors and amendment of
Article 8, Sec. 1, of the by-la wt and for the transaction of
tuch other business as moy properly como before the
meeting.
^
FREDERICK G. SCHILLING
Secretary

City to Check
Urban Renewal Council Sets 2
Public Hearings
In Illinois
A city delegation is expected
to visit Freeport, DI., this week
to study urban renewal.
The City Council authorized
expenses for the Junket at its
meeting Monday night. Mayor
R. K. Ellings said Freeport is
"about a year ahead" of Winona in the urban renewal process. Answers to * number oi
¦ ..
questions that f .¦
#•»•»,
have been
raised h e r e
V-ll 7
recently prob-

Sbtein$8J!! 1 Council

he said.
The mayor pointed out that
Freeport is a comparable city.
since its population is about
25,000 approximately equal to
Winona's. He Said Freeport is
in the process of enforcing a
new housing code afid that its
experience could be valuable to
Winona officials who are now
cautiously approaching the matter.
Mayor Ellings said the group
should include Roy Vose, city
sanitary inspector, George Rogge, building Inspector, and as
many aldermen as possible.
Two aldermen, Henry Parks
and Neil Sawyer, said they
may be able to go.
More information on details
of cede application will be gained next Monday at a special
council meeting. Elmer Binford,
regional urban renewal representative for the Housing and
Home Finance Agency, will be
present.

The City Council set two
dates (or public hearings and
disposed of a welter of other
administrative detail at its Mooday night meeting.
On Jan, 18 at 7:30 p.m. the
council will hold a hearing on
a proposal to rezone three lots
on East 2nd Street from M4
(light industrial) to R-2 (oneto four-family residential) ela£
sification. The

lots, Nos. 18,

19 and 20,

-*. ,

CITY

'
Block, 81, Hamilton's Addi- #¦
;
|
tion, are own- V»OUriCII
ed by C a r 1
Zaborowski Jr., 660 E. Broadway.
ZABOROWSKI seeks to build
a new house on the site of one
he razed at 666 E. 2nd St. The
ares is zoned M-l and the lots
are Just east of the Winona
Monument Co. plant. The company opposed ZabOrowski's petition for rezoning at a Planning
Commission hearing but did not
oppose his plan to build the
house, provided all parties' interests were preserved. The
commission recommended that
the council either issue a permit
to build the home within the
M-l district — forbidden by the
zoning code — or move to rezone the three lots to residential
classification.
A petition for vacation of an
alley near St. Stanislaus Cath-

Watkins Names Train Hits Car;
Richard Deeren Former Winonan
Richard S. Deeren, 660 41st
Avenue, Goodview, haa been ap* Critically Hurt
pointed director of purchases

for Watkins Products, Inc., it
was announced today by Howard F. Williams, vice president
of operations.
In the newly created position,
Deeren has responsibility for
the general administration of
the firm's purchasing department. He will continue to nave
responsibility for the procurement of Taw
materials, premiums and sales
incentive
a w a r d s . He
joined the firm
as an assistant
to Williams is
1945.
Deeren, Winona native, prev i 0 u s 1 y was
head teller at
Deeren
Winona National & Savings Bank where he
was employed from 1928 until
joining Watkins Products, Inc.
He is a past president of the
Winona Chapter, American Institute of Banking, and the
Winona Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
A member of the national DeMolay Legion of Honor, Deeren
received recognition for distinctive service in 1933 and has
served on the advisory council
of the local chapter of the Order
of DeMolay.
At St . Paul's Episcopal
Church he has served as a lay
reader, vestryman and treasurer.
He and hie wife, Florence,
have two children: Mrs. L. E.
Anderson, nee Susan Deeren,
Denver, Colo., and Stephen,
University of Minnesota.
¦

Since 1961, a team of highly
organized treasure hunters has
recovered more than a million
dollars in gold and silver from
the rotted remains of a Spanish
fleet wrecked off Florida in a
1715 hurricane.

A former Winonan is in critical condition today in St. Mary's
Hospital, Sparta, Wis., after his
car was struck by a Milwaukee
Road passenger train at Bangor,
Wis., at 11:18 p.m. Monday.
He is Arthur B. Meister, 42,
Wells, Minn., who previously
lived at the West End Hotel
here.
According to the La Crosse
County traffic patrol, Meister
suffered severe head injuries
when his auto was struck by
No . 56 Milwaukee Road train
at the crossing at Bangor which
is near the depot there. The
train, which departed from Winona at 10:10 p.m., was not
scheduled to stop at Bangor.
Engineer of the eastbound
train, which was going about
60 miles an hour through Bangor, was Eugene J. Hamele,
Portage, Wis. He told county
traffic authorities the crossing
lights werfe working. He said
the Meister car made a full
stop at the crossing, proceeded
onto the westbound tracks and
stopped. Then, said the engineer, the car started to move
and pulled in front of the engine.
The enginer blew the whistle
continuously, according to authorities, but the train hit the
car and threw it 43 feet. The
motor was hurled 209 feet.
Meister was found five feet from
the car. The train proceeded
about one mile before it stopped. Meister was taken to Sparta by ambulance.
He has one sister living here.
Mrs. Wallace Olson, on the old
Minnesota City road.

olic Church win be publicly
heard Feb. 1. Onlv a Sttooi
portion of the, alley u wm open.
It is the east-west alley in thi
block bounded by 4tb, Mh, Carimona and Zumbro streets. The
church seeks closure of the remaining segment.
FORMALLY adopted ty th«
council was a resolution asking
the State Legislatureto change
the Winona school district fiscal
year. The fiscal year now be
gins on April l, as does thi
council's. School official* aekec
for the change to bring the die
trict into conformity with tht
state Department oc Educatioi
year, which beginsJuly 1.
Making it official, the cotmci
adopted an ordinance amend
ment calling for a four-way sto;
at 2nd and Franklin streets
For the past several months
2nd Street traffic has had rigb
of way over entering Franklii
Street traffic.
Aldermen were reminded b;
City Recorded John Carter tha
C. Stanley McMahon, attorney
wUl explain that state bar asso
ciation's proposal for local cour
reform at a Jan. 25 meeting
The public and interested offi
cials will be invited.
RECTIFYING AN e a r l l e :
omission, the council gave 1
quit claim deed to Adolph Wun
derlich, La Crosse, for a smal
triangular piece of land on eas
Wabasha Street. Chester Wun
derlich, Fountain City, Wis., ex
plained the omission, which oc
curred when lot lines near thi
Briggs Transfer Co. office weri
made perpendicular to the stree
line. A leftover wedge on on.
lot corner was not included h
the title certificate, he said
even though all the property
was purchased by Wunderlich.
W. E. Morse, executive di
rector for the Winona Industrial
Development Association, askec
aldermen to formally establish
the former city dump area as ar
industrial park. He suggested il
be named "John Latsch Indus
trial Area" and that the old de
signations be abandoned. Th<
land is potentially valuable, ht
said, and should be recognizee
accordingly.
- MAKING ONE of its period!)
appearances was the dog-catch
er question. Aid. James Stolt
man said the "system" need;
improving if the city is to ge
and keep a dog-catcher, whicl
position now has no incumbent
More liberal fees might be thi
answer, he said. At present :
dog-catcher is paid $5 each foi
the first five dogs he rounds ui
in a given month. Each canin
thereafter earns him $3. Coun
cil President Harold Briesatl
said advertisements would b<
placed for dog-catcher applies
tions to "see what happens."
President Briesath asked foi
— but did not get — $uggeste<
names for s new street jus
north of the Linahan's Inn mo
tei to be built on lower Mankati
Avenue. Some sentiment wai
heard in favor of naming 1
street for the late Judge S. D
J. Bruski but no formal actioi
was taken.
Transfer of an airport hangai
site lease was approved by voia
vote. C. Paul Venables, formei
owner of the hangar, has sole
the structure to Duane E. Buch
er, 865 47th Ave,, Goodview
and Vernon Schueler, 733 Lak<
Blvd.
Advertltcrninr

Adenauer 89

e)IVIPi cr.Vki-i

BONN, Germany (AP) Former Chancellor Konrad Ade- Surprldnely relieved ky ajentU claansnauer observed his 89th birth- ing ena Hie lootfiiitf, medication of
day today. The West German
Cabinet, diplomats and other
Seld In Druf iterei Iverywhera
officials congratulated him.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hosp ital
Visiting houri: Medical ens surpfcat
patients? 2 to 4 ind 7 to 1:30 pm. (No
children under l l .)
Maternity patients: 2 to 3:10 and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

MONDAY

ADMISSIONS
Arthur Dernek , 1079 Gilmore
Ave.
Mrs. Lloy d Snell, Glen Mary.
Mrs. A. J. Hoefer , 1052 E.
Wabasha St.
Steven Roller, 71? Grand
St.
Mary Lewis, 1763 Gilmore
Ave.
Alfred Lee, 425 W. Sanborn
St.
Mrs. Eugene Stachowitz , 363
W. Sarnia St.
Paul Ziebell , Stockton. Minn.
Mrs. Cyril Crawford , Winona
Rt. 3.
Edward Bernacki , 507 E.
Front St.
Mrs. Kate Partlow, 474 Center St.
Mrs. Henry Addix ,, 675 Dacota St.
Mrs. Arthur Solseth , 1780 W.
Wabasha St.
Stanley Gilbertson , Galesville,
Wis.
Gordon Newmann, Trempealeau ,, Wis.
Frank Hill, Stockton . Minn.
George Palmer, Elgin Hotel .
DISCHARGES
Daniel Nixon , 463 Center St.
Debbra Brink , 475 Chatfield
. Patsy Brink , 475 Chatfield St.
George Palmer, Elgin Hotel.
Lawrence Du Bois, 21$ E. 3rd
St.
Peter Walsh , 114 W. Wabasha St.
Gerald Scheidegger, Fountain
City i Wis.
Russell Royce, 412 Walnut

tt.

Mrs. Elmer Duellman and
baby, Fountain City, Wis.
Mrs. Thomas Holmay and
baby, 413 Mankato Ave.
Mrs. Roman Thomas, Arcadia , Wis.
Fremont Rohrer , Cochrane ,
Wis.
Gordon Newmann, Trempealeau , Wis.
Gerald Speltz , Rollingstone,
Minn.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Matson
Jr., 361 Druey Ct., a son .
Mr. and Mrs. John Marty, Alma , Wis., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. La Verne Hornberg, Minnesota City, Minn., a
son.
Miss Ethel Fallows, Watkins
Memorial Home, was discharged from Community Memorial
Hospital Friday.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
HIXTON , Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Rollin Darst , Hixton , a daughter Sunday at
Black River Community Hospital , Black River Falls. This
was the first baby of 1965 at
this hospital.
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Michael Porter ,
West Allis, a daughter Sunday.
Mrs . Porter is the former Helen
Knutson of Ettrick. Mr. Porter ,
formerly of Winona , is a teacher at Berlin , Wis.
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
— At Tri-County Memorial Hospital :
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Boe,
Taylor , a daughter Dec. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Klimek ,
Independence , a son Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Przybilla , Whitehall , a son Saturday.
Mr. and Mr.s. Edward Matchey, Independence , a son Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hamilton , Blair , a son Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A
Smith , Independence , a daughter Sunday.
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Winona Deaths

Two-Sfate Deaths

Mrs. Ir*n« C. Hahn
Mrs. Irene C. Hahn , 87, 77
E. Sanborn St., died at 9:30
p.m. Monday at Olmsted Community Hospital , Rochester,
where she had been a patient
one week.
The former Irene Candace
Stinson, she was born April 3,
1877, at Ridgeway to Henry and
Candace (Gerry) Stinson.
A resident of this area all
her life , she was married to Adelbert Hahn , who died in 1936.
She was a member of Calvary Bible Church.
Survivors are: OKe granddaughter , Mrs. Richard (Donna) Kluzik , Winona; two sisters. Mrs. Frank ( Lydia) Ives ,
Winona, and Mrs. Jennie Karsten , Rochester, and several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Thursday at Calvary
Bible Church , the Rev. N. E.
Hamilton
officiating. Burial
will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Fawcett
Funeral Home from 7 until 9
p.m. Wednesday, and at the
church after 1 p.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Clara Sadler
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) Mrs . Clara Sadler , 85, died Mon-,
day morning at Tri-County
Memorial Hospital , Whitehall ,
where she had been a pati ent
since September.
The formed Clara Mathson ,
she was born Dec. 27, 1879, in
Trump Coulee, Jackson County,
to Halvor (Holte) and Serena
Lensrud Mathson.
She was married to Roy Sadler at Groton , S. D., Nov. 27,
1912. The couple farmed there
until moving to Aberdeen . He
died in 1946. She continued living there until three years ago,
when she returned to this area.
She lived with relatives until
moving to the Blair Rest Home
a little over a year ago.
Survivors are: One brother .
Sebert , rural Blair , and one
sister, Mrs. Emma Rognrud,
Seattle, Wash. Five brothers
and five sisters have died.
The funeral service will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Trempealeau Valley L u t h e r a n
Church, the Rev. W. H. Winkler officiating. Burial will be
in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers will he Thomas
and Ole Halvorson , Bennie Olson , Thomas Christianson, Ebert
Anderson and Raymond Thompson.
Friends may call Wednesday
morning at Frederixon Funeral
Home and at the church after
1 p.m.

Winona Funerals
Miss Leona AA. Yahnke

Funeral services for Miss
Leona M. Yahnke, 307 Mankato
Ave., will be at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday at Borzyskowski Mortuary and at 9 at St. Stanislaus
Catholic Church, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr . N. F. Grulkowski officiating. Burial will be in St. Mary 's
Olaus Wester
Cemetery.
GALESVILLE,
Wis. - Olaus
Friends may call at the mortuary after 2 p.m. today. A Ros- Wester , 84 , died Monday at a
La Crosse hospital , where he
ary will be recited at 8.
had been a patient about two
weeks.
John N. Lynch
He. was born Jan. 6, 1880, in
Funeral services for John N.
Lynch, 816H W. Sth St., will be Norway to Mr. and Mrs. Ole
at 9:30 a.m. Thursday at Burke's Wester. He farmed in Jackson
Funeral Home and at 10 at St. County after coming to this
Mary 's Catholic Church, the country. He retired in 1944, and
Most Rev. Bishop George H. had made his home with a nephSpeltz officiating. Burial with ew in rural Galesville since
military honors by the American then. He never married.
He is survived by several
Legion will be in St. Rose of
Lima Catholic Cemetery, Lew- nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at 2
iston.
Friends may call at the funer- p.m. Thursday at South Beaver
al home Wednesday afternoon Creek Lutheran Church , the
and evening. A Rosary will be Rev. Henry A. Lease officiating.
recited by Bishop Speltz and the Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Holy Name Society at 8.
Friends may call at Smith
Mortuary from 7 until 9 p.m.
Wednesday and at the church
after 12:30 p.m. Thursday.

Ex-Strum Man
Dies of Gunshot

INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Special) — A former Strum resident, husband of an Independence woman, was found dead
of gunshot wounds early Friday
in his parked car near his
home at Bloomer.
Joseph M. Johnson , 46, was
found about 7 a.m. by his wife,
F r a n c e s , who notified the
Bloomer police department.
Chippewa County authorities
are investigating his death. Dr.
Clifford Bo we, Cadott , coroner ,
said death appeared to be suicide but would not make a definite ruling until ballistic and
lab test results are known . Relatives said he had been in
poor health and was seeing a
doctor.
The body was taken by a
Chippewa County deputy sheriff to St. Joseph's Hospital , Chippew a Falls, where an autopsy
was performed . The pathologist's report showed Johnson
was shot by a .22 caliber bullet .
A .22 caliber rifle in an old
worn case was found in the
trout, seat oi Jonnson s car.
lie was born at Strum March
30, 1918, to Mr. and Mr.s. John
K. Johnson. He married Frances Wozney, Independence. They
lived at
Independence fiv«
years , then moved to Bloomer.
He was a self-employed building mover- .
Survivors are : Hi.s wife ; two
daughters , Dorothy and Rita ,
at home ; four sons , Ronald , at
home; James , Bloomer , and Alfred and Mark , Milwaukee ;
four grandchildren; hi.s parents;
sirs sisters , Mrs. Phillip Roskos ,
Independence; Mrs. Bert Halverson nnd Mr.s. Norma.. WcstCKaard , St rum; Mrs. ilensel
Nelson , Whitehall; Mr.s. Lyle
Borjjerson , Kau Claire , and Mr.s.
Louis Harrison . Vine Grove ,
Ky., and six brothers , Kerwin ,
St . Paul; Victor , Kau Claire;
Ral p h , Arcadia; Krling and David , Strum , and Rudv , Milwaukee .
The funeral service was Monday at 11 n.m. at St. Paul' s
Ciiiholic Church . Bloomer , the
Rev . John I-emp ke officiating.
Iiuri.il was in the Nort h CatI)
olic Cemetery.

Bernard H. Ashcroft
PLAINVIEW, Minn. - Bernard II. Ashcroft, 50, Auburn ,
Wash., former Plainview resident , died Dec. 21 at Anchorage, Alaska , after a short illness.
He was born in Winona County May 15, 1914, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Ashcroft , and attended
elementary school at Beaver
and Plainview. He married
Vera E. Bacon of Byron. He
lived here and then was employed by the Corps of Engineers in Oregon and at Auburn .
From 1961 until his death he
was a civilian employe of the
U.S. Army at Fort Richardson ,
Alaska.
Survivors include his wife ;
three sons, Larry , Robert and
Thomas, Auburn , Wash .; his
parents , Plainview , and three
brothers , Fordyce and Kenneth ,
Kelso, Wash., and Dale , Buffalo . N.Y.
Funeral services were held
in Portland , Ore., Dec. 28 with
burial in Willamette National
Cemetery there.
Miss Effie Knudtson
ETTRICK , Wis. - Mr.s. Effie Knudtson , 95, Onalaska , forj mer North Beaver Creek resiI dent , died Monday at Oak For1 est Hospital
, Onalaska , after a
[ short illness.
She was born May 5, 1859, to
Mr. and Mr.s. Olaus Winquist
| at Alingsaas . Sweden , and came
I to this country when she was
13. She was married to Carl
' Knudtson who died in 1931. She
lived in the North Beaver
1 Creek area most of her life
and then moved to Onalaska
where she lived with her son .
Clark.
Survivors include three sons .
Clark , Onalaska; Harold . I,a
C' osse, and Burton , Holmen;
Hi grandchildren; 33 greatgrandchildren; one b r o t h e r ,
George . Minot , N.D., and one
sister , Ililma , Minot , N.D.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Thursday at North Beaver Creek Lutheran Church , the
' Rev. W. 11. Winkler officiating.
,' Burial will he in the church
cemetery.
j Friends may call at Fossum
Funeral Home , Onalaska aflei
!4 p.m. Wednesday and at Ilic
' church after I p.m. Thursday.
i

Pepin County Rock
Case Goes to Jury

DURAND, Wis. (Special) The case of state of Wisconsin
against
Charles
Borgwardt ,
Mondovi , being tried before
Judge Robert Varnum in Circut
Court for Pepin County, went to
the jury at 11:50 a.m. today.
Borgwardt is charged with aggravated battery after allegedly
tossing a chunk of limestone at
Francis Weisenbeck , 27, Mondovi Rt. 3, Sept. 10.
Testimony in the NFO-con-

Rolvaag Asks
Funds for Slain
State Patrolman

ST . PAUL (AP ) - Gov . Karl
Rolvaag has asked Minnesota
citizens to contribute to the survivors of State Highway Patrolman Glen Skalman of Forest
Lake, who was slain by a gunman Dec. 17.
"While we all realize that we
cannot restore , the happiness
that only a complete family may
enjoy, we can act to bring a
measure of
back into
of security
Mrs. Skalman and
the liv^s
her children," said the governor
Monday.
The 29-year-old Skalman left
a wife, Mary Ann , 26, and .three
children , Gary 5, Susan 3, and
Steven , 9 months.
Rolvaag called the state's
Workmen 's Compensation Law
"woefully inadequate," in that
it provides only $45 a week for
7% years for the family and $135
a month thereafter.
Contributions for the Skalman
survivor fund are being received
at Northwestern National Bank
of St . Paul.

Big Salt Suit
Set for State

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Minnesota , Wisconsin and Michigan
are suing four manufacturers of
rock salt for treble damages on
charges of alleged conspiracy to
fix salt prices.
Robert Mattson , Minnesota
attorney general , said the Minnesota action was filed in U.S.
District Court here. Minneapolis
and St. Pa ul joined in the Minnesota action. Court officials
confirmed that similar suits
were filed in behalf of the other
states, as well as any affected
government entities within those
states.
Named defendants are Morton
Salt Co., Chicago; International
Salt Co.. Summit , Pa. ; Diamond
Crystal Salt Co., St. Clair , Mich.,
and Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson ,
Kan.
The Minnesota suit charges
that the four companies and five
others accused of being co-conspirators engaged in "unlawful
combination and conspiracy to
establish , maintain , stabilize and
fix the prices of rock salt . . ."
Rock salt is used mainly to
de-ice streets and highways and
for softening water.

Chatfield Area
Home Destroyed

CHATFIELD , Minn. -Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Bolster lost their
i eight-room frame farm home
six miles southwest of Chatfield
on Fillmore 102 early Monday.
The couple was awakened
about 3 a.m. by the barking of
one of their dogs. They rescued
two dogs but another perished
in the blaze. All household goods
and clothing were burned. Origin of the fire isn 't known.
The home had been remodeled
about five years ago; an addition was built . The loss was
partl y covered by insurance.
Chatfield firemen were called.
Friday at 2 p.m. at First Lutheran Church of Norlh Beaver
Creek , the Rev . K. M. Urberg
officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
A devotional service will be
held Thursday.at fl p.m. at Runnc.trand Chapel. Friends may
call at the chapel Thursday
from 7 lo !> p.m . and at the
church Friday after 12:30 p.m.
Elmer C. Haines
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) Elmer C. Hnines , 72, died suddenly at 10:5r> a.m. today at
St. Joseph' s Hosp ital , where
he had been living a year.
He was born March 1, 1(1!)2 ,
to Josep h and Anna Haines In
Trout Run , Town of Arcadia.
Killian Funeral Home in In
charge.

Mrs. Dena Holven
KTTR1CK , Wis. (S pecial ) mu: C.VI .I .S
Mis. Dena Holven , ill , died at
i tier home about midnight MnnTod is v
7. Hi a.m.
514 W . Broad- ' day.
way, Rolierl P. Olson residence , i The former Anna Itamlcna
smoke pi pe pulled apart , house Twesme , she was horn Feb. 13,
full of smoke nnd soot , no (ire . 1(173 , on (lie IWsmc homestead
Two-Sf«ite Funerals
!>::!!» a .m. — Sth Street and in Washington Coulee .
She was married to Tom L,
Mankato Avenue , Winona AthlelflilS. They farmMist Margaret Rahman
tic Club , fire in storeroom , ex- Holven June 12,
ed in Washingt on Coulee unt il
LAKE CITY , Minn. ( Special)
tensive smoke damage , under |'
moving in 1921 to Ettrick , wlicr«'
Funeral .services were held
control b y 10 a.m., clean-up
they purchased a home . He died Monday at Bethany Lutheran
until nearl y 1 p.m.
'
in ltl37.
Church , Lake (.'ity, for Miss
¦
| Survivors are- Two daughters , Margaret Rahman. The Rev. ElCOVKHKI) JlflllH.KS
' Mrs. Rose Myrland , who lived dor W. Richter otticated. Burial
LOUISV1IJ.K , K y. (AP ) - wilh her mother , and Mrs. Merle was in the Theilman Church
There are 111 old lime covered (Jeanette ) Lynn , I.a Crosse ; cemeterv.
bridges left in Kentucky and ef three grandchildren , and Cl
Pallbearers were Arthur , Wilforts are being made lo pre groat-grandchildren.
Jifl/n , Edward and Franklin
srrve (hem.
The funeral service will b« Rahman , Albert Hoops and Ken-

nected case was started Monday
morning and continued this
morning.
WEISENBECK, 27, was cross,
examined on the witness stand
Monday afternoon regarding his
forenoon's testimony in which he
said Borgwardt injured him by
throwing the stone Sept. 10.
His brother , Anthony, also
testifying for the state, said he
was en route over the German
Valley road , Pepin County, with
Francis at 10:30 a.m., that date ,
taking a cal f to the Altoena
stockyards.
He said they were blocked
on the German Valley hill by
two cars. He said the rock
thrown by Borgwardt first hit
the left window frame next to
Francis and ricocheted, striking
him behind the left ear,
THE ROCK, admitted in evidence, is about eight inches
square and 2% inches thick and
weights about 3% pounds.
Anthony said he and his
brother proceeded to the nearby
Resler farm , called Pepin County officials , and when they arrived at the scene, Francis was
given first aid , and a flat tire
on the truck was repaired.
The officers , the witness said,
took Francis to the scene of
the accident and then the brothers went to Anthony 's home,
where Anthony's wife took
Francis to Sacred Heart Hospital , Eau Claire. He was a
patient there one day.
The Weisenbecks " were the
only witnesses called by District
Attorney Karl Goethel .
BORGWARDT , testifying on
his own behalf and represented
by Robert Gavic for the defense,
saM he was at the NFO checkpoint at the junction of Highways 37 and 10 between 8:30
and 10:30 on the morning of the
incident. He said he left the
checkpoint twice in the two
hours, being gone eight or 10
minutes each time.
He said Weiss and Nichols
trucks hauling livestock proceeded from Mondovi , through
the checkpoint and northeasterly on Highway 37 at about 10:30.
Borgwardt said he and another
NFO member followed them.
About eight miles northeast of
Mondovi Borkwardt said he
passed the Weiss and Ni chols
trucks.
As they neared the junction
of Highways 37 and 85, Borgwardt testified that Nichols pulled into the yard of his sister
and called Eau Claire County
officers for escort.
WITNESSES c o r r obora ting
Borkwardt's testimony that he
was not at the German Valley
scene where Weisenbeck was
injured were Joe and Elmer
Anderson, Mrs. James Loomis,
Hewitt Loomis and Roy Quarberg.
Final witnesses this morning
were George Plummer, Durand,
Pepin County traffic officer,
called by the state, and Officer
Kromway, Eau Claire County
sheriff's office radio operator.
Plummer testified to being
called to the German "Valley
area Sept. 10 by Weisenbeck.
He saw his head injury.
Kromway said he received a
call at 11:30 a.m. from Nichols
for escort in delivering stock to
Eau Claire.
THE CASE against Bernard
Bauer , charged with letting air
from the Ernie Weiss truck
while transporting a bull , is
scheduled for Thursday morning, according to John Simpson ,
clerk of court .
Jurors serving on the Weisenbeck case are : Andrew Hill , and
Mrs. Wilbur Gibson , Arkansaw ;
Mrs . Frank Johnson , Stockholm ; Mrs. William Tiffany,
Mrs. Norris Larson , Leonard
J a h n k e , Edward Newcomb,
Mrs. Bessie Jelen and Mrs.
Howard Mason , Pepin , and
Gertrude Boigenzahn , Francis
Pichler and Bert Brow n, Durand.

Truck and Car
Collide at Huff
A two-car collision at Sarnia
and Huff streets Monday at 7:45
a.m. caused more than $100
damage to both cars involved.
A pickup truck driven west
on Sarnia Street by Wilford W .
Wilson , M W. Howard St ., collided with n cnr driven north
on Huff Street by Mrs . James
Hogue , 634 Terry Lane. Five
young passengers in the Hogue
car were unhurt .
A stop sign controls access
lo Huff Street Irom .Sarnia
Street. Mrs. Hogue told police
Hint she didn 't see the Wilson
truck coining. Patrolman Roy
C. Nelson investigated.
Damage was lo the left front
of the Wilson truck and to tho
right front of the Hogue cnr.
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West Sth Fill Cold to
To Be Used for January
SidewalkGrade
Fill excavated on this year's
west Sth Street project will help
improve a portion of West
Broadway, the City Council decided Monday night.
City Engineer James Baird
said the 5th Street project will
produce an estimated 5,000 cubic yards of material . The most
economical and best use for it
__
is in building .
up the south/»• ,
era flank of
VJTy
Broad w a y
g r a d e just r AI IPir ;|
e a s t of the ) lOUDCH
Junction Street
intersection, he said. This area
adjoins part of the College of
Saint Teresa campus.
BAIRD SAID the college has
asked for installation of a temporary, bituminous - surfaced
walk on the south side of Broadway at this point. A similar
walk was built last fall along
the south part of Sth Street, a
block north.
Aid. William Holden pointed
out that if the college later petitions for permanent sidewalk
the city is obligated to bring
the walkway up to grade. Baird
added that short haulage for
the excavated material will
help bring a better contract
price for the projected Sth Street
improvement, which will extend
from Broadway to the west city
line.
Baird said one block of old
concrete pavement on Junction
Street , from Sth to Broadway ,
will be removed and replaced.
The council approved his suggestion that it be deposited in
the Sweazey Lake area , now
gradually being filled. An abandoned curve of pavement from
Broadway north to Junction also
will be torn up. The remaining
area , now used for random
parking of automobiles, should
be improved and maintained as
a small park , Baird said.
ALTHOUGH enrb, gutter and
new surfacing are planned for
west Sth Street , the council took
a go-slow attitude toward sidewalk installation. President Harold Briesath pointed out that
there are many large trees
which would have to be removed at great expense.
He said that if walks were
put in by property owners at
their own discretion , the example would induce others to follow. There are no sidewalks at
present .

Ambulance Gets
Requested Signs

The City Council agreed Monday night to post special signs
in an alley used by the Praxel Ambulance Service.
Aid. James Stoltman said
signs were needed to eliminate
parking in the alley. Parked
cars s o m e ^
times obstruct ^
I
-..

________

the path

of

Ci ty

emergency vehicles
which /" — i i n f l l
Melvin Praxel |V»OUnui
keeps at his
residence at 507% E. Sanborn
St., Stoltman said.
Aid. Henry Parks and Neil
Sawyer said ordinances prohibit alley parking in any case,
so signs should not be needed.
Other requests for special
signs would follow this, they
said , and Praxel has put up
a sign anyway.
Aid. Stoltman protested that
this is a special case, and that
while there admittedly is an
ordinance , no time is available
for conventional complaints to
police if there is a violation.
What Praxel needs is an official sign , not a homemade one ,
Stoltman added.
When a roll call vote was
asked by President Harold
Briesath , all members voted
to authorize the signs. Aid.
Parks said there would be
some delay since the street department could not get them
immediately.

Six Children Die
In Canadian Fire

KIRKLAND LAKE , Ont. (AP)
— Six children died early today
in a fire that destroyed a frame
house at Tarzwel l , 14 miles
soulh of here .
The victims were children of
Margaret Wilson , who was in
Kirk land Lake nt the time with
two other children. The father
has not lived with the family for
some time.
Dead are David , 11; Robert ,
10; John , 9; Ronald , 6; April , 2
and Linda , 1. An older sister ,
Theresa, 14, leaped through a
window to safety.

A "January thaw" hit Winona Monday afternoon when the
local temperature rose to a
pleasant 42 and helped cut some
of the glare ice on sidewalks
and streets.
Occasional cloudiness is the
forecast for tonight and Wednesday with a return of more
nearly normal weather tonight,

Chatfield Man
Heads Board in
Fillmore County
PRESTON , Minn. — Jeaiy L.
Olson, Chatfield , is the new
chairman of the Fillmore County Board of Commissioners.
He was elected this morning
at the first session of the annual meeting and succeeds
Rex Groby, Sprin g Valley.
Oscar Garness , Harmony,
was re-elected vice chairman.

Fo llow
Thaw

probably with i low temperature of 5 above to 5 below,
the weatherman said. A high
of 12-20 is expected Wednesday.
THURSDAY will remain well
above tbe zero mark , he added.
After running up to 42 oa
Monday, the thermometer dipped to 21 overnight but wal
up to 25 at noon today.
The temperatures were in
keeping with those of a year
ago today when the high was
45 and the low 25. Alltime high
for Dec. 5 was 46 in 1880 and
1930 and the low for the day
•29 in 1884. Mean for the past
24 hours was 31, contrasting
with a normal reading for the
day of 16.
Although the temperature in
Southeastern Minnesota and
Western Wisconsin remained
mild it was not so at other
Northwest points. Fairbanks,
Alaska, registered a low of -4».
Winnipeg, Canada , had -36,
Bismarck , N.D., -4 and Minneapolis 12 above.
Some below zero readings
were reported from northern
Minnesota where International
Falls had -6 and Bemidji -4.
Rochester had a low of 13
above after a high of 34 Monday and La Crosse posted figures of 14 and 36 for the same
times.
Temperatures were expected
to slide to zero in northwestern
WISCONSIN tonight.
Early today a reading of 3
above zero was recorded in the
Superior area , but other lows
were considerably higher. Eau
Claire had 11, Wausau 27, Lone
Rock 29, Green Bay and Madison 30, Milwaukee and Racine
31 and Beloit 32.
Maximum readings Monday
were about 10 degrees abov»
normal. Pewaitkee set the state
high of 40 and Superior was the
coldest community with 32.

OSCAR appointed Paul Housker , Mabei , and Grobyi to the
courthouse and jail committee
and Dr. J. P. Nehring, Garness and the new board member , Arthur Miller , Rushford ,
to the board of health.
Special monthly meeting days
were established on the second
Tuesday. Commissioners and
county officials were authorized
to attend their state meetings.
Sums of $5,000 to the incidental fund and $1,000 to the county attorney contingent fund
were transferred from the revenue fund.
Charles Michener , county auditor , read the list of monies
in the various funds at the end
of 1964, as follows : Revenue,
$89,577.62; welfare, $10,850.30;
road and bridge, $75,825.44 ; nonresident school transportation,
$11,668.83; nonresident school
tuition , $22,012.99; courthouse CUT BA&K, Mont., hit the nabuilding bond , $3,253.10 and re- tion 's low of 18 below zero early
tirement, $1,851.15.
today, compared with the high
The board has invested $25,- of 77 Monday at Key West , Fla.
000 ' from the building fund in
certificates of deposit.

SKATES

THE BOARD established a $2
bounty for location of rust
spreading barbery and $1 for
each killed rattlesnake.
The board authorized a $1,000
surety bond for Judge George
Murray.
The board was to open printing and fuel requirement bids
this afternoon. The welfare
board will meet Wednesday
morning, and the commissioners will resume their annual
business Wednesday afternoon.
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THE MOST OUTSTANDING OFFER IN OPTICAL HISTORY

To everyone and anyone who mods or wenn Dllocil Classei. Her* It the?
most ecmotlonal oiler ol all limes. For THIS WEEK ONLY you can buy
the finest National Branded llrst quality nilocal Itmei complete wilh th«i
Irame ol your choice at the ONE LOW PRICE ol M l. 41 ALL OLAJSfcS
UNION MADE.

100 STYLES, SHAPES AND COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM

Choose the bifocals that you win! end only you need for tOUH special req uirement!. Sefecl from a wfde asiorfmxnt of frames , the oni desi gned especially (or
your teste , personality and facial contour . Kino offers Iks Lowest Meet and
Ike
Highest Ou.litir at one low price. Won't •. <,„ compel
comparison proves.

SALE POSITIVELY ENDS SATURDAY

GLASSES WITH SINGLE VISION LENSES
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Hoosiers Topple
From Ranks of
Unbeaten Quints

Hot-Shooting Redmen Rip Loras

DUBUQUE, Iowa (Special) —
Throwing up a basket barrage
that ripped the nets at a 61
percent clip, St. Mary 's eclipsed the century mark for the
first time in two seasons here
Monday night.
With five players scoring In
double figures , the Redmen
thundered past Loras College
101-72 for victory No. 8 against
two defeats.
The "breather " served as a
tuneup for post-holiday action
in the Minnesota Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference. The first
test will come Wednesday
when St. Mary 's plays host to

Concordia at Terrace Heights tt was quite a night when you
consider the shcoting. For inat 8 p.m.
stance :
It was no contest from the
• St. Mary 's shot 65 percent
outset Monday, St. Mary 's
smashing to a 60-36 halftime the first half.
lead and substituting freely all
• All five starters hit above
the way.
the 60-percent mark except SauWith the regulars watching set who finished with 59 perfrom the sidelines, Jim Buffo , cent. .
St. Mary 's sparkplug reserve,
• Buffo was the team leader
rippled the nets with a 25-foot with 8 of 10 for a melting 80
jumper at 3:04 to make the percent. Pytlewski followed
scoreboard blink to three fig- with 5 of 7 and Maloney with
9 of 14.
ures at 100.
That wasn 't the only reason
The last time St. Mary 's did
that was in a 130-47 clobbering for joy. Led by the 6-5 Pytlewof Osceola Air Force Base dur- ski, the Redmen swept rebounds
at both ends of the floor , winding the 1962-63 season.

ing up with 30 for the evening.
Pytlewski , who saw only brief
action in the second 20 minutes ,
finished with 13.
With 12:02 left in the first
half and out front by 24-13 , St.
Mary 's made its first big
Jump. By the time the clock
showed 9:40 , the Redmen were
up 34-14.

Throughout the second half
the margin remained between
20 and 30 points.
When it was over , Mlk« Maloney, last season's leading
point producer, had totaled 26
points to lead both teams, Jerry Sauser got 22, Buffo 1«, Py-

tlewski 11 and George Valaika
10.
For Loras, Denny Haerle
scored 23 and Rex Hester
wound up with 19.
It was a happy Coach Ken
Wiltgen who surveyed the results of Monday 's clash this
morning.
"I just can't get over how
we 're working, " he said. "It's
just terrific how we've been
playing against different defenses. We 've been running something and using the options. It's
just smart basketball!
"And we 're getting excellent
shots. When we get those kind,
we should hit 60 percent. "

MIKE MALONEY
Score* 26 In Romp
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MEISNER TO START AT GUARD SPOT

TOP LA CROSSE '5'

Winhawks Test
Logan Tonight
By ROLLIE WUSSOW

Game time is set for 8 p.m.
In a 6:30 p.m. preliminary,
Bob Lee's Little Hawks will
La Crosse Logan rolls its
test the Little Rangers.
basketball powerhouse into the
Winona High gym tonight in an
attempt to continue its steamrolling winning pattern — this
time over the Winhawks .
The Rangers read 6-1 on the
year with their only loss coming at the hands of Eau Claire
Memorial , the Hawks ' next
opponent Saturday night. Memorial handcuffed the high-flying
Rangers 69-60.
Daily News Sports Writer
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Warriors to Make Loop
Debut Against Indians

Winona State opens its North- ial Hall against Mankato State,
ern Intercollegiate Conference last year 's conference runnercage season tonight at Memor- up. The game will get underway at 7:30 p.m.
The Warriors , coached by
Dr. Robert Campbell, stand
2-6 on the year, -while Mankato
is 5-5 in preseason competition.
A year ago, Campbell's Warriors wound up in a third-place
tie in the NIC with a 5-5 mark ,
thanks to a late-season surge.
Moorhead had a similar log.

THE INDIANS will bring a
seasoned crew of players into
the Warrior den tonight. Eight
lettermen, including the NIC's
most valuable player , Jon Hagen , will be here tonight. Other
letterwinners or the Indian
squad include Jim Tetzloff ,
John Siefert , Da-ve Agard , Dick
Robinson , Charles Dick , Dick
Irish and Doug Hart.
Mankato evened its season
mark Saturday with an 88-62
win over Southern State of
South Dakota. In that game ,
Hagen meshed"26 points to pace
both teams. Hagen has been
the most consistent scorer on
the Indian quintet , as he was a
year ago with a 16.3 average.
Winona State, despite its
record, seems to be meshing
its gears in the right direction , particularly following the
team 's performance in the
Carleton Tournament over the
holidays.

LOGAN CURRENTLY rates
as the best of the three La
Crosse prep schools as the Rangers toppled Central by eight
points , and in turn , Central
tumbled Aquinas, In action at
the Hawk gym Saturday night ,
Central turned the tables on the
Hawks 59-46.
"They out-hustled us ," was
the summation given by John
Kenney, Hawk coach, about the
Central contest. "You 're bound
to look bad against the press
at times, and we did. And if
you don 't make the short jumper on offense, you 're in trouble. "
Logan has a speedy, sharpshooting outfit led by playmaker-guard Jim Coady, who is the
team 's leading scorer with 112
points in the seven contests.
He is 5-10 and a senior.
Kenney agrees that the Rangers are tough. "They run and
shoot well , and for their size ,
can they jump. "
THE RANGERS' tallest entry
skies 6-2 and he is forward Joe
Maier. Ron Reiber , 6-0, and the
team 's second leading point
producer will man the center
slot. Other starters will be Bob
Johnson , Gary Stuhr or Les
Stevenson.
On defense, the Rangers employ a map-to-man setup, and
when given the chance , they 'll
execute the fast break.
Kenney will counter the situation with the same group
that he has relied on the majority of the .season in riding
to a 4-2 record.
Bill Squires and Larry Larson will be at the forwards,
John Brandt at center , and Don
Hazelton and Gary Addington
at the guards.

KALINE SIGNS . . . Seemingly unsuperstitious , 30-year-old Detroit Tigers outfielder
Al Kaline signed his 13th contract with the
Tigers today and promptly predicted he 'd

¦
¦
¦

Signing Battle Stirring
Fuss Among College Stars

I.OdAS 'S WCK Koeller, a
B l forward and ordinarily a
starter , is injured but may see By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
action tonight .
Pro football 's signing war
keeps stirring up a fuss even
among the college stars on the
other end of the rich offers.
The latest entry in the Did-IOr - Didn 't • I - Sign - A Contraet-With-You derby i.s Nebraska halfback Kent McCloughan ,
who was claimed triumphantly
( by (he Oakland Raiders of the
American League and promptly
COLLEGE
denied ever autographing a
CAST
Providence 71, Fairchild 45.
Raider contract.
SOUTH
"Oakland talked to me," said
Devldion tl. R kttmond t l .
Loull villa 74, Drake 44 .
McCloughan Monday, "but 1 did
Mm Slele ti. Alabama tl.
not sign. "
Auburn 77, Mlivllilppl SJ.

Basketball
Scores

Florida 101, LSU al.
Georgia ti, Tularin l) ' (OT).
Maryland 74, N. Carolina el.
N.C. Slate el, S. Carolina 41.
Va Tech 71, Virginia 3i.
UMI 71, The Citadel 70.
MIDWEST
llllnnle It, Indlane II.
Wlchlla I), Bradliy 7t.
SI. Louli 14, Tulia 5)
lowa tl, Wkcon-sln 41.
Notre Dome IIS, VV. Michigan 17.
Daylon 11, Xavltr. Ohio 7t.
Kaniai Slate 71, Oklahoma it ,
Okla. Slate II, lowa Slate Jl (OT).
Kansas i
i , Nebraika Ji,
Mluourl il, Colorado SI,
Nn Dakota il, Air Force 54 .
JT. MARY'S , Minn, lot, Lorn 7).
Auflualana, S.D, 41, Mornlngilde i
l
S. Dak Stall 4», Guitavui Adolpnua 11
Norlhern Illinoit ti, Plaltavllle IS.
Oahkoth tl, Wliconiln Mllwaukie It.
(OT).
¦
au Claire It, Norlliland 73 .
SOUTMWtST
Houiton tl, Oklahoma City 54.
H/\R WEIT
Seattle 7S , Idaho Slate 74
Weber 10s, Irt.itio 71.
Goniaoa 43, British Col. SI.
San Diego tt, Atonlana 17,

MOTORCYCLE
• REPAIRS
• PARTS
• SERVICE

ROBB BROS,

Motorcycle Shop

57] I. 4th St

Phono 4007

have his best season ever in 1965. Al took a
$2,000 cut to $60,000 after his batting average
slipped to .293 last year. (AP Photofax)

. The younger, in Honolulu to
play in Friday 's Hula Bowl , said
he was ' leaning towards Oakland , which acquired rights to
him from Houston last week.
McCloughan was chosen No. :t
by Houston in the AFL draft
and also was picked third by
Washington in (he National
League.
The Nebraska back said he
may want to ^o out for track in
the spring. Hut signing a contract would prohibit any further
collegiate competition for hirn .
In Oakland , Raider officials declined comment on the McCloughan eii.se.
Elsewhere , Cleveland Brown
quarterback Frank Ryun add«l
fuel to the fire by remarking
that if Joe Namath is "' worth
$400,000, I' m worth a million. "
Namath Is the Alabama quarterback who was snared by the
AFL' s New York .lets in a
three-year agreement for it reported $400,000 Inst week.
Ryan , who led the Browns to
the NFL championship, made
the remark after watching Namath perform in the Orange
Bowl.
"He i* thr brut college quarterback I' ve seen this yea r, "
Ryan said, But he quickly u«lded, "I think I' m worth more

than any rookie and that includes my future value to any
club. "
In another development Monday, the University of Georgia
offered to forfeit seven victories
because of the pre - .season
professional contract signed by
All America tackle Jim Wilson.
The offer wns refused by six of
Georgia 's opponents.
Wilson signed an undated contract with Ihe Boston Patriots

before the season and then
agreed to terms with San Francisco following Georgia 's final
game. Both clubs have promised to go to court in the battle
over him.
Athletic Director J oel Eaves
said he and other college athletic officials will push for a strong
policy by the National Collegiate Athletic Association lo
prevent questionable acts by the
professional football leagues.

UCLA Takes Isf
In Cage Poll
By THK ASSOCIATED PRESS
UCLA's red-hot Bruins, the
1%4 NCAA champions , have
replaced Michigan as the nation ' s No. 1 college biisketball
(earn and ' figure lo enjoy their
status a bit longer than Indiana
did.
The Hoosiers , who surged into
second place on the poll , suffered their first setback of the
season M onday night , losing
Iheir Big- Ten opener to Illinois
ttli-lll. UCLA doesn 't play until
Friday so the Bruins are safe
until then.

The defending
champions ,
upset in their season opener by
Ihe same Illini which scalped
Indiana , knocked off Arizona ,
Minnesota and Utah last week
lo extend their winning streak
to nine strai ght.
UCLA received 2fi first-place
votes from the panel of 41 experts and advanced from fourth
place to the top with a total of
.179 points . Indiana , until Monday one of the two remaining

major undefeated teams , attracted 12 first-place votes and
piled up 315 points sweeping
past Michigan.
The Wolverines , upset by St.
John 's of New York in Ihe finals
of Ihe Holiday Festival at Madison Square Garden, dropped to
third and did not receive a single first-place vole.

Three teaniN — Minnesota.
Illinois and St . Louis — were
1 ousted from the top ten. The
Gophers , who began Ihe week in
third place with a 6-0 record ,
split four games during the
| week , losing to UCLA and Iowa.
Illinois lost to St . J oseph's and
St. Louis was beaten by Indiana
i and Southern Methodist .
| Tbe lop ten , with first-place
votes
In parent heses , and
points:
I.
1.
I.
1.
I.
t.
7.
I
f.
II.

UCLA tit)
Indiana 03)
Mlchlgun
II. Jo»tph' « ( I )
Wlchila
Outce
SI. Jahn'i
San franclico
Pr«uNmca (!)
OavMiia

JJt
Ill
lit
HJ
It}
141
Mt
ill
in
lit

THE WARRIORS garnered
second place in the tourney,
losing to Beloit College 72-67 in
the waning minutes of the
championship tilt.
"I was very pleased with the
performance of the boys in the
tournament , " stated Campbell
Monday. "They played hustling,
battling ball for two games. "
Are the Warriors due to start
winning consistently now?
"That's hard to say yet , "
says Campbell.
A year ago the Warriors
started off the conference season by shocking the highlytouted Indians in the loop opener 70-67 to baptize the Indians'
new Highland Arena complex.
Needless to say, Campbell
would like to see a repeat tonight.
COACH BIU, MORRIS , who
is in his ninth year at (he helm
of the Indians , will undoubtedly
gc with Hagen , Irish , who
hails from Plainview ; Seifert ,
Tetzloff and Agard in starter ' s roles.
Campbell will change his lineup. Moving in at a starting
guard position will be the Cloquet flash , Dave Meisner , who
has been hotlicred by a bad
foot for much of the season.
Going to the bench will be Gary
Petersen , high-scoring forward
from Kasson who has been
troubled by inconsistency.
Teaming with Meisner will
be Dave Goede. Tim Anderson and Tom Stallings will play
( lie forward spots with Dave
Rosenau at center.
THE INDIANS will have a
slight height advantage , wilh
Seifert the tallest of the starters at 6-5. Forward Agard and
Tetzloff go 6-2 anil 6-3. Hagen
is 5-/0 , and Irish an eve n fi-O.
Coach nick Papenfuss will
pit his freshrnnn team against
the Mankato yearlings In a
5:30 preliminary to the varsity
test.

Detroit , Montreal
Capture 2 Places
Two
NEW YORK (AIM
players each from the Detroit
Red Wings and Montreal Canadiens top Tim Associated Press
National Hockey , League AllStar team for the first hall of
Ihe season.
Center Norm Ullman and
rookie goaltender Roger Cro/ier
were selected from Detroit .
Montreal 's representatives were
defenseman Jacques Lapcrricrc
and right-winger Claude Provost. The other two berths went
to New York Hanger defense
man Harry Howell and the Chicago Black Hawks ' high-scoring
|left wing, Bobby Hull .

HAVE iVlfclSNliK

Ready to Go Again

PLEASE NOTICE!

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS in another Big Ten contest. It
was the second league las* for
¦
I* TIN
w L
ret.
the Badgers , beaten by IUtaoii
Illlnalt
i
(
l.M*
in the only previous conference
lawa
1
I.M*
•
Mlnnnsti
t
I
.Ma
action.
t
t
Mlchlflan
,<K*
Providence sophomore Jim
Purdut
6
.MO
•
Ohio StJft
»
.MO
*
Walker , who netted 30 points,
(
0
MIChltin Stlto
at*
teamed with Bill Blair for nine
North wMttr*
t
t
Mt
Indiana
t
1
.«•
straight points at Fairfield after
Wliconiln
<
1
.««•
the Stags had tied the score at
The Hoosiers took a trip . . . 61-61 with 4:42 to play. Fairfield
rallied from a 10-point halftime
and then there was one.
Illinois, near invincible on its deficit behind the scoring of
Brown
and
Mike
home floor , whipped next-door Jimmy
neighbor Indiana 86-81 Monday Branch's rebounding.
night , taking command in the
Fred Hetzel's 37 points led
Big Ten Conference race, end- lOth-raflked Davidson to its
ing the Hoosiers ' nine-game fourth straight Southern Conferwinning streak and leaving ence success , a 67-67 rout 'ol
Providence with the lone per- Richmond. Charlie Schmaus'
fect record among major col- free throw After the final buzzer
lege basketball teams.
gave VMI a 71-70 nod over The
Citadel , now 4-1 in league play.
Providence ran its itrlng to
Wichita, which fell from sec*
9-0 with a 72-65 decision over little Fairfield, Conn., in a game ond to fifth in The AP ratings ,
that wasn't decided until the fi- topped Bradley 85-79 at Peoria ,
111., for a 3-0 Missouri Valley
nal minutes.
Conference
mark. Kelly Pete 's
Wichita , Davidson and St.
Louis were among the other na- 22 points led five Wheatshockers
tionally prominent winners on a in double figures.
St . Louis also won its third
night dominated by conference
straight in the MVC, holding off
action.
The Illini, who lost their spot a closing rush by visiting Tulsa
in The Associated Press top ten for a 54-53 decision . The Billithis week , made the No. 2- ons, who dropped from the top
ranked Hoosiers their second ten along with Illinois and Minstraight Big Ten victim before a nesota, had a 16-point lead before the Hurricanes, headed by
home crowd of 16,128.
Illinois, which f a ces a road Rick Park, began to close the
showdown at Michigan Satur- gap.
¦
day, squandered a 10-point halftime lead before pulling away. ROUND OUT SQUADS
Skip Thoren broke a 73-73 tie in
NEW YORK (AP) — East
the closing minutes, triggering
Coach
Red Auerbach of Boston
an eight-point run that wrapped
and West Coach Alex Hannum
up the victory.
of San Francisco have named
Tal Brody led the winners Willis Reed, Larry Costello,
with 23 points; Thoren scored 21 Nate Thurmond and Don Ohl to
and Bogie Redmon, 20. Ron round out the squads for the
Peyser and Jon McGlocklin split National Basketball Association
38 points for Indiana.
All-Star game in St. Louis Jan.
Iowa drubbed Wisconsin 92-62 15 .

Because of adverse weather conditions and

bad roads, last week many people were unable to take advantage
of this sale, so we are repeating it!
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Thursday-Friday-Saturday, Jan. 7-8-9
7:CO A.M. to 4:00 P.M. THURSDAY & FRIDAY
7:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M, SATURDAY

SALE

ANY SIZE PASSENGER-TY PE RETREAD TIRE
Winter Tread or Regular Tread

2 TIRES FOR $0A00
_^

"Including carcui
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Tax included

(/ Carry -Out Price — Sliflhf Charge for Mounting)

___

°" Station Optr«tor» , C«r Deal*ri , Uud C»r Lot Oper4tor» ,
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EXECUTIVE EDITOR Gordon R . Closway received a letter
from Glen Galligan , former Winona State
College athletic director .
Says Glen:
"I've retired from Washington State University, Pullman , Wash., and we 're living
on San Juan Island. It's one of the larger
San Juan groups of islands in Upper Puget
Sound.
"I do most of my athletic work from a
chair in front of the TV these days. The hunting and fishing are good , and with some
building on the cottage, I'm not having time
hanging heavy on my hands as I read some
Galligan
persons in retirement do ."

•

•

•

OUTDOOR WRITER Lefty Hymes, enjoying himself on a
trip to Calif ornia where he took in the New Year 's Day color
soectacular that is the Tournament of Roses,
sends a note.
"The one thing that makes the Pasadena
promotion great is the California spirit and
masterful welcome," writes Lefty. "The
crowds of people are pushed , delayed and
boxed-in , but one seldom hears any serious
complaints.
"It was a beautiful day — like a bright ,
sunny October Saturday in Minnesota. It
opened with a slow trip to the parade area.
The temperature when we started before
Hymes
dawn was well below freezing, f rost covered
the foothills and there was ice on the water. The people crowded
into the $10 parade seats — if they wanted to be comfortable —
wore clothing like ice fishermen back home . It was chilly at
the game, much different than the heat of some past games
we have attended . West Coast football simply is not in the
lame class with the Big Ten. "

•

•

•

ANYONE DOUBTING that the Minnesota Vikings are ahead
of themselves, according to the time chart drawn up for
fledgling football franchises, has only to look at the progress
chart of NFL's three most recent franchises with their league
finish in parentheses after the won-lost record.
Cowboys (I960- )
Colts (1953-)
Vildngi (1061-)
0-11-1 (7th )
3-9-0 (Sth)
1st Year 3-11-0 <7th)
4- fi-1 (6th)
3-9-0 (6th)
tod Year 2-11-1 (6th )
5- 8-1 (Sth)
5-6-1 (4th)
Jrd Year 5- 8-1 <4th-Tie)
5-7-0 (4th )
4-10-O (Sth )
4th Year 8- 5-1 (2nd-Tie)
7-5-0 ( 3rd)
5th Year
5- 8-1 (Sth)
6th Year
9-3-0 ( 1st)
(Note: Finish for the Vikings and Cowboys is in a seventeam league; the Colts were playing in a six-team league in
their forriKative seasons.)

\
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•
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BARRY BRONK, 17-YEAR-OLD senior at San Diego's
Helix High and son of former Winonans Mr. and Mrs . Julius
Bronk , is in the running for all-San Diego quarterback and
___________ possibly player of the year .
Says an article in a San Diego , Calif.,
newspaper :
"Although he calls the plays on offense,
something other Helix QB's have been deprived of in the past , and plays a strong game
at defensive halfback , Barry isn't a rah-rah
type of player.
" 'He 's too adult , ' says his coach , Warren
Vinton. 'With him it's a let 's-get-down-tobusiness-and-do-the-job type of thing. '
"Probably because of this attitude , Barry
dismisses the pressures of playing winning
Bronk
football . 'After the first play everything settles down in a
game,' he says. 'It' s just like practice. You can 't think about
anything except what you have to do. '
"The 6-1 190-pounder has completed 77 of 143 passes (54
percent) during the Scotties ' 6-1-1 season for nearly 1,200
yards."
Barry is the grandson of the late Sgt . Julius Bronk Sr .,
well-known member of the Winona police force for many years.

•

•

•

THE SWAMI IS BACK , smiling because he picked three
of four tournament winners correctly and extended his percentage above the .700 mark
He has 195 nf 27R withnilt

hanriirnnt fnr

709

With h a n d i-

caps he has picked 169 of 278 for .608.
Over the holidays , he picked DeLaSalle ,
St. Mary 's and Lanesboro as champions correctly in addition to Bangor-Brookwood on the
nose.
Now for Tuesday and Wednesday:

'
WINONA HIGIl over Logan by 3. "The
Hawks will be ready after losing to Central. "
Mankalo State over WINONA STATE by
11 . "The Indians will he too much for the
Warriors . "
ST. MARY'S over Concordia by 5 . "Those
won ' t be footballs the Cobbers are bouncing. "

The rest :
Lanesboro over Spring drove by 5; Peterson over Wykoff
hy 2; Harmony over Canton by 1: Spring Valley over Grand
Meadow by 4; Chatfield over St. Charles by 7; Taylor over
Melrose by 4; West Salem o\ er Cashton b y li; Onalaska over
Westby h y I; Durand over Gale-Ellrick by 5; Bangor over
Onalaska Luther by 2; Present ! over Pep in by 111; Gilmanton
over Plum City by 2; Menonwmie over Mon dovi by 1.
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Wf RE PACKERS
FLATTER THAN
FLAPJACKS?
MILWAUKEE of) — Were
the Green Bay Packers flatter than pancakes because
they filled up on flapjacks
before Sunday 's 24-17 defeat by the St. Louis Cardinals in the National Football
League's Pro Playoff Bowl?
Bud Lea , Milwaukee Sentinel football writer, reported
on his return from Miami
Monday "there was a tipoff Sunday morning that the
Packers were not emotionally worked up. "
"Instead of the usual team
breakfast before the game ,
the players ate on their
own ," Lea wrote. "And how
some of them ate. A nearby
pancake house was well populated with Green Bay 's heroes who enjoyed devouring
stacks of cakes."

Machen Signs
For Meeting
With Terrell

CHICAGO (AP) - The World
Boxing Association, an organization which stri pped Cassius
Clay of his title and ignores Sonny -Liston , has approved a
heavyweight championship bout
between Ernie Terrell of Chicago and Eddie Machen of Portland , Ore.
The two fighters signed Monday to meet for the crown in
Chicago's International Amphitheatre March 5.
The Amphitheatre, which Is
also the Stockyards Arena, can
seat 12,000. With co-promoters
Irv Schoenwald and Joe Kellman scaling tickets from $20 to
$3, a sellout would produce a
gate of $100,000.
Schoenwald , who along with
Kellman has been trying to
create boxing interest in Chicago since the court-ordered
downfall of the International
Boxing Club, says he expects a
gate of $60,000 to $70,000.

Cierzan Tumble s 676 ,
Merchants Bank 1,101

whipped 966—2,642 for team
highs. Other top scores came
from: Betty Schoonover 554,
Yvonne Carpenter
202—542,
Helen Englerth 519, Lucille
Jackson 516, Marge Moravec
509, Leona Lubinski 506, Jane
Maschka 505, Vivian H. Brown
503 and Pat Rozek 502.
Meanwhile, Bob Schossow was
rattling 235-627 for Schmidt's
in the Westgate Community
League. Oasis and Sunbeam diMERCHANTS BANK , mean- j
vided team highs with 1,025 and
while, was rocketing 1,101 for ;
2,875.
fourth place on the team game
listing.
WESTGATE BOWL : Alley
Cierzan , who rolls for AhrensGaters — Arlene Kessler topPlait Oil Co., pushed games of j
pled 194 for Fenske Body Shop
235, 217 and 224 to record the !
and Millie Struekens 497 for
676.
Nash's. Curley's Floor Shop
He is still carrying a 184 ;
dropped , 908 and Jeanette's
average in the circuit. The
Beauty Salon 2,551.
series — one that featured 30
WINONA AC: Go Getters —
helped
his
team
clean frames —
Orvilla Cisewski's 217 — 499
achieve 2,982 . Home Beverage
JOHN CIERZAN
paced E.B.'s Corner to 2,508.
Service did manage one high
Another Big Night
Graham & McGuire spiked
with 1,042.
911.
Merchants Bank got 234 from
HAL-ROD LANES: VFW —
Hugh Orphan , 222 from Bob night' s high for Winon a TypeKlagge, 215 from Don Graham , writer in the Ladies circuit Wally Conrad of Winon a Milk
191 from Vern Mahaffey and with a rollicking 212-583 that and H e n r y Paszkewicz of
185 from Walt Williams in missed tenth place by several Teamsters divided individual
y
glory with 213 and 556. Bunke's
storming to fourth, place with pins.
APCO labeled 965 and Bakken
a scratch total of 1.047 and a j
Safranek' s smashed team Construction 2.757.
52-pin handicap. The group also j
had a 2,973 series with Graham j highs . i 937—2,642 with Mary I Park -Rec Junior Girls—Cindy
Jo Grulkowski hitting 518 and Kaehler's 159—260 paced Allmoving 607 .
Jim Konkel leveled 242 for j Joan Loer 500 in other high- Stars to 755—1,370.
RED MEN'S CLUB: MondayKWNO and Gene Kaehler 616 lights.
for Country Kitchen.
j In the Pin Topplers circuit , nite—Schmidt's swept 988—2,664
The women in the Westgate I Marianne O'Brien ushered in to win the first-half title by
Robert Nelson
L a d i e s and Pin Topplers ! her new bowling year with a three games.
Leagues had themselves a time j big 221—571 for Watkins Mary Jr. counted 225 for Sunbeam
and Lloyd Fegre 525 for Doeralso.
j King.
ELEANOR LOSHEK hit the I LAKESIDE CITIES Service er 's.
John Cierzan , who competes |
in the Winona Athletic Club
Monday League, and the Merchants Bank team of the HalRod City League celebrated the
new year four days late by realigning top ten departments in i
city bowling categories .
Cierzan , who smashed a i79
for third place ( now fourth)
Nov. 11, was on target for 676 j
and fi fth p lace Monday night. ,

Badgers: Big 10
Answer to Mets?
IOWA CITY . Iowa >!. — Wisconsin 's Badgers made so many
errors Monday night that they
looked like Big Ten basketball's
answer to baseball's New York
Mets.
The Badgers committed virtually every error in the book in
p laying a game of turn-over
Monday night during a 96-62
belting by Iowa before a crowd
of 9,600 at the Hawkeye fieldhouse.

ers also failed to capitalize on
bonus free throw situations.
Hoping to add rebounding
strength , Wisconsin Coach Johnny Erickson started his two
towering sophomores, 6-foot-8
Keith Stelter and 6-foot-9 Tom
Schoeneck. Stelter scored the
first points on a jump shot , but
Iowa promptly moved in front
for good.
Erickson's strategy failed to
pay off as Iowa built a 37-29
half-time lead and then exploded , controlling the boards
fay a 37-28 margin while letting
the Badgers surrender the ball
themselves on other occasions.

Johnson, Green
Lead Blugolds
To 2nd Victory

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Oshkosh wrecked the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee's
home court string, Eau Claire
posted victory No. 2 and Platteville was bombed Monday night
in non-conference basketball
meetings.
Oshkosh ended UWM's fourgame home winning streak by
edging the Cardinals 91-89 in
overtime, Eau Claire upset
Northland 78-73 and Northern
Illinois belted host Platteville
96-65.
At Milwaukee , the Titans defeated UWM in a thriller for
their seventh victory in nine
games. Jim Jaeger 's steal and
easy basket nailed down the triumph with 13 seconds remaining in overtime.
Doug Carriveau, 5-9 Titan
guard , captured scoring honors
with 26 points, one more than
UWM 's Larry Reed. The defeat left the Cardinals with a
4-4 record.
At Eau Claire , Larry Johnson
scored 21 points and Virg Green
16 in leading the Blugolds to
their second victory in seven
games. Northland ' s Stan Saniuk
captured individual scoring honors with 25 points.

The World Boxing Association
is recognized in every state except New York and Massachusetts. Under WBA ratings the 6foot-5 Terrell , with a 36-4
Wisconsin was guilty of wild
record , is ranked No. 1 contender. Former champion Floyd passing and numerous traveling
Patterson is No. 2, George Chu- violations in its poorest floor
valo of Toronto is No. 3 and game of the season. The BadgMachen is No. 4.
Asked if he thought the public
Wisconsin had only one scorer
would accept the winner as
in double figures, junior guard
heavyweight champion. SchoenPaul Morenz just hitting 10
wald said "The attendance at
points. The Badgers' top scorer ,
the fight will decide whether the
Mark Zubor didn 't sink a field
public will accept or not. "
goal until five minutes into the
second half and finished with
nine points.
Iowa sharp-srooier Chris Pervall sat on the bench at the
WASHINGTON * (AP ) — Base- opening tip-off . but clicked for
hall Commissioner Ford Frick 25 points after he finally got insays he 's not "running scared" to action. Gerry Jones contributNEW YORK (AP ) - Brigham over a proposal to strip the ed 17 points , while 6-foot-8
Young, Colorado State, Minne- game of its partial antitrust law George Peeples added 14 while
grabbing 13 rebounds.
sota and Illinois have been exemptions.
Rep. Clement J. Zablocki , Dnamed as the Western entrants
The Badgers had a fine 45.8
in nex t season 's Quaker City Wis., offered a hill during the shooting percentage — but they
and Madison Square Garden first day of the new session of managed only 48 attempts , hit- Gusties Tumble to
Holiday
Festival basketball Congress Monday that would ting on 22. Iowa cashed 36 of 80
South Dakota Sta te
end the partial exemption .
tournaments.
field goal tries for a marksmanThe sponsoring Western ColUnder the exemption , which ship of 45 per cent. At the free By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
legiate Athletic Conference said has been upheld by the Supreme throw line , Wisconsin hit on 18
Gustavus Adolphus dropped a
Monday that the field for the Court , professional
baseball of 32, compared with 20 of 29 69-fi:( basketball decision to
Holiday Festival Dec. 27, 28 and teams may engage in such by the Hawkeyes.
South Dakota State Monday
30 will include Colorado State , practices as agreeing on excluThe defeat.left Wisconsin with night after leading 29-2 1 at the
Illinois , Army, Boston College , sive territorial rights and hold- a 5-5 record , including 0-2 in the half.
New York University . George- ing players through reserve Big Ten. Iowa has a 6-4 mark .
Maurice White proved the dif(own , Niagara and Villanova.
clause contracts.
including 1-0 in the conference. ference , as the State sub came
¦
The Quaker City in PhiladelZablocki said the announcein for the second half and scored
that
the
Milwaukee
phia 's Palaestra Dec. 27, 29, 30 ment
15 points. Andy Hagemann
includes BYU , Minnesota , Cor- Braves will shift their franchise
scored 15 for Gustavus , which
nell , LaSalle , Providence , St . to Atlanta and other recent dehas a 4-5 record. The JackrabBonaventure , Temple and St. velopments in baseball have
bits are 6-6.
Joseph' s, Pa.
"dispelled any doubt that base! CAPTURES LEAD
ball is first a business and only
! HOLLYWOOD , Fla. (A P ) .secondarily a sport. "
(A
P
)
LOS ANC.ELKS
- Lak- Washington
linebacker
John
Frick, commenting in New
ers ' Coach Fred Schaus is Reger fired a 75 Monday lor the
York , said Zablocki's b i l l
beaming today — happy about j first round lead in)the fifth andoesn 't upset me. I' m not runhis National Basketball Associa- nual National Football League
nin g scared. "
tion team ' s performance last j• golf tournament.
When the Supreme Court
week in St . Louis and pleased
¦
LOS ANGELES ( A P ) -- Sev- upheld the dispensation given with the terms of his new conST. MARY'S BOX SCORE
st. Miry J (ton
Loot (7i)
eral favored professional golfers certain professional sports it tract.
ia it pi tp
it it pi ip
were bumped out of contention said any changes should come
"I was really pleased with the P y t l e w s k i i 1 1 11 Rlney
4 0 1 1
for the Los Angeles Open Golf from Congress .
Bullo
I
O
1
l
i
Sula
1 0 1 4
St. Louis series , " Schaus told
Murphy
3 0 0 4 Conlon
1 0
0 7
Tournament, wliile a relatively
the basketball writers meeting Vilalka I 3 J 10 VonFeldl 1 1 0 ]
unknown Idaho pro look the top
Keenin
1
0
0
2
Haerlo
1
t
1
23
Monday, "Imt I was more
Sports Scores
4 0 3 1
Tlm 'nun 1 0 0 4
Hoder
score in qualifying.
p leased when I returned home Maloniy , I I Hi Gadlenl 1 0 1 2
Gary Floan , 25, of Lewiston ,
Nit A
to read a local report that I had Luddtn 0 3 1 2 om 'on 1 0 1 3
MONDAY'S RESULTS
Sauser
10 2 1 22
Hester
I 3 1 If
Idaho , shot a three-undor-pur f>H
.saved
my job. "
No rj«rue\ ichedulcd.
Arnold
0 0 2 0 Derouin
0 1 4 1
Monday on the llillcrest course
T O D A Y ' S OAMES
Schaus .said, however , that he
SI Louis vi. Oetroll it New York.
41 IS la 101
Totals
17 14 14 72
for the best qualifying round.
alread y hnd a new conlniet in ST.Totals
Cincinnati at New Y o r k .
MARY'S
«0
41-101
Close behind al 69 were veterWEDNESDAY'S
GAMES
his pocket. He indicated the LORAS
la
It— »
SI Loull <l Boilon.
ans Howie Johnson and Chris
contract merely approved an
Philadelphia
at
San
Franclico
vi .
Blocker . They also p layed the
agreement reached early in De- Communist China
Syracuie,
llillcrest course .
Baltimore it Detroit .
cember
.
New York al C i n c i n n a t i .
To Buy British Boats
¦
Dutch Harrison, a tournament
Nlll.
LONDON (AP ) -- Communist
HATINCK
1'IltST
veteran , failed In qualif y lor one
MONDAY'S RESULTS
LA CROSSE i/n -- The Wis- China has placed a $7 million
No games scheditlrd .
of the 211 spots open Others
TODAY'S GAMES
consin Catholic Interscholastic cash order for two lfi.OOO-ton
eliminated Willi Harrison were
No gamei scheduled.
Athletic Association plans lo is- freighters with the British
Stan Leonard . Walker Inman ,
W E D N E S D A Y ' S OAMEI
Detroit Ml Montreal .
sue ils first weekly baskelbnll shipyard of William Doxford &
Dj ile Doiighiss , Gene Andrews
Toronto at Chicago
Sons,
ratings next week.
and Kllv Vines.
Boston al Ntw Y o r k .

Frick Says
He Is Not
Gophers Named 'Running Scared'
For '65 Meet

Favored Golfers
Are Knocked Out

MARK TRAIL

Schaus Earns
New Contract
With Lakers

By Ed Dodd

1 P. M. New York
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Stocks Gain
In Light
Trading
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NEW YORK (AP) - The
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Arch Dn 36% Mon Dak 40V< stock market advanced today,
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Some brokers and investors
Bng Air
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Ctr Tr
40 Nw Air
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Great Society program.
Ch MSPP 28% Nw Bk
Tradin g was light.
C&NW
57% Penney
67%
Du Pont , which will sell 23
Chrysler 59% Pepsi
59% million shares of General MoCt Svc
78% Phil Pet
52%
tors stock Feb. 8 under a court
Cm Ed
54% Plsby
77
order
, bounced up more than 2
Cn Cl
52% Plrd
179%
helping the averages.
points,
Cn Can
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59
Cnt Ott
75% RCA
33% " General Motors sold off about1
Cntl D
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- half a point on a block of 10,000
Deere
45 V4 Rp Stl
42% shares.
Douglas 29% Rex Drug 57%
Steels, rubbers , electronics,
Dow Chm 75% Rey Tot)
39%
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and airlines addu Pont 246% Sears Roe 128%
East Kod 139% Shell Oil 58% vanced.
U.S . Steel and Jones & LaughFord Mot 54% Sinclair
56%
lin
added about half a point with
Gen Elec 92 Socony
89
Gen Fds 80% Sp Rand
13% Bethlehem and Republic tacking
Gen Mills 47% St Brads 80% on lesser fractions.
The Associated Press average
Gen Mot 94% St Oil Cal 73%
Gen Tel
37% St Oil Ind 42% of 60 stocks at noon had adGillette
29% St Oil NJ 88% vanced .6 to 323.4 with industriGoodrich 58% Swft & Co 58 ' als up l.l , rails unchanged and
Goodyear 45 Ve Texaco
86 i utilities up .2.
Gould Bat 37% Texas Ins 93%
The Dow Jones average of 3d
Gt No Ry 58% Un Pac
43% industrials at noon was up 3.4C
Gryhffl
24 U S Rub 62
to 873.18.
Gulf Oil
57% U S Steel 51%
Gains of about a point were
Homestk 52% Westg El 42%
IB Mach 405% Wlworth
27% posted by General Electric , PoInt Harv 75 Yg S & T 44% laroid , Xerox , Lorillard and
I
Merck.
j Small losses were taken by
PRODUCE
Woolworth. Montgomery Ward ,
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) - [ Caterpillar ,
Sperry
Zenith ,
Live poultry : Wholesale buying i Rand , Consolidated
Edison ,
prices unchanged ; roasters 23- Commonwealth
Edison
and
26; special fed White Rock fry- 1 Homestake.
ers 18-19%; heavy hens 18-18%.
Among the rails. Chesapeake
k
Ohio lost half a point.
P)
(USDA)
NEW VOR K TA —
Prices on the American Stock
— Butter offerings ample. Demand irregular. Prices un- Exchange advanced in quiet
trading.
changed .
]
Corporate bonds were mixed
Wholesale egg offerings amand treasuries advanced.
ple . Demand fair.
¦
(Whol esale s e l l i n g prices
based on exchange and other
WINONA MARKETS
volume sales. )
Swift & Company
New York spot quotations fol- Buying hours ere from fi ».m. I» i
s
p.m. Monday through Friday
low :
will be no calf marked during
Mixed colors : standards 27%- theThere
winter months on Fridays.
These quotations apply
as
fo noon
28%; checks 22-23.
day.
Whites: extra fancy heavy t oAU
livestock
arriving
alter
closfno ?
weight (47 lbs min) 29%-31%; time will be properly c a r t a lor, weighed
morning.
fancy medium (41 lbs average ) snd priced the following
Hogs
24%-26 ; fancy heavy weight (47 Top butchers, 190HO .. U .95-15.IJ
lbs min ) 29-30% ; medium (40 Top sows . Ciltle . . 12.S5-U.25
lbs average ) 24-25; smalls (36 Tne cattle market i t all daises steady.
1
choice
. ..
JJ 75
lbs average ) 22-23; peewees (31 High
Top beet cows
13 00
lbs average ) 19-20.
Canners and cutlers
11 50-down
Browns : Extra fancy heavy The veal marketV eal
is steady to strong.
weight (47 lbs min) 34-35%; fan- Top cnoite
.. .
25.CO
8.00-18.00
cy medium (41 lbs average ) 26- Good and choice
Commercial and boneri . . 8.00-down
27; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs
min) 31%-33; smalls (S6 lbs avFroedtert Malt Corporation
erage) 2.3-24; peewees (31 lbs Hours: S a.m . to 4 p m . ; closed Saturday!
Submit sample before loading
average ) 19-20 .
(New crop barley)
CHICAGO TAP) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
easy; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; 93 score AA 57%; 92
A 57',^; 90 B 56^; 89 C 56%;
cars 90 B 57%; 89 C 57%.
Eggs about steady ; wholesale
buying prices unchanged ; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites
26%; mixed 26%; mediums 24;
standards 25; dirties unquoted ;
checks 20%.
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA ) Potatoes: arrivals 20; on track
148 ; total U.S. shipments 327 ;
old — supplies light; demand
good ; market firm to slightly
stronger. Carlot track sales :
Idaho russets fi.35; Maine russets 7.10; Minnesota North Dakota Red Rive r Valley round
reds 6.20-6.40; new — supplies
insufficient to quote.

Bar Operator
At Rollingstone
Channes Plea

The second of two Rollingstone bar operators charged
with selling strong beer on a
Sunday (Nov . 29) changed his
plea to guilty after the complaint ligainst him was amended today in municipal court.
Cyril .Schmit, operator of
Schmity 's Bar in Rollingstone ,
entered the guilty plea after
County Attorney S. A, Sawyer
moved for amendment of the
complaint against Schmit to
eliminate the word "wilfully. "
Schmit paid a $35 fine levied
by Judge John D. McGill a.s
the alternative to 12 days in
jail. Sawyer asked for the
amendment at the request of
the state Liquor Control Commission , he told Judge McGill.
Attorney C. Stanley McMahon
represented Schmit .
Sawyer said that n letter he
received Dec. 16 from William
H. Joyce , li quor control commissioner, relative to the cases
against four county bar operators .stated:
"It Is not the State's intention to seek forfeiture of bond
in the above cases nor is it
our intention to seek revocation or mipension of license.
We desire only to achieve compliance with the li quor laws
through such penalty an the
court may see fit to impose."
Joyce added thnt the forfeiture of a liquor operator 's
bond is strictly up to the discretion of local government.
He sw irl that his office has no
record of bond being forfeited
ns the result of a Liquor Control Art violation.

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4

barley
barley
barley
barley

..

11.11
). 05
95
84

Winona Egg .Market

These quotations appl y as of
10:30 a.m. today
G r a d e A (lumbo)
.. .
Grade A ( l a r g e )
Grade A (medium)
Grade A ( s m a l l )
Grade B
Grade C

.24
19
17
. 10
. 17
10

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No.
No .
No.
No.
No.
No

No.

1
i
3
4
1
2
3
4

northern spring wheal
northern sprinq wheat
..
northern sprinq wheat . .
northern sprinq wheat
hard winler ivheaf
... .
hard winler v/hest
hard winler whe at
hard winler when!

1 rye

No. 2 rye

..

l.rjp
1.67
1 .&3
1 59
) . *.p
1 .57
1 .53
1.49

J . IJ

1 .10

LIVESTOCK

ST
PAUL
PftUL
SOUTH S T . PAUl , Mmn ijfl . . USDA
CMtlo / .000 , ctlvi" . .',500 . ilnuahter
slerrs
rind hclfcrs
modcrntely
ncllve,
generally str-acly; cow, mo'.lly 50 lowe r ; bulK weak , v c a l e r - , -.lAughtcr c* lvci
nnd Icrdcr-, s t e a d y , crinicr- 950-1.300 |b
ilftUOhtcr slce.rs n /S7J. S0; mixed high
good nnd choice Tl 1\21 IS , choice liciters Jl.7S-32.50?
minor) good nnd choico
21 35-31 50; good 16 )5 21 00, ullllly and
commcrtml
cows
12.50 1 I S O ,
cinner
and culler
10.00-12 bO. u t i l i t y nnd commtrcinl
hulls
H . O O I H .OO .
cutler
M 50lis.50;
high choice
venlrrs
31 00 j ? 00;
moM choice 27 CO .10.00 , choice slnughlnr
cnlurs
17 .00-2000 ,
good
I3.00-14.00 ;
itnnrlnrd nnd qnod ftOO 750
Ib.
lerder
steer-, U0 0 l7 . (XV _ajHllty nnd slnndnrr)

noo n.50

C

Hogi /.000 , ndlyr; hnrrow, anrl ijilla
strong to 25 hirjlior. low, 25 higher;
teeclm plus sternly, |-2 I90 ?3n lb
(>n r ro«'
nnd giltlft.00 II, no?
mixed
IJ
1*0 2*0 Ihs , IS 50 I S .» ; 2*0 340 lbs
15 251S75; medium I J U0 190 Ih-,. 14 . 00 15 ,25;
1 . 1 .170 M0 Ih
sow ! I.I ..50 M OO . 300 40(7
lbi.
1.1.00 1.1 75; 2 . 1 *0O 500 lbs ,
12. 5013.25, chore 120 160 Ih. tender pigs 13 501*00 .
Sheep 4.500; na i v e
on nil d o s s e s ;
ilnucihter Inmbs strrody; slaughter cwei
ond feeder Inmlis slea dy lo 25 higher ;
choice
arid
prime
no 110
lb.
wooled
similiter
Iambi 2 1.0021. 50,
good nnrl
choke 70H5 lbs , 20 ,00-2(1 ,50 , rlmlr.r nnd
prime 101 nnd 102 lb. ..horn Inmhs No .
1 tirlli 20 25; ullllty nnd good slaug hter
e?s»ei 5 10 (1 /1,- (hoite nnd f a n c y l l lb
.
feeder lambs 217.5; most clinKe and fancy
M1 60 lbs . 2 0 - 5 0 3 1 . so.
(mod and cholc*
50 «0 Ihs . 18. 00 30 .00 .
CHICAGO
C H I C A G O 1*1
USDA
Hog, 4,100,
bull hers 25 to 10 Higher , 1 2 190-225 Ih,
butchers
1 / 0 0 17.25;
mixed
1 :i 190 2 10
Ihs .
16 25 1 / 0 0 ; 2 1 250 2/0
Ihs . 11.0011.50;
I I
I5O40O
lb
sows
13.00 1.1 50|
2 3 .500 600 lln . 12 OO 1 2 7 5 .
Cntlle * ,000; slaughte r s t e e r s
steady
to 25 higher, high c h o k e nnd prlm«
1 , 1 5 0 1 , 3 0 0 Hi, slnugtller st e e r l 35.25-3 4,0O|
(liolce 1, 000 1,400 Ihs , 2* 00 25 , 00; choice,
B50 1,050 Ih, slnugtller heifers 23 ,00-23, I S )
good and cholre 22 50 22 75; good 20 0O.
22 ,15; ullllly nnd cnmmnrr . lnl cowi II73.
14 .00 , culler In commercial built 14 0OU.Ofl ,
Sheep 600;
wooled
ilairglitnt
l«rnh|
»le«dy;
cholre »nd
prime
90105 ih,
wooled ilaughler Lnrn ln 21. 50 33.00 ; cull
lo oood wooled ilniigriler esvoi 5.50-6 50

Mrs. Johnson Goes
To N.Y . for Fitting

WASHINGTON ( A P ) _ Mra,
Lyndon B. Johnson made «
quick trip to New York City today to have fittings on her iiinu.
guial wardrobe,
She took off on a commercial
flight and planned to return to
the White H OUKO lute this afternoon , a spokesman said.
The fitting/ * will be done al (he
Hotel Carlyle , where the family
usually occupies n presidential
auile on visits to New York Cily,

Want Ads
Start Here

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR**

10 lbs. BURBANK Rusittt We, leraa variety of cooking and eating apples. Wlnons Pota to Market. Ml Market It,

SLUE Lustre not only rkjt carpets of sell
but leaves pile sett and lefty. Rent alter
trie shampooer, II, H. Choatt !¦ Ct,

-.«¦•¦ ; 'iSnC'k "'A , M»ir "

• . :)
.
NOTIC* - ' . ¦
NOTICI It HEREBY GIVIN, Thli Ml.
mmmm ^mamammma ^mmmmmmtmmmmmm-m,
.Radio,
application for renew»r«f
if*** .«jt Llcenst ri» bw flltd wm mt
Federal Communications Commission by
Card of Thankt
tha Wlnons Broadcasting Company, >
Minnesota partnership operating Radio Help Wanted—Male
27
HARRISStation KAGE. Radio Station KAGE
We wish to thank relatives, neighbors
broadcasts on a frequency of 1380 kiloand all of Jeannle's friends for their
cycles. Tht namt of lha applicant for MAN WANTED on dairy and beat farm,
acts of love and sympathy during
modem apt.i fl»tt|y or all furnished,
ranawai of Radio Broadcast License It
the recant loss ol our beloved daughoood wages. Rejtllas confidential. Wrllt
Winona Broadcasting Company.
ter .
B-71 Daily News.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgdorf
. THUSSES-ABDOAMNAL BELT}
CHBF WANTeO-rfeady •mpfsymenf,
IACROU-IAC SUPPORTS '
GLENNA —
top wages. Wsson's supper Club, Ga letI wish to express my sincere thanks to
villa, Wli.
274 E. 3rd
Tal. ISO
tlia nurses and doctors, especially Or.
Herbert Helsa at Community Memorial,
OAIRY FARM — married man wanted
for their untiring efforts to make ma
living quarters, references re-*
14 - ieparate
wall and comfortable. Also I wish to Businew Services
quired. Donsld Behnken, Rt. 1, Eyota,
express my gratitude to Rev , Asp, Rev.
Minn.
Peye, Rev. Wallsce and Rev. Curtis (.IKE RUBBINO a magic lamp or (living
Johnson for their numerous visits and to
» mpgle carpatl Thafa the difference In
all those who remembered me with
lha appearance of your floor coverings
cards, gills and letters and those who
Ona married man who can meet tha
after eur experts have cleaned and revisited ma at fhe hospital and at home,
public and 'work unsupervised on a *v italized them. Removal of deep down
Luther Glenna
day basis . Prior route experience not
grit, impossible to get at with do-it yourlell cleaning, restores colors, leaves pile
necessary. Send rasuma to E-71 Dally
STOUTAAAN toft and lolfy. WINONA RUG CLEANNews.
I wish to thank my relatives and friends
ING SERVICE, ll« VV. 3rd.
for the prayers, cards, flowers and gifts
lent to me during my recent hospitali- INCOME TAX RETURNS praparfd by
qualified accountant. 201 W. Broadzation. Also1 a thank you to those whe
visited me ttitra end at home. A special
way. Tel. frJOM:
thanks to Msgr. Grulkowski and his assistants, to Fathers Connelly and Stam- Furniture Repairs
18
schror , Doctors Paul and Herb Heise,
tha nurses on second (vest and the Gold
Star Mothers.
FURNITURE REFINISHING and minor
Mrs. Mary Stoltman
repairing. Reasonable prices, pick up
and delivery. Fret Mtlmatas . Tel. tMV
noons and aveninoi. Robert Craves,
i

7?9 WaoUingtoi.

Tel. 4993

Mwilcal Mereh»ndlw

Loif and Found

Start the new year with a
new position, which will afford you greater income, financial stability and a good
future. y/OTk within a 10mile radius of Winona
branch office. Interviews
now in progress .

4

LOST—French billfold, containing .keys
end valuables. Reward. 324 VV. River,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 3135 or 5-F-2J.

Personals

7

MEMO TO TEAM: Nice game Sunday,
Memo to Area Basketball Players: The
Williams team will be happy to play
any of you who wish to challenge ui.
Ray
Meyer,
Innkeeper , WILLIAMS
HOTEL.

Bolivia Police
Force Reduced

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sawtrt and drains
Tall ty» er t43i-<
I year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

,
'i w
'LET YOUR Ntw Yter 'i resolution be,
to save work and worry In 'a} let ihe
experts take art at plumbing repairs
and Installation, Quality materlali used
correctly at til limes ajvas you money.

No 1 hard Montana winter
1.6734-1.76%.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter 1.683/4-1.74%.
No 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.73-1.75 ; discounts , amber 3-5; durum 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.19%-1.20%.
Oats No 2 white 61-70; No 3
white 58M--67; No 2 heavy white
68-71ii; No 3 heavy white 6869 1*.
Barley, cars 67, year ago 265;
good to choice 1.02-1.34; low to
intermediate 1.01-1.28 ; feed 941.00.
Rye No 2 1.2M.24.
Flax No 1 3.19.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.67'/«.

Write

Technical School
for Catalog.

TeL 9394

JECRETARY WANTEO-for 4-flirl ofllee.
Typing and one year of experience ttsentlal. Beginning salary (350. Write
P.O. Box 354, Rochester, Minn., giving
age, quantitations and experience.
~*
HAPPY NEW YEAR
HAVE yeu big dreams for IW? A ouslnt«s of your oAn with Avon can make
those drttmt cbrrim truel Writs Hjlen
Scott , Box 764, Aochesler, Minn,
~
FARM WIVES
Make Avon available In ye-ur
community.
Excellent earnings fusible.
Write Helen Scott, Box 744, Rochester.
Tired knocking on doors ? Stay home.
We come to you. Interview In privacy
of your home to see If you qualify
as

£¦ Hand Composition
Linecasting and Pressworik

Jerry's Plumbing

LA PAZ, Bolivia (AP ) - BoCOMPLETE PLUMBING
Hydremic Heating Service
livia 's national police force has
SANITARY
been reduced in size and power
I
, HIATING
by the military government, 24 Kl E. PLUMBING
3rd St.
Tel. J73T
hours after the arrest of three
high police officials charged Held Wanted—Female
26
with conspiring to overthrow the
NURSE— R.N. or L.P.N, wanted for Pepin
government.
View Nursing Home, full time work.
¦
Write Box ttl. Lake CHy, Mtnn.

1.8534.

Train for PRINTING

GRAPHIC ARTS

82? E. 4th

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
receipts Mon . 170; year ago 308;
trading basis unchanged to 1
lower; prices Vt-lV^ lower ; Cash
spring wheat basis, No 1 dark
northern 11 to 17 protein 1.78-T4-

•Tel. La Crosse 2-9628
or Write E-72 Daily News.

Frank Q'Laughlih

PLUMBING t. HEATING
. 3rd
Tel. 3701
J07 I

GRAI N

LOCAL AREA

a Tupperware

dealer.

For

full

time or spare. Need car, but not experience.

Make

your

own

hours.

Let's talk. Call your nearest distributor:

M & .
SALES
102 S. Wabash , St. Paul
Tel. H7-2668

RAINBOW SALES
3206 Bloomlnqton Ave., Mpls.
Tel. PA 1-2411

Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis

Hardt's Music Stor«
111 E, 3rd Sf.

Refrigerators

COUNTERMAN

)
)

ss.
In Probate Courl

No. t$, 17i

In Re Estate ef
Clara Moor, also known as
Clara H. Moor, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Fine) Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The represenlnllve of tho above nimed
•state having tiled his final account and
petition for sett lement and allowa nce
thereof and for distribution to lha parsons thereunto enllllcd;
IT IS ORDERED , That Ihe hearing
thereof be hnd on January 20, I96S, it
|l:30 o'clock A.M., belore Ihls Court In
Iho probate courl room In Ihe court
house In Winona , Minnesota, and that
notice hereoi be O'ven bV publication of
this order In Ihe Winona Dally Newi
and by mailed notlca as provldeirby law.
v
Dated December 11, 1964.
E, D. LIBERA ,
Prqbala Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera.
Attorney lor Petitioner.

a,

.

-a. ' J .:" . ..

'

(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec. JJ,

"If you weren't always on tlma I'd never be late!"

i

tli.KO

40

PUREBRED {polted Peland China boar, MODERN riG-ZAG portable, excellent
Leonard
Dittrich,
tarvlceable
age.
condition. WINONA SEWING CO,, 5S1
Alma, Wis.
Huff St. Tel. till.

AFTER HOURS CALL:
W. L. (Wlb) Holier S-2181
Let> Koil 4511
Laura Flsk 2111
Bob Selovar 7827

43

Poultry, Eggt, Supplias

44 Specials at the) Store

HOLSTEIN HEIFERS-open
Tal. Challleld S67-3369.

bred.

or

i

DEKALB 50 week old pullet J, fully vac
cinatotf, light controlled, raised on slat
floors. Available year around. SPELT/
CHICK HATCHERY. Rollingstona, Minn

Quick Money . . .

en any article of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
1J1 E. ind Jl.
Tel. 1133

Wantad—Liveitock

NYSTROM'S
Chrysler - Plynn««»R
Open Friday Nlg*rt»
¦
¦
« , „

,;

$150

1956 PLYMOUTH
2-door icdan
Standard transmission,
cylinder, radio, heater.

1955 MERCURY

4-door sedan
V-8, automatic transmllsion, radio, heater.

$100

WA LZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

120 Center

STICK
WITH
A WINNER

]0O W. 3rd

75

WOOD AND COAL furnace, complete
with fan, In good condition. Werntr
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
Engel, Fountain City, Wis.
A raal good auction market tor vaxir
Dogs, Pali, Supplies
42 livestock. Dairy cattltt en hand all
weak , hogj bought every day. Trucks FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flamt kerosene
heaters. No smoke, no smell, hums 15
available. Sale Thurs. Tel. Wit.
FREE—J f'male part Shepherd pups, I
hours on 1 gallon. Also ranges, gas er
months old, good watch dogs, good with
heaters. Service and parts RANGE
48 ell
children. R. N. McCready, SI. Charles, Farm Implements
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth It, Til.
Minn.
747*. Adolph Michalowskl.
Sea the naw 11 lb modal XLI1.
FREE—1 grey striped female cat, 1
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
Typewriters
77
black kitten with while paws. Tel.
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
•
Tal. MM
7391.
Jnd & Jchnson
WE NEED USED adding machine!.
Trade In your old one 'or one ol
COLLIE-SHEPHERD puppies, from good
these new Smith Corona electric addcattle dog. Garland Vongroven, Rt. 3,
ing and substractlng machines. StartWinona.
ing as low as J89. WINONA TYPEfeatures
^
WRITER SERVICE, 161 E. 3rd. TH
8-3300.

i

$150

FIRESTONE STORE
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

r

'
1958 FORD
;
Falrlsne *W
Moor sedan , V4, automtije
transmission.

v

|^

¦ ¦

WALZ'S NEW YEAR
CHEAPIES . " ;

t
i f ^V
cX J^^
Tel. 2349
St.

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

46

HOL5TBIN SPRIN5IN« COWS and he*
an wanted, also open and brad hellers, S, . , Qremelibach, Inc- Lewiston,
Minn. Tal. 4161.

74

21" 1945 Console TV Jets,
1169.95, Ho trade needed.
1 Only Phllco Stereo Console,
$159.95. Floor model.
See our selection of portable rv
Sets and Phonographs

$0195

P. Downtown duplex, lew down
peymtnt
M,SM

K. Sfery and ¦half, three bedreams, ell heat and garage,
Ooocfvlevw
JlO.WO

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-PUKNITURE
170 E. Iri
Til, I'l
Hrs. t a.m. to i p.m., tat, • s-m. to noon
•

SIMM

D. Three-bedroom,fireplace,
family room. In Wlncrest

Wrlta

Honut, Cattla, Stack

LOAN S IS^t Ttl. tm-izn.
i

tu.t .

C. New three-bedroom,contemporary good,
outlying location

USED SINGER uwlng machine, eoed
"
FIEDIR P\0% — "il weak* eld. Lowell
working condition, all attachments. Tel,
lorkelm, tletklen, Minn.
M1J4 tfter 5:30,

Tel, K40
175 Lafayette St.
(Next to Telephone Ofllee)

^.

II2.JM

B. Apartment House.
Conrtal location

73

Real Estate - Loans
Life Insurance
FRANK WEST AGENCY

¦

A. Thrte bedroom brick,
near Lincoln Scheel

Sewing Machines

Money to Loin

. ¦ ••

Holiday Specials

I
. Aasurnt Ol teen, pay down only
««M an Ws three.
etdrpom ramWtr
I17JM

37

Newport

drive*
•s-door
hardtop.
CerefulV
14.000 actual miles, by locel awner.
Owner 's name on/ request, i yWrt
or «,00O miles /off en WW y Oy
warranty, spare/ tire f»ever feMM
used. Especlelly/prleed.

UP Center 8t |

H. Colltfltvlew. Hire**edroom,
two baths, family room,
knotty pint kitchen with
bu,|f-S»
SM,**

Busineti Opportuniti»
for tale.

J

%9$

1 964 CHRYSLER .

I

RBFRlOiRATORJ, ell ilm In ittett,
¦
WINONA PINK li POWER CO., M ,
Jnd, Ttl. mi. (Acre** from the new
parking lot.)

¦
t an,tlma with your Dally News Classified Ada and result* will never
be late. Call JM1.

BULK MILK ROUTE
E-Tt Dally News.

KKLVINATOR & GIBSON

c
.e-f
(W^

I*"

¦i nn met
'

CALL US
FOR
FREE APPRAISAL
& CONSULTATIONS

1964 CHEVROLET
Biscayne

on the ?ale
of your home.

4-door , 6 cylinder , P5w«rglicje transmission, 58,000
miles, used by local executive of Royal Yellow Cab
and used also in some taxi
work.

We will either list it for sale
or purchase it outright.

Save many many many
many dollars.

$1598

t

LA 6-34W.

Help—Mai* or Female

28

EXPERIENCED BPOKKEBPER ta handle lournsli, ganere l ledger and payrolls. Locsl firm. Write E-80 Dally News
giving qualifications, references, etc.

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
BABYSITTING—7 ia.rn." to 3:30 cm. \nquire :«V» VI. jnd. Tel. mo».

'
WILL TAKE ORDERS for al grians, sweaters, mittens or anything to knit. Tel.
Homer B 1464.

DENNIS THB MENACE

HIREFORD FSjEDERS-K Elder Rutschow, Rt. 1, Alma, Wis., (Hwy. M).

IS HERE!

Cuts milking holding time IJ hours.
Milk cun ba used In 4B hours.
SI Dr Naylor 't Teal Dilators, 7fc

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

LEW ISTON
LIVESTOCK MARKET
Afternoon Sale

Thurs., Jan. 7
1:30 P.M .

gocoM i wk vm m//oS s0J *'
BIG GEORGE

On consignment:
5—let and 2nd cnlf Holstein
heifers , springing.
7—3rd and 4th calf Holstein
heifers, apringlng.
5—Holstein heifers , open
and vaccinated , approx.
760 lbs.
12—Holstein steers , approx.
800 lbs.
11—Black Angus cows , bred
to registered black bull.
10—Black calves, 350 lbs.
A (op market for good dairy
cows and heifers.
A top market for butcher
cows and veal.
DAILY HOG MARKET
Check With Ua
Before You Sell!
Lait Week :
Springers sold up to $225 .00.
Veal sold up to $30.25 cwt .
Holstein heifers $13.50 cwt,
Holstein steers, $12.50 cwt,
Holstein steers, on feed,
$14 »0 cwt.
Bulls, $16.50 cwt.
Butcher cows sold up to
?14,05 cwt., generally
from $12. 00 to $13.85 .
Boars sold up to $9 . 30 cwt.
Smalt pigs, $9.40 per head.
Largo pigs, $14.50 cwt.
Lambs, $17.00 cwt.

Itafe of Mlnrtssola I as.
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 11,104

in Rt male el

LESLIE GARRISON
& SON, INC.
"Skate — I didn't ev.n know h* could COUNTI"

HIGHEST PRICES PAIlT
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, nldei.
raw furs and wool!

Sam Weisman & Sons

Owners and Managers
Tal. Lewiston 2667

TRO PTGAIRE HUMJO?FIER, 10" fan,
sWtomallc humldhrtot. water level Indicator, automata low water shut elf.
Reqularly «9.«. discount price S39.95 .
SCHNEIDER IALES, i<>. 6th St., Gdvw .

THREE-ROOM heated apl.. no children.
161 E. 3rd. Tel. 2737.

BUNK BEDS, disks, wardrobes, kitchen
cabinets, room dividers, chests, table;,
cribs. Best buy In townl Bargain C»nfir, 253 E. 3rd.

TREMPEALEAU. WIS. -5-bedroom, dov/n.
stairs apt., heat and utilities lurnliliea,
Tel. 534-/711. ,

CENTRAL
I OCATION—2-bedroom
Available Jan. 15. Tel . 6085.

apt ,

AIR TANK-rll", state tested, 123-lb. capacity. Perfect condition. S45.
VBNABLES USED CARS, 75 W . Jnd

CENTRALLY LOCATED-* room's snd
bath, lower apt., carpeting and drapes,
newly redecorated, parage Included, In
lulre 67 W 4|h .

SEE OUR SELECTION of used refrigerators. TV sets and ranges. B «. B
KLECTR1C, 1J» E, 3rd.

MODERN J-riorn apt., hear and wster
furnished. Available now. 477 W. Sth.
Tel. 3279.

BEAUTIFUL Wood Finishes . No removing, no scrnplnrj, no blaachina . Old
Masters Liquid Wood . PAINT DEPOT.

SPACIOUS 3-bedroom, lower duplex, garage, centrjl location, ample closets,
newly deconled, Tel. 4324 lor appoint,
ment.

YRAR-END CLPARANCE, new and uie<»
ippllancos. Look Ihem over, prices reduced. Savel Savil FRANK LILLA *.
IONS, Ml E. «th, Op»n evenings,
HUMIDIPIERS^heavy duty. I gal. capacity. Dls/ount price, Ut.K.
DAMftCNIK'S , »|h a, Mankalo.

OK USED FURN1TURE STORE
273 E, Jrd SI.
We Sell
We Buy
Furniture—Antiques—Tools
and other Items.
Tel. a-3701.

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Two Quaker
Space Heaters
One 3-room, one 5-room size.
Balance of our inventory nt
discounts up lo 45% . All
equipment included.

Doerer ' s

1078 VV. 5th
Coal, Wood, Othur Fuel 63
FIRf WOOD-bV lha stick or by Ihe load.
Tel. 7! 14. Wettgater Oardens, Weiloalo
Canter.
SLAB WOOD
Good dry oak slabe.
BRUNKOW* SAW MILL
a. LUArlBER YARD
Trempealeau, Wis.
Tel. 534*31*

Furn., Rup«, Unofium

64

TABLE
LAMPS. 13 VS)
pole
Itmps.
•S »5l kllchtn Step stools SI It! HOR2YKOWSKI FURNITUHE, 30} Mankato Ave. Open •veninoi.

Apartments, Furnished

91

LIVING ROOM, kitchenette, bath, private
entrance, heal and water furnished. 170.
47t E . 6th. Tet. 3064 or 6940.
TWO ROOMS end bath (or winter months,
woman preferred. Inquire 672 Wilson.
MALE
ROOMMATE WANTED-rensonahle rent, Immediate possession, Tel.
3091 alter 1:30.

Business Places for Rent 92
PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - Re.
tall nnd olllc* space . Available now.

Stirnennan-Sclover Co.
52"a E. 3rd
Tel 6066 or 7349

Houses for Rent
NI?W TWO-HEOROOM
Tel . 2290 or S7M .

95
hornr

Wanted-Real Estate

96

DOWNTOWN rrtrll location wanted, Write
11-73 Daily News .

Houses for Sale

99

C , BRING you r expert along, Lei' s talk
on Ihe construction of Ihls 3 bedroom,
Minor home. 3 veert old. Located wesl
In cily llniltf . ' 3 block lo bus, A B T S
AGENCY, INC. . Realtors. 1J» Welni rl
St. Tel 84341 or alter hourv I . R ,
Clay t - V l l , Bill Ziebell 4854 . E. A.
Ablt 31)4 .
CENTRALLY LOCATED — 7 rooms, m
baths,
recenlly
redecorated. 110,SOO .
Tal. «213d,
G

105 Johnson
Tel. 28>6
Open Friday Night Until 9:JK>

A REAL exquisite home right In the
heart ot town , t roorht, 4 bedroom * up,
tun room can be used at 5th bedroom.
Large
kitchen,
living room, dining
room, den or ofllee. Fireplace. Hot w«ler oil llred hent. lull b.ith up ancl '.»
hath down, This home has so many
tcalurei wo rnnnot mention them all.
A B T S AQI NCY. INC , Realtor!. IS*
Walnut St , Tal. a-414S or alter hours? E.
R Clay «VV. BUI Ziebell 4134, C . A
Mils 3I>4 .

ECONOMY
MINDED?

102

BUILPING WANTED-2.J0O to 4,000 iq.
tt „ in good location In Winona. Write
E-74 Daily News .

1956 VOLKSWAGEN
2-door

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICFS
POR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSK i

Used C»n

'

HJ>9

PLYMOUTH-1H3 4-door, snow tires , runs
good. Make an oiler. 458 Center .
FORD— 195J F a i r l a n e 4-door sedan, V-B,
automatic, naw tires, Interior-exterior
excellent, radio, heater . Tel , 1-2151,
Ext. 2«7.

Radio , heater , whitewall
tires, mud and snow tirw
on rear, 1965 plates, good
runner.

$500

W ALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights '
_

-—

i_= ;

'64 VOLKSWAGEN
4-cylinder
Economy Champ
¦ft l-Owne 'r ¦& Low miles
•jV Radio -ir Gas gauge
¦ Other extras
JV

$1,595
We trade .

Wa Advertise Our Prlr.es .^
^

(gEfiSKDg)
40 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury -Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evening
and Saturday p.m.

1 965 IS YOUR YEAR
to own a CADILLAC

3
V ToV
CHOOSE FROM
196 4 CADILLAC
Coupf DeVlllc

1963 CADILLAC
Series 62

1958 CADILLAC
Sedan DeVillc

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. B-r/ll
Open Friday Kveilings

"

t. W W nn
¦i ¦

STOP IN AND
DRIVE ANY ONE
OF THE

30

DODGE - 1144 Dart , a-cyllnder , straight
stld-, low mileage, with naw car warranty. Merchants National Hank. Tel.
2S37.

(or rent

DAKOTA, 3-bedroom home wilh o«rarje
Now vacant. 4 bedroom home wilh o*
rage at Hokah Bolh *60.
CORNFORTH REALTY
La Crescent. Minn.
Tel. B9J1104

Wanted to Rent

: W I^CHTOlf l^

Possession Jan. 15. Tel . 7790 alter 5.

See Ut For Best Prices
Scrao Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Furl
M & W IRON & METAL CO.
201 W. 2nd St
Tel, 3004

INCORPORATED
Tal. 5147
(Winona 's Only Real (estate Buyer)
S7 «0 W, Jrd
HALF ARABIAN '"ly, grey, 7 ye*r* eld, Articles for Salo
Tal. tUt «nJ 7093
P.O. Box 24)
with papers. Silas Holllhd, Lanebgro,
Rooms
Without
Meals
86
Minn.
DRESSES, IKIRTS. Houses, coats, Vt t»
107
Mptorcyclei, Bicycles
original price. Bargain Center, 253 E.
SLEEPING ROOM for gentleman. 4H VV.
HEIFER CALVES - 3 Holsteln-Angus
3rd. .
"
4th.
cross, 7 weeks old. Elmer H, Matjke,
MOTORCYCLE REPAIRS
RolllngsteiA, Minn.
PARTS & SERVICB
DOGHOUSE. ««nd box, <xa ft. playtjlrl,
en
Robb Bros.
house, buffet, doubla barrel shotgun, FURNISHED ROOM for working
bus line. 415 E- Howard. Tel. 5997.
PUREBRED HOLSTEIN bulls, serviceMotorcycle Shop
S7J E. 4th
Tel. 8-3171.
able age, from dams that produce ever
500 lbs. el butterfat, cw) type. Stephen ICE SKATE Exchange, new and vtttl. Apartments, Flats
90
Trailers
Tract's,
Trucks,
108
Kronebusch , Hi mllei E. of Altura,
Bicycle
Skates sharpened. KOLTER
Minn.
Shop, 503 Mankato. Tel. 5«tJ.
FIRST FLOOR, 4-room apt. Heat and wa- DODGE—1V4> Vi-ton pickup, good snow
ter furnished, Inquire 611 E. eth.
tires . James Bergler, Gilmore Valley,
PUREBRED Duroc boars, alio lendrace 3URN MOBIL FUEI OIL and en\oy tht
Winona, h\\nn. Tat. S-2622.
boars. Clltfard Hoff, Unistioro, Minn.,
comfort ot automatic personal care. TWO-BEDROOM ground floor apt,, heat(Pilot Mrjunrji
Keep full servlca - complete burner
ed, $89.50. Tel. -1773.
WE ARE EXPERTS In our Held. Truck
care. Budget planned and guaranteed
bodies built, repaired, painted, lettered.
prlca. Order today from JOSWICK'S DOWNTOWN 3-room eperfment, hot waBERG'S, 3950 W. 4th. Tel. 4t33.
CO.,
Ml
E,
BAIT END COAL I OIL
ter, heat end water furnished. Tel.
.,
¦Ih. Tal. 3JJ».
e-1024.

EV MEDTFURAN"
MASTITIS

'C/vtoM./vtaw! IOHWT TAKC
, VDUfc

Closed Saturdays

STRAW AND CORN, will deliver; also
1* ft. truck platform, slock rack and
grain box. Good condition. Lawrence
Rebhahn, Rt. 3, Arcadia, Wis. (Dodge)

HOLSTEIN BULLS-purebred, ages • to
IJ months, from high retord^nd classi— Will deliver. D. L.
fied dams. Merry Msrks, Mondovi, HAY FOR SALE
Wright, St. Charles. Minn., Tel. «32Wis., (Gilmanton).
439S.
HEREFORD — 30 long yearlings, sta»r»
HAY-3rd crop, JM bales. ReuALFALFA
and hellers on feed. Lester Rustad,
ben Suhr, Fountain City. Tel, M87-4770.
Rushford, N\\nn„ Tal. (M-M20.

^FOR
^

¦¦" ¦ =
1964)

Henry D»un, Decedent.
Order for Hearln* an Pinal Account
and Petition (er Distribution.
Tha rapr«»ental|va of lha above named
•stata having filed lis final account and
petition lor settlement and ' allowance
thereof am) lor distribution to Ihe pereone
thereunto enlllledl
IT IS OROBRHD, That the titnrlna
thereol be hid on January 70 , lti), nt
11:15 o'clock; A.M.. bafora this Court In
the probata court room In lha court
house In ' Winona. Minnesota, and that
nollce hereof be olven by puhllcallon ol
this order In the Wlnone Dolly N*wa
and hy mailed nollce as provided by lew.
Dated December II, 1964.
B. D. I tnERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Donald T. Winder,
Allorney for Petitioner.

SEARS REFRIGERATOR-freerer, condition like ntw, uitd lit* than IVi ytan,
Tal. WM.

IP VOU WANT to bgy, Mil er trade
bt sure fo Mt *>unk, HOMSMAKBR I
¦XCHANOg, Ut B. 3rd.

RESIDENCE PHONES:
To handle stocking and sate Horm, Cettle, Stock
MASTA TREAT
43
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
of parts for an established
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
FORMULA
NO.
1
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
farm equipment dealer in YORKSHIRE BRED Gilt mi Fall BoTr
for sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
49c syringe
Auction by stata Assoc. New Ulm Fairfret delivery . Sea us for all your ol
Jerry
Berthe . . . 8-2377
the Winona area. Prefer
grounds, Jan. 16, I p.m. Straw 10:34 a.m.
Save 10ft on carton.
flee supplies, desks, tiles or office
young married man with
11 Dr. Naylor'» Teat Dilators, 7«e
Philip
A.
Baurnann . . . 9540
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 331!.
heifer calves, I weeks old.
some sales experience and HOLSTEIN
TED
MAIER
DRUGS
Kannath Rice, Lamolllfr Minn. Tel.
farm background. Must be
Wanted to Buy
81
WI(Ok» K-20U.
Animal Health Canter
familiar with farm machinHEAVY WORK TEAM for sale, both
feed
SO USED TABLE SAW wanted. Tel. 1-3300,
ery. Apply by letter giving
males. Adolph Drenekhthn, Minneiska, Hay* Grain,
B a.m. to 5 p.m . or 1.2680 after S.
Minn. Ttl. m-2466.
resume- of personal luckTel. 2849
sacrifice
your
601 Main St.
SHORT OP FEED? Don't
GOOD
QUALITY uied piano wanted, In
ground and all past experi- STOCK H0O—for Hie. Walter Pruka, replacement stock at today's prices. I
6083.
good
condition.
Tel.
have high quality feed and will board
ence. This opening is a
Rt. !• Rushlord, Minn. Tal. M4-K31.
them for you. Tel. Altura TS21.
WM. MILLER 5CWAP IRON I. METAL Sale or Rent; Exchange IO!
permanent position at good
RBOISTERID HORNED Hereford bulls,
pays highest prices (or scrip
pay for the right man, writ* ' 2 years old and younger. Herland CHOPPED CORN and pea silage mixed, CO.
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw lur
FOUR-BEDROOM modern home, In exhigh lead value and easy to nandli.
E-77 Daily News .
Gabrlckjen, Rt. 1, Holmen, Wis. Tel.
123
W.
2nd - Tel. 2067 .
cellent condition, east c»itral location.
Tel. Altura 7«1.

(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 29, 1944)

Stnte of Minnesota
County of Winona

72

New Anchor
Animal Health Center

State of Mlnnesola ) ss.
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
.- No. 15 ,960
In Ihe Matter ot the Estata ol
Samuel Schlappl, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on Petition to Protista
Will and lor Summery Assignment
or Distribution
Doris E. Howlelf, having filed a
patition In this Court alleging that said
decedent died testat e and thai Hid
estate consists only of tho homestead ot
said decedent end only such personal
properly as Is ex empt from all dibit
end charges In Probate Court nnd praying lor the probate ol tho Will ol said
decedent and for a summary assignment or distribution ot said estate to
tha persons entitled thereto, which Will
ll on lile In Ihls Courl end open to In•pccllon;
IT IS ORDEREO. That Ihe hearlno
thereof be hed on January 22, 1963, at
10:30 o'clock A.M.. belore this Courl fri
Ihe probate courl room In the court
house In Wlnone, Minnesota, and that
objections to the allowance of said Will,
If any be staled In writing end Iliad
at or before aald time of hearing; end
that notice ol said hearing be given
by publication ol this order In the Winona Dally News and by mailed notice
at provided by law .
Dated December 23, 1964.
B. D. LIBERA.
Probata Judge ,
(Probata Court Seal)
William A. LliKlquKI,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 22, 1»«)

70

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

GOLTZ PHARMACY

"

"
•?

Household Article*

. >^;
¦ ^i»> ^pply

1-43, 4i, 58, U. iM, 69, 70.
i iiiasa.i ii

HEAVY SPRING reostars, pan ready. 40c
lb. Tal. t-WS.

WINONA DAILY NEWI II

99 Ussd Cars

Houses for Sale

THIS group will completely furnish the
kitchen, bedroom and living room
with fine quality furniture. Pay only 8ELLEVIEW W. el 1-2 bedroom. 1-floer
S4.15 weekly.
hwt available for Immtdltte occupanBURKE'S FURNITURE, 3rd l
i Franklin
cy. Full basement, oil furnace, electric
wafer neafer. Inqulra Ervin Hungar,
Good Things to Eat
65 Bluff Siding, Wis.

•MAT fUVOH In evwy forkful I for
FULL-TIME HELP
tlia bail In food eating m budget prieoi
,
•loo lit, HUTH'1 RBSTAURANT, !?•' ¦
WANTED
,
3rd, epati 24 hour* a day, . axcipt//flan
AMB "VOU * PKOBL»M;b*iNKaW. - "? Inv!anrily with two schoolM M or woman your tfrinklm cnafm V.WK chjffljhlft. Pleasant home
numerous prablam*. If. -you iwxj an)
^
want help, contact Ale«jhollc» Athtony*$*W *U fo$«jrn conveni</• OtmHrO*
¦ iwi, Planwr Orow
No laun•ttcer^JojjJA -mt &a.to
, , ?.s; •? ¦ -;
llvary. Winona, Win,
¦> ¦ ¦;
¦

Tamflsy, January f,- IMS

#4

eee oRoup

WNTIR Iftkrtt without any "tip," will TWO NEAT APPBARINO women wanted.
Special work, IW.SO part time, 179^0
Iwvt VW with sinus and • npw mat
Ml tlmt. Ctr mtutry. For inttrvlmw
said! drip. W. 8ef»(mj«r, Tailor.
wrllt Vox 19(1, Trempeeieeu, Wli.
SUPKR ituff, »ur« riufl Ttiat't llu«
Lustra far eltining mat and uphoiiliry. HELIABLH BASvairfe* to IM in, s
days a watk. Tal. 9PI after *:30.
Kent •iKtrle ahapooar* «l. K. 0. Com
¦
'
Ct.
.

N O T I C*
Thla newspaper will ba responsible
for only ona incorratt imartlon ot
any classified advertisement published In the Want Ad section. Check
your ad and call ttal ll a corrtt>,
tlon must ba mads.

a

Furn,, Ruei, Linoleum

STRICTLY BUSINESS

CLEAN USED
CARS

ISPECIAL THIS W EEK!
19(1 1 DODGE
4-door sedan
(i cylinder , automatic transmission , radio, h e a t e r ,
wliitcwall I ires, canary yellow with brown interior , real
sharp one owner car.
NOW JUST $1045

W INON A UTO _

AA

RAMBLER/ ""\ MDGI

SALES

-6-

Open Mon. & Fri . Eve .
3rd L Mj n k n t o
Tel. 8-3M»
Mobil*

Homes, Trailtjrt Sail

r.vo nrnROOM lo.-ia tt . mtbllt *tm:
nr I. ' .y .Viii lui,nice
titaer Bvarvv.ii. Kmhli rd, Mmn. Tel. U4-tt *t.
OR 'SALt— Trailer! and c»mr>e i s I l:AIIY i. Ilutlalo Cily, Wl». Tel.
Cochrane 24!-.'ii?;.

MINI

Auction Satis
A L V I N kOHNB*
A i / c T i o r i c t R , Ciiy end ttat* iicanseet
rsnd bondcel ? JV Liberty &». icarnar
I . Sth intl Liberty I lal . tttt.
AUCTTOMS I I I HouionoK). Llvutoca ar
General I V L E L BOBO. Kl. ], Mmiv
Ion, Minn. r«i . Hokah IM-JIJS. Ltcensed &, flonde<j.

Minnesota

Land & Auction Sales

Everett i. Koftwr
13a Walnut , Tel a 3710 attar n«ir« lit*
JAN. / Tbt,r». I?OO p m . M mlle» N.
ol Dccorati. tovra na U $. Hwy. ^2,
ttsen >• , mile C, on mc luwa-Mlnre, »|^l»
Inn Clmnr Cllberi-.rxi & Mill tartn,
owners; X mjdvn & E r i c k s o n , ' toctlan- b<: ( \; Cnnlj n Slaltr ISank. clerk.

¦
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By Roy Cran» ^

BUZ 3AWYIR

WINONA DAILY NEWS
DICK TRACY

.

By Chwtw Gould

^

BEETLE BAILEY

By Mort Walker

By Hanna-Barbura

THE FLINTSTONES

DAN FLAGG

By Don Sherwood

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

BY Chic Young

BLONDIE

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

i Our New Year's Resolution:
By Alex Kotzky

APARTMENT 2

I

"We Promise — You Won't

j

Leave Our Dining Room Hungry!" j
§ Special Every Sunday:

»- _

r aw

' »

«** ¦* VOMT-

MeMaaaaaW-SeVI '
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By Dal Curtis

REX MORGAN, M. D.

m^_ ^. ^m ^^mmm ^vMac4ium~mtmmmm—i—u.mmi
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NANCY
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By Ernie Bushmiller

Can Eat
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and Every FRIDAY
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FRIDAY
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Can Eat
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Fountain City, Wis.
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GENUINE WALLEYE PIKE
AND SCALLOPS

Complete Dinner includes Juice or
Soup - Relish Thy - Bread Basket —
Choice of Potatoes - Salad - Destert — tieverage.

I

AII You
Can Eat
¦" •" ¦¦' ¦' '

w+ y j r

«PXaaf«#
- .: ..:

SATURDAY

j

:

and Every SATURDAY

I
1
I
J
I

'

M

SUPPER CLUB

(

. . ,
,. ,
By Sounder* and Emir

"VENETIAN" NIGHT

(f avltim 3fa>$

i *'¦"¦"'"

j
MARY WORTH

J

Genuine Italian Meat Balls and Spaghetti — a tremendous recipe turnished us by an Italian Chef—includes
authentic Italian Garlic Bread , Italian
Salad and all the trimmings.

A wonderfu l Dinner that includes Soup
or Juice , Bread Basket , assorted Relishes , choice of Potatoes , Salad , Desaert , and Beverage.

|

j

and Ev.
ry THURSDAY

BAKED SH°"T R,BS
m
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THURSDAY

and Evry WEDNESPAr

)
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Served 4 to 7 p.m. ... Come one,come all, bring your family.

(

,

se w
£S

j 1\T ROAST CHICKEN
~
J M^ & HAM DINNERS
1

\
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^A-W_\________ {
U.S. CHOICE PRIME RIBS *#VP^A
{
'
The tender red
meat melts in your
mouth and is sure to make you want to

return ,„ the flo)den Frog J00„ /or

more

, ,.

same!
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CHOICE WINES - LIQUORS-BEERS
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